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INTRODUCTION
After more than two hundred years the reputation of
Daniel Defoe has become solidly entrenched in the history of
English literature.

No respectable anthology of eighteenth

century writing would omit mention of this considerable name,
and at least a fragment of either Robinson Crusoe or A Journal of the Plague Year.

Discussion of the development of the

English novel generally begins with the name of Defoe:

He

is seen as being either the rather, or as being the vital
link oonnecting the earlier moral fable and the modern complex novel.

In either case, his name and his work assume

the signifioance of a central pivot in the history of the
narrative.l

Similarly, in the study of modern journalism,

avery effort is made to show the lasting imprint which he has
left on the maas medium as author of the Review.2
And, as if to prove the growing awareness and appreciation of the literary importance of Defoe, reviews, critical articles, thesee and biographies, have begun to appear
in ever-growing volume, until at present, the study of Defoe,
the writer, presents a formidable literature in its own right.
lFor Defoe and the novel seet A. Kettle, An Introduction to the English Novel, (London, 1951), Vol. I, 55-63; I.
Watt, The Rise of the Novel, (London, 1957).
2 For Defoe and journalism see: w. Payne, Mr. Review,
(New York, 1947).

Indeed, there are few literary areas of Defoe's works which
have not been, or which are not under, close investigation.
Abreast of literary research, biographical activity has uncove~ed

much detail of a personal nature which has enabled

us to frame a picture of Defoe as a man, rather than as the
sèmi-legendary figure, who with Protean talent, played the
poet, created the novel, and introduced journalism.
But, what originally began as a literary investigation
bas stimulated other writers to investigate Vefoe's religious,l
ethical,2 economic3 and soc1al4 ideas aa wall.
picture remaina incomplete.

However, the

Even among the pa1nstak1ng b1o-

graph1cal works by Wilson, Lee, Dott1n and Sutherland in
which, admittedly, the attempt 1s made to view all the facets
of Defoe'a complex personality, there still rema1ns an aspect
--an important aspect--which 1s largely unexplained; though
paradox1cally often referred to and commented upon.
What were the politics of Daniel Defoe--politics, that
is, interpreted in its largest sense--abstract political theory
and its direct affect upon practical political activity?

It

1s odd that this important question has received such seant
lHewitt, F., Daniel Defoe: Disaenter, (Unpubliahed theais Cornell, 1947).
2Andersen, H.H., Daniel Defoe: A Stud~ in the Conflict
Between Commercialism and Moralit in t~h-e~E~a-r~l~~l~8~t~h-C~en~tur~~,Unpubliahed thesis, Chicago, 1930 •
3 Moore, J.R., Daniel Defoe and Modern Economie Theory,

Indianna University Studies, (June,

1934), Vol. XXI, 3-28.

4Girdler, L., Daniel Defoe's Theories
(unpublished thesis, California, Los Angeles,

attention, particularly, if we bear in mind that Defoe as a
novelist made his appearance in his very lata fifties.

Un-

til that moment, he waa completely engaged in the implacable
strife of English politics.

To his contemporaries, he was

pre-eminently a political pamphleteer, and only later, much
later, did he gain a reputation as a diverting novelist.
The length of this active and exuberant life (Defoe
was born c.l660 and died in 1731) only serves to show how
one-s1ded the various studies of Defoe have been; how r1gorously the 11terary mine of Defoe's wr1t1ngs has been worked,
while the pol1t1cal quarry of his ideas has scarcely been
scratched.

At present, there are only two studies of Defoe's

political views.

One, by M.E. Campbell, Political Propaganda

in the Early Verse of Defoe, (Published thesis, Yale 1938),
is a met1culous exam1nation of Defoe's obscure poem, A New
Discovery of an Old Intreague (1691).

As an example of 11-

terary detection, it 1s a remarkable piace of work; but it
deals almost exclusively with the identification of persona
and events in the poem.

The second work is Miss A.E. Levett's

Daniel Defoe which appeared as an essay in Social and Political Ideas of Soma English Thinkers of the

Au~atan

Age, (1650-

112Q), edited by F.J.C. Hearnshaw (1927-28). This essay was
to give, at most, a general account of Defoe's pol1t1cal ideas.
Of the article's thirty pases, nina pages are devoted to poli-

tical concepts and the ramaining twanty-ona to b1ographical
details, and to ramarks on Defoe's economie and social views.
To criticize the essay for not attempting a more exhaustive
treatment of Defoe's political ideas would ba to misunderstand the nature of the book; but, nevertheless, the absence
of any detailed examination of his political views, has causad
at least two of Defoe'a biographers to lean on Miss Levett's
essay.l
The purpose of this thesis is to bring the political
portrait of Defoe into sharper focus.

The task is threefold:

to reconstruct the political theory of Defoe; to examine his
relationship to the concept of party politics; and lastly, to
outline his views on foreign policy (with the exclusion of
Anglo-Scottish relations).?

No attempt will ba made to trace

his daily political activity unlass it throws additional light
on his political ideas.
1 James Sutherland, Defoe, (New York, 1938), 145; Brian
FitzGerald, Daniel Defoe: A Study in Conflict, (London, 1954),
115.

2nefoe's activity in Anglo-Scottish foreign relations
has been wall treated in H.F. Grave's Daniel Defoe, Director
of Propaganda: A Study of Defoe's Methods for Promoting the
Union of Scotland and England, (Unpublished thes!s, Pennsylvania, 1935). Conaequently, mention is only made of AngloScottish relations where soma comment is necessary to round
out the general view of Defoe's foreign policy.

CHAPTER I
A WHIG THEORY OF GOVERNMENT
Some Conventional Characteristics In Defoe 1 s Writings
Defoe began his career as a pamphleteer in a rather
sporadic manner; but the small, unsteady stream of tracts
which he wrote at the close of the seventeenth century, soon
turned into a torrential river, amounting, at the end of his
career, to roughly 350 pamphlets and poems.l

It was also

during his most active pamphleteering days, that he wrote and
edited the important newsheet of the early eighteenth century, the Review (February 19, 1704- June 11, 1713), totalling approx1mately 5610 pages. 2

Throughout his political

career Defoe carried on a prolific correspondance, rang1ng

~he sources of Defoe's writings, in this thesis, are
based on the bibliography by Professor Henry c. Hutchins,
printed in The Cambrid e Biblio ra h of En lish Literature,
(Cambridge, 94 , II, 4 5-514. A more recent art1c e has
appeared by Professor J.R. Moore, "The Canon of Defoe•s
Writings", The L1brary, Transactions of the Bibliographical
SocietS, 5th ser., XI (1956), 155-169. It contains additionai ibliographical advice of great value.
2Defoe's Review was published for the Facsimile Text
Society by Columbia University Press, (New York, 1938), in
nina volumes containing twenty-two books.
1

2

from his own 1ntimate oirole of friands to high government
personages.

Reoently

collected~

the correspondance fills a

large volume of almost five hundred pages.l How one man
could have turned out so large a quantity of written material,
(leaving out entirely his contribution to the field of the
novel) while atruggling with the daily necessities of providing for a large
Professor

H.c.

family~

still rema1ns an unsolved mystery.

Hutchins, in a more jocular ve1n has auggested

that Defoe must have had his own man Friday to assist
However~

h~.

a simple numerical count of Defoe's wr1tings

can be misleading.

It is true that almost all of his collee-

ted works contain some political reference.

Still, the author

of an article on Defoets polit1cal thought could write:

"It

1s by no means clear that Defoe is a pol1tical thinker in any
strict sense.n2 What motivated this statement is perhaps the
tact that, from all of Defoe•a

writ1ngs~

the bulk of his theor-

iz1ng is to be found 1n two pol1t1cal tracts and one lengthy
poem.
lution.

The tiret tract, Reflections Upon the Late Great RevoWritten by a Lay-Rand

faction of Soma

Neisâbours~

1n

the Country, For the Satis-

was printed early in 1689; the

second tract, The Original Power of the Collective Body of
1G.H. Healey, The Letters of Daniel Defoe, (Oxford,
1955).
2A.E. Levett,"Dan1el Defoe", Social and Polit1cal
Ideaa of Some Engliah Thinkers of the Augus~an Age, léo.
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the Peoples of England Examined and Asserted, appeared 1n
1701; while the poem Jure Divino, 1n twelve books, containing

the most elaborate statement of Defoe 1 s political theory, was
published in 1706.

In all, the pamphlets devoted entirely

to political theory are in a disproportionate ratio when compared to the entire production achieved by Defoe at the end
of his career 1n 1731.

If Defoe is to be considered for the

distinction of being called a political thinker on the basis

ot two pamphlets and one poem, there may be soma justification
tor the doubt expressed in the above statement; but if his
entire writings are assembled, he deserves more attention and
credit.

However, it should also be stated that Defoe was

never entirely preoccupied with abstract political theory; on
the contrary, his wr1t1ngs are of a specifically practical
nature.

There are few examples 1n which Defoe wrote in a

purely speculative sense.
The political cauldron of party strife had reached
the boiling point under Charles II, and continued to bubble
until it spilled over into the reigns of William and Anne,
even though the real significance of Whig and Tory bad become
quite meaningless atter their joint victory in 1688.1 Defoe
always telt it his duty to overcome and cure the self-lacer-

~.N. Fieldhouse, "Bolingbroke and the Idea of NonParty Government," Historl, XXIII (1939), 47.
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ations inflicted on society by this constant political recrimination.

He applied htmself vigorously to explain away

what he considered the dangerous confusion existing in the
minds of his contemporaries.

Even when he did attempt an ex-

cursion into the realm of abstract theory, it was always with
an eye on soma current and pressing problem affecting the
society 1n which he lived.

There is little political spe-

culation pursued for the intelleotual excitement that might
titillate the withdrawn scholar.

Defoe was far too involved

in the daily perplexities of lite, for auch activity.

His

writings and speculations therefore, contain a purpose--an
eminently practical purpose.
The skeleton of his theorizing bears close resemblance
to the framework of a host pt political tracts, comprising the
corpus of Whig literature.

He quoted freely from Bracton,

Coke, Harrington, Grotius, Milton, Locke, Sidney, and gave
indication of familiarity with the Leveller writing of the
seventeenth century.l

Several cbaraoteristics reappear in

his writing that help to olassify him as a Whig.

Like all

lDafoe's academie education may largely account for
this. As the son of a Dissenter it was impossible for him
to secure a regular university education. But it would not
seem that he suffered unduly for this privation. His father
was sufficiently wall off to sand htm to a private Dissenting
academy in Newington Green Which was under the direction of
the Reverend Charles Morton.
Unlike the average seventeenth century grammar school,
with its narrow concentration on Latin and Greek, the private

5

good Whigs, Defoe searched for the "original contract" between
king and subject; this contract was to serve as the blade with
which to pare the bitter fruit of royal absolutism.

Like all

Dissenting academies showed a flexibility in traditional methods of teaching and certainly a much wider curriculum. Apart from his theological studies and classical languages, Defoe was introduced to modern languages--French, Spanish, !talian--and also history, natural science, geography, astronomy,
physics, and even a type of shorthand.
More important, was the person he studied under. The
Reverend Charles Morton was a graduate of Oxford, who bad established soma reputation for himself as a mathematician and
antiquarian. He was later appointed Hector of Bilsan, in 1655.
But like so many other Dissenting preachers, he was ejected
from his living by the implacable Clarendon Code. He then
opened his own private academy for the instruction of Dissenters children. His anemies labeled hlm "a rank independant."
It is interesting to note that when the Reverend Morton decided to emigrate to America, he was offered the presidency
of Harvard Collage; but apparently the authorities reconcidered
and gave the position to another man. Was it because of his
somewhat ex~erated political views which he had published in
one of his ëooks entitled Eutaxia? At any rate, he was made
vice-president, and he taught for several years until he died
1n 1698.

In his own school, Reverend Morton seems to have encouraged his pupils to form "a sort of democratical government" of their own. Professor Sutherland refera to Defoe 1 s
alma mater as the "small soviet of Newington Green", while
Dottin states that for the students, "Cromwell était leur
Dieu et Milton leur messie".
It is also indicative of the nature of the school,
that after Monmouth's Rebellion in 1685, three former fellowstudents of Defoe's at Newington Green--Battersby, Hewling,
and Jenkyns, were apprehended and executed. See: J. Sutherland, Defoe, 20-24; W. Freemen, The Incredible Defoe, 68-70;
P. Dottin, Daniel Defoe et Ses Romans, 26; F.S. Hewitt,
Daniel Defoe: Diâsenter,'unpublished thesis, Cornell University) 1947.
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good Whigs, Defoe insisted on the supremacy of English common
law; regardlese of the nature of the problem, he felt that
the law would ultimately decide in the interests of the citizens of England.
with a third.

In a way, these two points are connected

Defoe shared an important eighteenth century

quality with his Whig colleagues, in believing that resson,
rightly applied, would solve all problems 1 --and were not the
laws the very embodiment of reaaon?
But Defoe was also very much a child of his age, and
one outstanding characteristic in his work transcenda either
Whig or Tory classification.

In disputing the concepts of

government and obedience he relied heavily for evidence and
support upon the Old and New Testaments.

In a public debate

he readily stated, "I agree •••••• the Scripture is to be regarded in this dispute above all other testimonies•. 2 On the
surface this may appear as a straightforward contradiction to
his staunch beliet in reason.

But the problem is more deeply

rooted than in mere mental slopp1ness.
Defoe lived at that cr1t1cal moment when the sevanteenth century mode of thought was dissolving under the ac1dulous influence of the eighteenth century Enlightenment.

The

seventeenth century was preoccupied with the architectural
lpor a very good summary of •reas~n' in e1ghteenth
century society, see James Sutherland, Preface to Eighteenth
Centurz Poetry. (Oxford: 1948.)
2 Review, s·apt. 10, 1706, Vol. III, Book VII, 429.
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edirice

or

a philosophical system based upon truths which

were unalterable and axiomatic.
regions

or

Investigation into further

thought and knowledge was only possible through

reason by the rigorous process of deduction.

The eighteenth

century Enlightenment, with its weapons of empiricism was
diametrically opposed to thia.l
assume that the men
complete conridence.

or

But it would be incorrect to

this period joined either school with

Quite the contrary, the philosophical

makeup of the men who lived at the crossroads of the sevanteenth and eighteenth century was peculiarly hybrid.
who was capable

or

Kepler,

formulations erected on the strictest em-

pirical observations, still remained an authority on astrology.
The intellectual gap between the seventeenth century philosophical system and the eighteenth century Enlightenment was
difficult to bridge, and the men who attempted the ordeal
found it necessary to anchor their support on two contradictory shores.2

Defoe was no lesa riddled with intellectual

inconsistencies than Kepler.

A second reason helps to explain

Deroe•s dual approach to speculation.

His childhood and up-

bringing certainly contributed to his acceptance of the sacred
writings as repositories of eternal truths.
tensely religious puritan parents

As a child of in-

his religious instruction

~. Cassirer, The Philosophy

or

the Enlightenment,

(Beacon, 1951), 6-7.
2E. Cassirer, The Myth of the State, (Anchor, 1955),
369.
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began at an early age and occupied, what would be considered
today, a disproportionate part of his waking hours.l

He has

left us a brief gl1mpse of his childhood by relating an incident which happened during the early years of the reign of
Charles II.

The rumour that Catholicism was preparing to re-

conquer the nation caused many Dissenters to anticipate the
danger by copying out the Bible in shorthand, in order to prevent a popish government from oonfiscating them:
• • • I myself, then but a boy, worked
like a horse, till I wrote out the whole
Pentateuch, and then was so tired I was
willing to run the risk of the rest.2
It is not surprising therefore, to find his writ1ng so richly
1nterwoven with Biblical references.
Motives produced by his h1storical background and his
childhood environment may help to explain hia insistance upon
reason and his reliance on scripture.

But a suspicion also

arises that, as an unorthodox political thinker challenging
the accepted views of monarchy and government, Defoe purposetully chose to assemble his tacts from the holy wr1t1ngs, in
order at least to parry the accusation of being either a republican anarchist or an atheist and thus to defend his reputation by the very nature ot the sources used in his arguments.

Insotar as these characteristics are concerned, his
1
2

James Sutherland, Defoe, 14.
Review, Dec. 22, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 498.
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approach is thoroughly whiggish and conventional.
The Raison D'etre of Pol1t1cal Theory
The raison d•etre of pol1t1cal theory for Defoe as
stated, was not abstract investigation, but rather the necessary task of destroy1ng two pernicious ideas: (a) Jure Div1no,
the absolutist creed of government; (b) Non-Resistance, the
ideology of the Established Church and the Tory squire.
The preoccupation with these two principles in his work
(and one may add, of all other Whig theoreticians, 1nclud1ng
Locke and Sidney) is dependent on the tact that the political
ghost of Sir Robert Filmer was neither laid to rest with the
end of the Cromwell1an exper1ment, nor did it confine itself
to haunt the shadows of the reigns of the restoration Stuarts.
On the aontrary, it ostentatiously paraded itself in the
bright sunlight for all to see.
In brief, Filmer had attempted to prove that the
power of kinga was "natural" as well as divine.
ral in the sense that

0 The

It was natu-

father governs by his own will,

not by the laws and wills of his sons and servants".
first king therefore was Adam.

The

His children in turn became

hereditary kinga in their own households.

But it was Lmposs-

ible for even Filmer to suggest that the Stuart kinga were
the direct heirs of Adam for kingship; consequently he modified the assertion to

8

present kinga are, or are reputed to

10

be, next heir to him."

The phrase "are to be reputed" a1most

destroyed the sanctity of the monarchy.

However, the paternal

aroma which permeated Filmer•s theory waa sufficiently pleasing to the conservative elements in society who were interested
in the support of an absolutist government.
The irony of Filmer's literary career is that when he
died in 1653, his pamphlets and particular1y Patriarcba or
the Natural Power of Kinga remained unpublished.

It was not

until 1679 that a volume of these waa reprinted.

As the ex-

clusionist campaign intensified, the single volume was followed
by the publication, in 1680, of his most famous tract Patriarcha,
and 1t was again reprinted in a second edition, in 1685.

Theae

pamphlets were the great defences of the Stuart armoury of
absolutism.
Irrespective of whether the arguments of Patriarcha
are sound or unsound, real1stic or unrealistic, during the
'eighties the1r mere existence were of the utmoat 1mportance.l
It 1s d1stressing to read the d1sparaging remarks made on the
Whig-Filmer controversey, for example:

"The tiresome persis-

tance with which Sidney and Locke follow this obvious argument merely shows that an absurd conclusion is a godsend
which no controvers1al1st has the heart to overlook.n2

Laski

1P. Laslett, The English Revolution and Locke's Two
Treatises ot Government, (Cambridge Historical Journal), XIl,
(1956), 45-46.
2
G.H. Sabine, ~ History of Pol1tica1 Theory, (New York,
1951), 513.
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oould question 8 Why Locke should have waated the resouraes of
his intelligence upon so feeble an opponent.•l This surely
minimizes the importance of Filmer.

Filmer represented the

outer defence of the bastion of absolut1sm, and if the bastion was to be destroyed the outer defenoe would have to be
overcome.

The seriousness wh1ch Defoe attached to the Whig•

Filmer oontroversy is olear:
Divine Right of Government, must
imply the Divine Debt of entire Submission,
and a Jure D1vino King, and a Paasively
Obed1ent People are Synonimoua in Nature,
tend to the same thing, and are constant
attendants one of the other.
From hence I draw this Conclusion, and I think 'tis very just--That
to start the Doctrine of Divine Right in
England, ia a design, if possible, to restore Tyranny to this nation, and to distil auch notions into the heads of the
people, as may auppresa the desire and
love of liberty and make absolute arbitrary
Government familiar, and eligible to them ••• 2
Throughout his career, Defoe struck at the two pillars of absolute government, explaining to his readers and opponents alike,
the dangers that lay hid in these dogmas:
Why pray Gentlemen of the High Church,
what do you Talk of Jure Divino? Do you
know what yeu are doing? The Jure Divino
of Kinga will undoe the Chur oh of England,
as new Established; it will bring you all
back where you were; it will return the
High Commission Court; it will Disenfranchise Magdalen College, and send your
1

B. Lask1, Political Thought in England from Locke to
Bentham , (Oxford, 1955), 29.
2Rev1ew, Sept. 11, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 327.
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Bishops all to the Tower; if your Kinga
are Jure Divino~ so are all their Commanda~
to resist them is death, Treason against
Heaven; if they command you to Renounce
God, sell your religion, go to Maas, turn
Turk, Papist, or any thing, you must obey
even tor Conscience sake--What is it you
are doing, G!ntlemen~ when you talk of
Jure Di vino?
Against passive-obedience he was equally adamant:
Passive-Obedience, Non-Resistance, and
the Divine Right of Hereditary Succession
are inconsistant with the Rights of the
BritiSh Nation • • • inconsistant with the
Constitution of the British Government,
inconsistant With the Being and Authority
of the British Parlaiment, and inconsistent with the declar'd essential Foundation, the British Monarchy--These abhorr'd Notions would destroy the inestimable Privileges of Britain, of whieh
the House of Commons are the Glorious
Conservators; they would subject all our
Liberties to th& Arbitrary Luat of a single Person, they would expose us to all
Kinds of Tyranny, and subvert the very
Foundation on which we stand--they would
destroy the unquestioned Sovereignty of
our Laws, whieh for so many Ages have
triumphed ovar the Invasions and Usurpations of amhitious Princes; they would
denude us of the beaut1ful Garments of
Liberty, and prostitute the Honour of the
Nation to the Mechanicism of Slavery--They
would divest God almighty of his Praise,
1n giving his Humble Creatures a Right of
Governing themselves, and charge Heaven with
having meanly subjected Mankind to the Ourse
of Tyranny which he hims:if abhors.2
He expressly dedicated himself thus:
My, brief Resolution is this; While I
1Review, Sept. 13, 1705, Vol. II, Book v, 330.
2Review, Jan. 10, 1710, Vol. VI, Book XV, 473.
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live, they may be assured, I sball never
desist doing my Duty, in exposing the
Doctrines that oppose God and tbe Revolution; such as Passive-Submission to
Tyrants, ani Non-Resistance in Cases of
Oppression.
On Patriarchal Government
In order to disprove the validity of Jure Divino and
Non-Resistance, Defoe proposed to investigate the history of
early government, and the institution of kingship.

But he

was very brief 1n his commenta on ancient government, the
bulk of which are to be tound in bis major political poem
Jure Divino.

He be5an his discussion with the question:

But how d1d Pamilies and Nations ris~,
Join for Defence and torm Societies?
As tor the tamily, it was the original social unit of government, with the father acting as governor:
In the paternal right no man could reign,
Parther than his own Household did contain;

.

....... . .. ...... . . ..

Wise Providence, that all events foreknew,
Directs the world their safety to pursue:
While in the infant--ages of the kind,
Nature to first Paternal Rules contin'd;
The men untainted, and their number !ew,
The Patriarchal government might do.

For Defoe, this society where men were •untainted8 was quite
ideal.

It was a world untrammeled by monarchs, complex govern-

ment or suffocating laws:
First Government was Natral and Free,
la.eview, Preface, 1'709, Vol. VI, Book XIV.
2
3

Jure Divino, Book II.
Ibid, Book II.
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And fixt in Patriarohal Majesty.l
But eventually this "untainted" aooiety failed to function
properly.

The pastoral soene of a peace-loving people changed

to:
Eternal feuds the petty lords invade,
To luat and crime, by luat and crime betray•d.

& note appended to these lines explains:

• • •

that Patriarchal power was not adapted to rule great nations,
but that infinite Feuds and Petty wars would aucceed, which
must end in conqueat and monarchy".2

Even 1n the 11ght of

this brie! atatement, however, the causes for the failure of
early society to tunction properly remain uncertain.

And

clearly, Defoe himself waa unsatisfied with his casual explanation, that a growing population produced entangling complexities which a simple patriarchal
cope with.
air.

fo~

of government tailed to

But he did not leave the problem hanging in mid-

Instead he fell back upon the resources of ChrisU.n

theology, strongly tinctured with eighteenth century concepts.
Loas Ot Reaaon - The Original Sin
In this ancient ideal society, accord1ng to Defoe,
God had given man laws to guide his spiritual lite:
Th' immortal Laws of Moral Right were giv 1 n,
As guides of Conduct by indulgent Heaven.3
1 Jure D1 vino, Book II.
2_,
Ibid Book li.
3 Ib1d, Book II.

-
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These lawa were revealed 1n the sacred books and answered all
the questions that the spiritual nature of man could ask.

But

for the daily exigent problems of life he had given man reason.
And man had only to exercise his faculty of reason in order to
solve the problems that arise in the secular world:
But, as to Government, he left him Free,
Nature directedt Rules of Politie;
Needless to Diotate, to his Reason known,
'Twas in himself, the Hint was all his own.l
It would be incorrect to attribute this view to Defoe's orig1nality.

These sentiments of boundless confidence 1n reason

are typical eighteenth century cbaracteristics.

Nevertheless,

this idea provided Defoe with a foundation upon which he could
proceed to erect his political theory.

Now he could explain

the origin of tyranny and its trappings of Jure Divino.
As

a sincere Protestant Dissenter, but also as a child

of the Enlightenment Defoe interpreted the story of the fall
of man:
Without doubt, the capacious understanding, with which man was at first indu'd,
sunk into darkneas of mind at his fall,
the powers, or taculties of his soul,
were contracted, in their operations, and
clouded 1n their prospects, and Man became an enquiring creature that wanted
instruction, and stood in need of experience, and all common Helps to improve
~~ and to recover the illumination.2
In a sense , Defoe eonoeived of the fall of man and his losa
1 Jure Di vino, Book II.

2 Ibid, Book VII.
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ot reason as the original sin.

Incapable of correct reasoning

the ideal society of man gave way to •eternal feuds• and to
•1ust and crime•.

Out of this degradation came all man's woe:

Tis not at all improper to observe that
the fall of Man b.aving made him a Slave to the
Devil, Man grew something Diabolical hlmself, and strove to practice a synonimous
power over his fellow Creatures, etc., to
1m1tate the Devil in Tyrannizing o•er one
another.l
And so the final result of this fall through the losa of reaw
son had been that:
Nature bas left this T1ncture in the Blood,
That all men would be Tyrants if they cou'dt
If they forbear their neighbours to devour,
Tis not for want of Will, but want of power;
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The only safety of society,
Is, that my Neighbours just as proud as I;
Ras the same will and wish, the same design,
And his Abortive Envy ruines mine;
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
We 1 re all alike, we 1 d all ascend the Skies,
All wou'd be Kinga, all Kinga would Tyrannize. 2
After demonstrating the idyllic existence of society
before the fall, Defoe was anxioua to illuminate the political
path back to the good society.

It would appear that Defoe

was sincere in the beliet that:
Rad he in State of innocence remain'd,
His happiness had all that's Good contain'd;
No property, no Right or Wrong had known;
Each man had all the world and all his own.3
lJure Divino, Book VII.
2 Ibid, Introduction.

-

3Ibid, Book

v.
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Any further discussion would have been totally irrelevant.
After having presented his view of pabriarchal society and
its eventual failings, he proceeded to the next stage of man's
political history--an analysis of kingship.
On

Kinsshi~

Defoe expected the most stubborn resistance to his
theory of kingship.

The sacrednesa of monarchy in the mind of

High Church men and High Flyers alike was well known.
this accounts for his particularly biting
ject.

remaP~s

Perhaps

on the sub•

Defoe pointed out that the advocates of absolute gov-

ernment, relied heavily on two arguments:

Firstly, that

Divine Right was an ancient institution with a great historical tradition; and secondly, that English men had always obeyed
thsir kinga without resistance.

He scarcely had to exert him-

self to show how unhistorica1 the second argument actua1ly was.
Defoe saw English history as a continual battle against growing monarohy.

He wou1d never al1ow his opponents to forget,

that we "bave depos'd two Sacred Kinga, whose Right was unquestion'd, (Viz. Edward II and Richard II);" and the constant
"Baronial wars against enoroaching Sovereigns; 0 and that more
recently, we "have invited the Prince of Orange with an Army
at his hee1s, to call our Monarch to Acoount for Male-Adm1n1strat1on•.l

Surely this was not the soil 1n which non-resistance

1 Review, Jan. 14, 1710, Vol. VI, Book XVI, 481-482.
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oould take rootl
But in regard to the tirst argument, that tradition
was a suttioient reason tor preserving absolute monarohy, Defoe had nothing but oontempt.

He retused to be bound by=

Custom the bastard of antiquity,
The Light tbat Error oozens Coxoombs by;
and he retused to imitate those who would:
• • • make us like some Modern Rakes appear,
Who will be damn'd beoause their Fathers were.l
His greateat scorn he reserved for the view that religion itself supported divine right.
sacr111gious.

This he oonsidered

Deceitful parsons bad always tried to cover

their ungodly actions by appealing to religious sentiments:
As to the pretence of Re~igion, tis oonfess'd
all sidas make use of it, Kinga to oppress
their subjeots, people to rebell against
their sovereigns; kinga to obtain new
crowns, subjects to transpose their allegiances; • • • Thus God almighty is jested with,
and banter'd of all sidas, and Religions
made the Foot-ball of Princes, to be kioked
about the world as it suits their occasions,
to glosa over the worst ot Tresson, Sanctify
the horridest V1llan1es, and be a Cloack to
all the Tyrannies in the world. 2
Throughout his career Defoe continued to marval that:
Religion is certainly the usefullest thing
in the world, whether honestly or politioally cons1dered; no angine, no artifice
comas up to the turns and tricks of those
that make use ot it to carry on their arguments. These spiritual engineers make
lJure Divino, Book IV.
2aeview, July 29, 1704, Vol. I, Book II, 182.
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religion serve to so many uses, and answer
so many ends, more than it was appointed
for, that it gives a wonderful, testimony
of its Divine Original, in that it is not
quite lost, stigmatiz'd and exploded, as
the Ignis fatuus of mankind, and the
vilest Legerdemain in the world.l
But thesa critical assertions did not prevent Defoe from using
the holy writings for his own purposes.

When he came to in-

vestigate the nature of kingship, he relied almost exclusively
on the Bible.
His first observation was that for almost sixteen
laeview, Oct. 10, 1704, Vol. I, Book II, 266. The
contempt he teit for what he termed "Royal Religion" can be
sean in the statement: "Royal Religion! a demonstration ot
a vacum in nature, a salamander in the fire, Lawyers honestly,
Jews charity, ~rkish humanity, a brutes abstinence, a priests
continence, or a Whore's maiden-head." Royal Reli,ion. Being Some Enquiry After the Piety of Princes, (1704 , 3.
It would appear that Defoe was willing to eliminate
religion entirely as a factor to be considered in contemporary politics. Whereas the attitude of Louis XIV to the Huguenot was generally sean from a religious angle, Defoe wrote as
though the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes was a political
move in the gama of stateoraft: "· •• banishing his Protestant subjeots was the highest piace of Politicks and the
beat step as to him, that ever was taken in that kingdom • • • •
Review, July 29, 1704, Vol. I, Book II, 181. The only sanctity that surrounded Divine R1ght was power--if 1t had it:
Title and R1ghts an empty formal word;
And all the Jus Divinum's in the Sword;
The Crowns a Hieroglyphick to the Steel,
Subjeots mtythink of this, but that they feal;
1Tis force supports the High Tyrannick Test
And Ken obey, because they can't resist.
Jure Divino, Book II.
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hundred years, from the Creation to the Deluge, kinga did not
rule God's people; but they did rule amongst the surrounding
populationa:l
• • • Nimrod (who we account the first
Monarch) being a prudent and ambitioua
Man, laying hold of the Stupidity and
Perverseness of the people, projected
to him self this schema of Sovereignty;
telling them, That if they would put
thamselves under his obedience, he
would protect them against the power of
God • • • they, willing rather to trust
one they could converse with, than that
God who had so lately destroye~ the
world, submit to his proposal.
The antiquity of the kingship is thus challenged, or at any
rate weakened, and it is shawn that society could function
for long perioda without the surveillance of kinga.
The diacovery that monarchy was not the original form
of government, preaented the second problem.
kinga?
tian.

From whence came

And, of course, a great deal depended upon this quesSearching the Old Testament, Defoe reached the conclu-

sion that the request for a king came originally from the
people.

The appropriate verse, "· •• we have added unto all

our aina this a vil, to ask us a king, 11 3 seemed to prove that
the initiative was taken by the entire people.4

However, De-

foe was not certain whether God waa even then willing to sanction
lReflections upon. the Lata Great Revolution, 10.
2

The Protestant Jesuit Unmask'd, (1704), 11.

31 Samuel 12:19.
4Reflections Upon the Lata Great Revolution, 11.
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monarchy, but rather complied as with the case of divorce -permitt1ng it but not approving of it.l

Step by step, Defoe

attempted to transform kingship, which in the contemporary mind
was hedged with divinity, into a mortal institution of purely
practical s1gnificance.2
In order to carry out this transformation, he seized
upon all the available evidence in the Bible showing the
people as the prime movers in the political drama--initiating
the request for kinga, and actually setting up kinga by their
own action.

This second factor lent to the people a certain

superiority.

Quoting from both cases of Saul and David, he

pointed out that the choice of a king was a torm of elective
process.

Even if, in these cases, God ordained the king, it

was nevertheless the people who legitimatized the ceremony.3
"God h1mself appointed, the prophet proclaimed, but the people'a
assent was the finishing the royal authority of the tiret
king of Israel.•4

Instead of the people meekly accepting a

humble position under the paternal watch of an absolute king,
Defoe was able to write • • • • when God almighty does the most
directly and immediately raise a single person or family, the
lReflections Upon the Late Great Revolution, 10, See
also The Protestant Jesuit Unmasked, 2o.
2 Ib1d, 12.
3aetlections Upon the Late Great Revolution, 13.
4The Original Power of the Collective Bodz, 133.
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people are his instruments to do it, and bring it about •• • Ill
Scriptural evidence also tended to support the view that, atter the coronation ceremonies, the king was hardly entrenched
so as to be able to command perpetual obedience from successor

••

to successor.
line.•2

• • God does not tye h1mself to a family or

The Divinity's reluctance to perpetuate a royal

family contains the clue to the social contract.
admitted the

~possibility

Where Locke

of finding the original contract

of men and government lost in antiquity,3 Defoe gained sight
of it in the Old Testament:
• • • God is no respector of persona,
and that his kinga have no surer tenor
in God's favour than other people; for
his promises are as conditional to them,
as to the meanest man; and if they fail
of their duty, God may and oftentimes
does take the forfaiture as we see here
both in the case of David and Jeroboam.4
The phrase "if they fail of their duty" , would explain
the repeated abdications and forfaitures, foroed and voluntary.
It was not due to the fickleness or the mysteries of God.
Kinga bad a definite position and duty in the soheme of things.
Should they fail to perform, or vio1ate, those duties (which
constituted the contract) all evidence showed how readily God
would allow their expulsion.

The contraot, in Defoe•s view,

~eflections Upon the Late Great Revolution, 14.
2
Ibid, 15.

~ocke, Second Treatise of Government, ed. J.W. Gough,

(Oxford, 1948},
4

!o.

Ref1ections Upon the Late Great Revolution, 15.
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was the joint responsibility of king and people, and •auch
a compact and agreement between prince and people, is the
very corner-stone of monarchy itselfn.l

Of course, this same

compact was the hinge in Whig theory upon shich all succeed1ng arguments turned.

It was s1milarly indispensable tor

Defoe:
For here tis said the King made a Covenant
with the people betore the Lord and there
the people made Saul king before the Lord;
from whence I th1nk we may collect, that
being mutual, the promise was as obliging,
as it was solemn of both sidas, tor both
are exprest in the same words.•2
But, if Defoe sought to diminish the antiquity of
kingship by bringing to light 1600 years of man's existence
without this institution; if he had attempted to curtail the
power ot kinga by 1llum1nati1ng their duties and responsibilities to the people, he was now to deliver the tatal
stroke to the royal prerogative; but tirst, it is necessary
to examine what Defoe oonsidered the role of law in English
sooiety.
The Nature Ot Law
It has been observed, that Defoe considered the tall

ot man and the loss of reason as 1nextricably 1nterwoven.
Man's loss of reason was the taint in his psychological make1Retlect1ons Upon the Late Great Revolution, 28.
2 Ib1d, 31.
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up tbat resulted in luat, crime and the desire to subjugate
his fellow man.

The irrationality of man aeparated him from

the ideal patriarchal society where reason was supreme.
But the good in man, and the faculty of reason were
not entirely dormant.

The desire of man to reenter the good

society manifested itself by the creation of laws.

For Defoe,

law was the reflection of reason that man in his fallen state
had need of, in order to save h1mself from the anarchy and
tyranny of his irrational existence.
Degenerate Nature soon seduc'd by Crime,
Quickly incroach 1 d upon the power sublime;
And reason found it needful to explain,
Laws to prescribe, and Limita to restrain; 1
For man's a lawless wretch by Inclination.
Perhaps the ideal society would prove impossible to
recreate, but through the agency of law, at leaat, soma semblanca of the ideal society could be achieved:
Reaaons the Sovereign Guide of Humane Things,
Which Leads the Subject, and commanda their Kinga;
The Pole-Star and the Pilot of Mankind,
The Soul of Sense, and optick of the Mind;
The Arbitrator of the Grand Dispute,
Betwixt the Humane Nature and the Brute;
The D1gnity and Honour of the World,
Without it alla' a chaos. 2
Professer Sutherland has pointed out that the men of
the eighteenth century strongly believed that "truth--the one
1 Jure Divine, Book

2

~~

Book III.

v.
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inevitable and unchanging truth--was waiting to be apprehended
by those who used their reason~l

Consequently, •In literature

and in art, no lesa than in politics and religion, it was telt
tbat agreement should and could be reached, and by the middle
of the century it was generally thought that it had been
reached.•2

Defoe, very much a child of his time, lived by

these beliefs.

And he held it highly

~probable

that the

great majority of men who made laws through the power of their
resson should make unjust or unworkable laws.

He could state,

therefore, without hesitation that:
Reason is the Test of law; tor laws which
are contradictory to reason, are void 1n
their own nature, and ought not either to
be made or regarded.3
He was confident in explaining the nature of law in
this mannar because most men desired to live in a regulated
society that could provide them with the necesaary order to
preserve their property and lives.
Laws are always to be squar'd by the Publiok good; if laws should be made by whatsoever Author1ty, repugnant to the public
good, they oease to be laws, and are no
more binding; as in another case, if lawa
are made repugnant to the lawa of God, the
subject ought not to obey or regard them:
Now let either King or people make the
laws aocording to the customs ot the several
oountries, if they are blest with these

14.

1 J. Sutherland, Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry,
2
Ib1d, 36.
3
Jure Divino, Book III.
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sanctions, that they are agreeable to the
laws of God, and squar'd by Reason and the
Puclick GoÎd' they beoome sacred, and must
be obey 1 d.
But, if law was to hold so important a position 1n
the schema of things, Defoe made sure to indicate where the
repository of law was to be.

"The safety of the people is the

supremest law; and those the beat judges of that safety, who
are by the people entrusted with it.•2

It would appear there-

fore, that the people of England had given the power of making
laws to representatives in Parliament.

But Defoe was relue-

tant to allow Parliament an exclusive monopoly in manipulating
the laws:
We know the very Parliament themselves
cannot dispence with the Law, but in a
Parliamentary way: No Law can cease to
be a Law, 'till repeal'd by the same
Power that made it; and nothing can have
the Force of Law in England, but what
bas the Peoples Consent in Parl1ament. 3

In this mannar, the law of England could never become the

in-

strument of a partioular group or class, and even the bureaucraoy was reminded;
Law 1s the mighty substance, Magistrtte
Is but the Upper Servant of a State.
1

2

Jure Divino, Book III.
The Protestant Jesuit Unmasked, 8.

3Advioe to All Parties, (1705), 9.
4Jure Divino, Book III.
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The Function Of Law
The idea of the contract between king and subject
was axiomatic in Defoe's thinking; however, he still had to
determine what power and authority were held by the king.
This problem was curtly anawered by defenders of absolutism
with the biblical verse, "Render unto Caesar the things that
are Caesar's and unto God the things that are God 1 a.•l

There

was enough nebulous matter here to satisfy the most subservient royalist writer.

Instead of offering a laboured rebuttal,

Defoe seized upon this statement and turned it to his own use.
He recognized the uttar vagueness of the statement and prepared to insert a brace to give it greater legal accuracy,
and thus render 1t harmless in the bands of royalists.

Defoe

was convinced he bad proved that monarchy was limited and conditional among the Jews.

Christ had added nothing to the

original schema, consequently the people owed no new obligation.

Because man had spread all over the tace of the earth,

and great diversity had grown up between nations in their
customs and habits, it waa impossible to apply one rule to all
men in regard to government and obedience.
injunction was a generalization.

Still, Christ's

The man of God knows wall

enough his obligations to his Maker, but to give unto Caesar
what is Caesar's is extremely uncertain.
1

And here, Defoe in-

Sabine, A History of Political Theory, 393., G.P.
Gooch, Political !ho ht in En landt From Bacon to Halifax,
(Oxford, 1955 , 4-1 ., o. Gierke, Political heories of the
Middle Ages, {Cambridge, 1927), 30-37.
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sisted, Christ bad spoken 1n purposeful generalization, so
that each nation could determine according to its ow.n tradition what was Caesar's portion.

In other words • • • • 'tis

from the Statute Book not the Bible, that we must judge of the
power our kinga are invested withal, and also of our own obligations and the measure of our own subjection."l
Thus in one stroke Defoe converted a precept fraught
with danger for constitutional development,
for parliamentarian and legal progress.

~to

a buttress

English law emerges

above kingship, to serve as the guide post for both king and
people.

The prerogative as the expression of the capricious

and personal will of an individual is transformed into a department of government, modified and directed by a rational
law, in the intereat of all citizens.
ever, Defoe was most emphatic

As has been seen,how-

in explaining with whom rested

the right to formulate law.
He had little patience for the argument that, from
the sovereign prince, all laws emanated and therefore could
be considered above and beyond law.
grain of all his reasoning.

This went against the

It one could accept his original

conclusions that kinga were the elective creatures of society,
then:
Tis evident, that the power of the people
1Retlections Upon the Late Great Revolution, 35.
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ia not only antecedent to that of kinga#
but alao, that kinga did receive and derive their authority at first from the
people. So that 1 tis no incongrous,
much lesa impossible auppoBttion, that
kinga do derive their authority from the
laws; for certainly they must owe their
power to that which gave it a being; and
that is that original contract whieh is
made between the people and the person
or family they shall think tib to advance to the kingship; which ought to be
the boundary of the Prince's authority,
as alao of the subjects submission.
The ideas that the "king can do no harm" bad revived
during the reign of Charles II, as a royal1st slogan.

Like

so many mediaeval maxima, this one was subjected to contradictory dnterpretat1ons.

The Common's opposition attempted

to convert this royalist concept into a doctrine of ministerial responsibility, accompanied by the right to impeach.
The king could do no wrong because his actions were advised
by his ministers; consequently, his miniaters could be held
responsible and impeached.
open tor attack. 2

Indirectly, the king as wall was

Defoe chose a more direct path.

A~ long

as the king ruled within the body of English law, he could
not possibly do wrong.
this.

The rationality of the law prevented

Should the king attempt to rule outside the framework
1Reflections Upon the Late Great Revolution, 40.

2n.

Ogg, England in the Reign of Charles II, (Oxford,
1955), Vol. II, 453.
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of law and commit injury, he did no harm as king, for he had
"unkinged" himself the moment he crossed the critical line
dividing legal action from persone.l and wanton will.l

Thus

Defoe added another seemingly royalist maxim to the arsenal
of Whig theory.

Regardless of the quality of Defoe's poetry,

the matter is well illustrated in the following verses:
And punishing of Kinga, is no auch crime,
But Englishmen ha' done it many a time.
When kinga the sword of justice first lay down
They are no Kinga, though they possess the crown.
Titles are shadow, crowns are empty things,
The good of subjects is the end of Kinga
To guide in war and protect in peace;
Where tyrants one commence, the kinga do cease:
For arbitrary powers so strange a thing,
It makes the tyrant, and unmakes the king.
That Kinga, when they descend to tyranny
Dissolve the bond, and leave the subject free,
The Governments ungirt when justice dies,
And constitutions are non-entities
The nations all a mob, theres no auch thing
As Lords or Commons, Parliament or King.
A great promiscuous crowd the Hydra lies,
Till laws revive, and mutual contract ties:
A chaos tree to chuse :or their own share,
What case of Government they please to wear:
If to a king they do the reigns commit,
~1 men are bound in conscience to submit:
But then that king must by his oath assent
To postulates of the ûovernment.
Which if he breaks, he cuts off the entail,
And power retreats to its original.
This doctrine bas the sanction of assent,
From natures universal parliament.
The voice of nations, and the course oà th1ngs
Allow that laws superior are to kinga.

~etleetions Upon the Late Great Revolution, 42. Even
if the king felt that certain legislation was harmful to the
nation, Defoe would only allow him to express his opinion but,
not withhold the Royal assent:--"He ought not to deny it to any
Bills tor the publick good: Neither ean he assume any prerogative to himself by auch absolute or Negative voiee."The Protestant Jesu1t Unmask'd, lB.
!The True Born Englishman,(l701.)
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Again, it is the law of England that stands above all, shedding light on all aspects of government, giving direction to
both king and people.
Another concept staunchly defended by the Cavalier
Parliament, was the wide extent of the King's prerogative which
included the vital areas of peace and war.
fended this view.l

Danby openly de-

If Defoe oould not penetrate the idea di-

rectly, he oould argue:
The power of making peaoe or war is vested
in the king: Tis part of his prerogative,
but tis implioitly in the people, because
their negative as to payment does really
influence all those actiona.2
Detoe's argument to this point presents a formidable
attack on the Jure Divine concepts of Filmer and his HighChurch successors.

It also explains the position given to the

king in Defoe's political schema of things.

But it is still

only an argument, and because Defoe was pre-eminently pract1cal, he could not leave the discussion floating in the regions
of abstract thought.

He accompanied his arguments with prao-

tical advice for action.
The Right Of Rebellion
Ass~g

that the citizens of England were opposed to

any torm of tyranny he summed up the question:
Shall Tyrants plead their mission from on high,
1 ogg, England in the Reign of Charles II, Vol. II, 450-1.
2
An Argument Showing That a Standing Army with Consent
of Parliament is Not Inconsistant with a Free Government, (l698),

222.
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And guard their Mischiefs by their Majesty;
Entitle Heaven to all they can commit,
And ruine Nations by the sacred cheat:
With rapes and murthers first debauch the Throne,
And make the Text those rapes and murthers own;
Preach the Religion of Obedience due,
To such as no Religion ever knew;
Princes that give their Will its eager just:
And sacrifice the Nation to their Luat,
Are these the persona sanctify'd by Line,
Then Lucifer himself may be Divine?l
Defoe could not comprehend how any people, and particularly
the English, tolerate tyranny.

"No nation under Heaven, that

had two grains of reason in its exercise, could ever bear a
tyrant, much more this enlightened People of England; the Name
of tyrant is rooted so deep, the aversion to it so strong, and
the reason against it so great, that they might justly, any
one, Desp~1r in the attempt.• 2 It is clear that Defoe•s
political theory is essent1ally dynamic.

He was impatient

with the rigid v1ews of divine right, and demanded a flex1bility of thought

w~ich

would give his fellow citizens an

opportun1ty to mould their own lives with the assistance of
their free will and reason. 3 That man would have to decide
lJure Divino, Book
2
Review, Sept. 11, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 327.
3According to Dottin, Defoe was in the vicinity of
Wimborne or at Martook, when he received word that Monmouth,
his haro bad arr1ved at Lyme, "et, sourd a la voix de la
froide r~on, enfourcha son grand cheval de bataille et vint
se ranger sous 1 •étendard bleu de l'insurrection." P. Dottin,
Defoe Et Ses Romans, (Paris, 1924), 54. Unfortunately, no
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his future independently is claar:

"God almighty precribed

no rules of government to man, only told him the Duties to
his Maker; but as to the articles of Powers, he made him Lord
of himself • • • •.1
Yet tyranny did axiat and was clothed in the robes of
pious defence;. and this Defoe consiered the rankest blasphemy.
If auch great importance was attached to the law forbidding
suicide, why should it be correct to allow a tyrant to jeopardize lite indirectly?
• • • if he must the gift of lite maintain;
With equal care he's bound to the defance,
From foreign or Domestic Violence:
It can't be just that Heaven shou'd e're intend,
Wa shou'd our selves against our selves defend:
And than to let another hand procure,
other records survive to corroborate Defoe 1 s own statements
that he fought under Monmouth. W. :Freeman suggests a
..•
:Ver1:interesting piace of indirect evidence that may help in
datermining whether Defoe was merely an observer, or had aotuallytaken part in the fray. He bases his argument on Defoa's ~The .Memoirs of a Cavalier and explains: "Defoe was not
even born when tlie battle it describes in auch detail (together
with the inevitable statistics, coincidences, and moralizings)
took place; the King for whom his fictitious cavalier fought
and ondurad had endad his lite on that bleak January morning
in 1649.
But Defoe had taken part in the defeat wh1ch anded the
caraer of the wretchad grandson of Charles the Martyr and of
his followers in the summer of 1685, and that he did not make
use of his experiences there to land verisimilitude to his account of his Cavalier haro's 11fe I refuse to bal1ava. 8 W.
Freaman, The Incredible Defoe, 90-91. It perhaps would appear
that Defoe practised what he preached. See also Defoe's An
Appeal to Honour and Justice, (1715).
-1Jure Divino, Book I.
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The Mischiefs we 1 re forbidden to endure:
This consequence for ever will be true,
He must not suffer, what he must not do;
And 'tis as Nat•ral still, and full as just,
That what he must not bear, he may resist.l
Not only was non-resistance repugnant to God; but it was repugnant to nature as wall.

Even if God did not fully explain

man's right to rebel, his inner nature urged him to this course
of action.

For this reason, the scriptures have more to say

about man's duty to his king than of his inherent right to rebel which is part of his very nature:
• • • the duty to ourselves is lesa spoken
of, because 1 tis written so deep in the
laws of nature; for avery mans inclination
is to be happy, which, no man can expect
under a tyrant. • • • The great fundamental
law of nature, is self-preservation: Tis
the Magna Charta of all Constitutions, and
the very end and design of govarnment itself:
Tis a principle so deeply radicated in Nature,
~hat tis engraven upon avery man's heart.
And
certainly evary subject has as great a Right
to their religion, liberty and proparty, ~s
the monarch has to his Royal prerogative.
Instead of permitting rebellion as a last resort in
an impossible situation, Defoe urged its use as part of man's
duty to himself and to God.
Tell us how man, by Heaven it self made free,
Has an undou~d claim to liberty:
The Bondage which his nature feels within
Is not his nature's happiness but Sin:
And when he stoops to an unequal force,
It can't excuse his Gûtlt, but make it worse
1 Jure Divino, Book III.
2The Protestant Jesuit Unmask'd, 27.
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The Freedom Heaven bestow'd waa giv'n in vain,
Unless he doea the Mighty Gift maintain.
And when he parts with the Supreme bequeat
He slighta the bounty, and betraya the Truat.l
God having given man reason to diacern truth and liberty could not at the same time expect man atolidly to bow
hia head to the tyrant.

For Defoe, tyranny waa rather an evil

11 tainted"

part of man's peraonality--a part that

which waa the

would grow with dangerous speed whenever man ahould permit his
resson to be extinguished.

The gift of liberty waa not aome-

thing that could be reoeived without effort, but somathing
which could only be maintained by relentless struggle.

To

answer his country men's question, why tyranny flourished,
Defoe explained:
The Reasons plain, and may be eas'ly known,
'Tis not Heavens proper Bus'ness, but our own:
The Gift he gives he looks that we maintain,
And till we strive, we cry to Heaven in vain:
Prayers and Tears no Revolution make,
Pull down no Tyrant, will no Bondage Break;
Heaven, never, will our faint Petitions hear,
Till just endeavours supersede our prayer;
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
In vain they for Divine assistance stay,
Unless they learn to fight as well as pray.2
But years of experience bad shawn, to Defoe, that men
who possess liberty soon forget its value and hold it lightly.
It always remained his task to remind his readera, to guard
the freedom that the Revolution of 1688 had brought them.
lJure Divino, Book I.
2
Ib1d, Book II. See also Book III.

The
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task of defending freedom would never be easy; man would always have to sacrifice for it.

As a warning, Defoe told a

story of a debtor who had languished in prison for eighteen
years.

When he was finally released he was overwhelmed with

happiness, only to find, a short while after his liberation,
that he could not bear the responsibilities of freedom.

And

so, as a broken man, he asked to be allowed to return to his
prison.l

It was disastrous to losa one•s freedom under ab-

solute government, but if freedom was withheld long enough
1t would destroy the very spirit of man.

Defoe could reassure

his readers that, in God's ayes, the tyrant bore full responsibility of rebellion:
Insulting Tyrants, own the stated
Rebellions theirs, and theirs the
The injur'd Subject bears no real
The Guilt goes with the causes of

Guilt,
Blood that's spilt;
share,
the War.

therefore:
The faithful Subjects then to arma must fly;
He fights for Heaven, that fights tor liberty.2
Revolution And Succession
Defoe had embarked on an excursion in the realm of
political theory, in order to invalidate the absolute concept
of divine right.

To disprove the va1idity of divine right how-

ever, was essentially a negative program; he wou1d st111 have
laeview, Aug. 23, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XIX, 263.
2 Jure D1v1no, Book v.
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to establish something in its place.

If kinga could be chal-

lenged, how were they to be replacedf Defoe's attitude to an
erring king has been explained above.

It was only an addit-

ional step in the same direction to arrive at the conclusion:
"It does not follow, that if people having chosen a King and
capitulated with him, that his posterity shall reign after
him, that they must therefore be bound to the posterity, if
they degenerate from the Honour and justice of their ancestors, and tyrannize over thbse they should protect.nl

His re-

jection of divine hereditary succession was simple and straightforward.

It did not matter whether a king was removed by force,

or whether he willingly abdicated; in either case, he could
have no say in the determ1n1ng of a successor:
• • • any Sovereign may Resign, or abdicate
the Crown, Divesting themselves of • • • the
Regal Authority;. But then 1n auch a Case,
the Parliament of Britain • • • bas the only
Legal Authority to declare the Succession,
and give th~ Inheritance the Sanction of their
Limitation.
What for Defoe was a simple issue to be cleared through the
channels of ordinary parliamentary procedure, proved to be a
difficult and thorny problem for the majority of Tory followers,
in the first decade of the eighteenth century.
Several crises brought the question of legitimate suclJure Divino, Book

v.

~eview, Dec. 5, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 435.
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cession into clearer
tion plot,

a~ed

~ocus.

In 1696, the Fenwick assassina-

at the king, sent a

ing tbrough the nation in support
port

mani~ested

itself in the

o~

~lurry o~

patriotic

William III.

~orm o~

~eel

This sup-

a declaration giving

William de jure as wall as de facto recognition:

"Whereas

there has been a conspiracy • • • we declare that His majesty
is rightful and lawful king • • • and we engage to assist each
other in the defence o~ His Majeaty and his government.•l

In

1702, when Louis bad presumptuously recognized the Pretender
as the rightful king, the English nation responded, as in the
first criais, by passing the Abjuration Bill requiring avery
person who held office to "deny the theory of divine hereditary r1ght•,2 and to accept William and then Anne as the "lawful and rightful monarchs".

Only because of the extrema ur-

geney in both cases did the Tory ranks acquiesce3 in what they
had previously eonsidered the sacred principles of non-resistance.4

But even then, many of Tory persuasion clung to the

old tale that the Pretender was not the legal heir but bad
been amuggled into the confinement room in a warming pan.5 By
keeping alive the old tale, they were better adjusted to pay
lQuoted in D. Ogg, En~land in the Reign of James II
and William III, (Oxford, 195 ), 427.
2G.M. Trevelyan, Ensland Under queen Anne, (London,
1948), Yol. I, 159.
3

K. Feiling, History of the Torl Party (1660-1714),
(Oxford, 1924), 357-359.
4
186.

xacaulay, History of Ensland, (London, 1897), Vol. II,

Ssiaho.p Burnet, History of His Own Time, (Dublin, 1734),
Vol. I, 411-415.
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lip service to the idea of non-resistance, and at the same time,
to support the Revolutionary Settlement.l
Defoe would have no truck with these fairy tales:

"I

have nothing to say here to his Legitimacy of Birth, I always
thought that to be a Dispute we have no mannar of Concern 1n
n

There was no need for Defoe to subscribe to auch in-

• • • •

volved methods in order to soothe a disturbed conscience.
For him it was quite simple:

"It is the Undoubted Right of

the Parliament of Great Britain, to Limit the Succession of

t he Crown • • •"• 2

It must have been with impish delight that

he provoked the High Tory with the tacts of the Revolution:
Did her Majesty enter upon the Government of
these realms, and take possession of the
Crown, upon the Death of King William, upon
Terms of Hereditary Right, or upon the Foot
of Parliamentary Limitation?--This is evident from her Majesty's Proclimation Upon
the Demise of King William, which Proclamation mentions not one word of Hereditary
Succession, but recites and refera to the
Act of Limitation, whereby the Crown is
Entail 1 d upon her Majesty by Parliament • • • 3
To rub salt into the wound, he a1so reminded the Tory body
that 1t Divine Right did have heavenly sanction then Queen
Anne was certainly an usurper.

By aceepting her as Queen,

all H1gh Churchmen were eontrad1ct1ng themselves in the most
1 Jonathan Swift, Examiner, (Oxford Shakespeare Head
Press, 1940), Vol. III, Nos. 39, 43.
2

3

Review, Sept. 16, 1712, Vol. IX, Book XXII, 27.

~~

May 23, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 94.
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blatant fashion.l

But in full seriousness, Defoe would always

reassert that:
Her Majesties title to the Crown of this realm,
is particularly solid, in that it stands upon
the foundation of Parliamentary authority • • •
To set up the Doctrine of Divine Right is to
supersede the conclusive Right of Parliament.2
The Role Of Parliam.ent
Defoe never wrote a detailed history of the origin of
parl1ament, but he did rater to it casually in his writings.
Although these remarks cannat be said to add to the serious
study of the problem, they do reveal something of his thought.
He v1sual1zed the English past as an era of anarchy
and misery, cauaed mainly by constant inter-baronial war, where
"one nobleman would invade another, in Which the weakest sutfarad most, and the poor man's blood was the priee of all.n3
He regognized that the barons were a check on royal absolutism, but he was also aware that "the barons took care to maintain their own tyranny.n4
bad profound affect.

New developments occurred, which

An economie trend, both tangible and psy-

chological, began to ruin the nobility.

Defoe explained that

lReview, Aug. 30, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 307, 310, 319.
2

Ibid, Aug. 30, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 308.

3An Argument Showing That a Standing Army with Consent
of Parliament ~Not Inconsistant with a Free Government, ~î6.
4 Ibid, 216.
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they were compellect to live luxnriously, largely, because of
custom, at precisely the moment when the entire class began
to grow poorer.

At the same time, the people were profitably

affected by this economie trend and round their fortunes increasing.

Rapidly growing rich, they were able to take full

advantage of the financially embarrassed nobility, and, "• ••
exchanged their vassalage for leases, renta, fines and the like.
They did so and thereby became entitled to the services of themselves; and so overthrew the settlement and from hence came a
House of Commona.•l
A briefer interpretation with the same curtness would
be difficult to find.

But it does introduce a theme which was

to be reiterated many times in his writing--the plight of the
poor man.

It would also aeem to 1nd1cate an appreciation of

material cauaation in man's history.

The Housa of Commons,

accordingly, was the b~roduct of the economie shift in class
structure.

If it is borne in mind that Defoe was always fas-

cinated by the economie process, and wrote prolifically on
the subject, it is little wonder that heshGuld have made soma
eonnection between his pet study and the origin of the House.
As hazy and 111-defined as his statements on the origin
of the House may ba, he was much more emphatic on its role and
respons1b111ty.

Two primary charactar1st1cs, wall in accord

1An Argument Showin That a Standing Ar!7 with Consent
of Parliament is Not Inconsfstent with a Free Government, 216.
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with

~g

temper, emerge.

Firstly, that the Gommons, repre-

senting the people, is the seat of authority.

Secondly, that

the represented possess greater power than the representatives.
In a sense, the f1rst point 1s the

l~gical

outcome of the ar-

gument stressing the initiative taken by the people in electing their own kinga.

Existing as a body before the monarch's

entrance, it followa that kinga, "· •• owe their power to
that Wh1ch gave it a being.n
A certain grandeur and dignity cbaracterizea Defoe•a
idealized picture of parliament.

When he admonished his aud-

ience before election time (as he so often did), to elect
trustworthy 1ndividuals to ait in the Gommons• chamber, he
spoke in the most solemn mannar of the sacred trust placed in
parliament.

Because of the importance of parliament in the

ultimate settling of all problema, representatives mould be
"men of sense; the House of Gommons is not a place for fools;
the great affaira of the atate, the welfare of the kingdom,
the publick safety, the religion, liberties, and trade, the
wealth and honour of the nation, are not things to be debated
by green heads •• • n • l

The area which came under parliament's

surveillance was all inclusive.
Throughout the pamphlet war on the question of a stand-

(1701),

~he Six Distinguiahins Characters of a Parliament-Man,

279.
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1ng

army, 1n the latter part of the reign of William III, 1

Defoe consistently hammered out the thesis that parliament was
the great power in the nation.

When John Trenchard, the Whig

pamphleteer, warned the nation of the danger that a standing
army would constitute tor parliamentary liberties, Defoe confidently reassured
ation:

h~

that parliament could master the situ-

"Sir, how do you know what s. parliament may do?

Ps.r-

liaments are magnipotent though they are not omnipotent and
I must tell you,

Si:i'~!f

the commons of England are not a body

that can be enslaved with 20,000 men • • • tt2

He urged his

comps.triota to trust in the atrength of parliament, not only
to rule wisely but to sateguard the rights of citizans as wall.
These pamphlets lend to parliament an importance that would
easily satisfy the most republ1can spirit.
Determ1ned as ha was to stress the pre-eminence of
parliament as the fountainhaad of authority, ha continued to
pay lip service to the idea of the division of power within
government.
quieu.

Defoe•s view was different from that of Montes-

He could boast of "A constitution of government as is

this day in England which ia so exactly and harmonioualy composed, that I know nothing to compare it to but itselt.3 The
Lately Published Entitled
1s Inconsistant with a
•
2 Ibid.

-

3:ae.tlections Upon the Late Great Revolution, 36.
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parts of this division consisted of the people, nobility and
king:
• • • here the people have liberty without
democratical contusion and fury, the nobility
have all the privileges to which aristocracy
itself could entitle them without the necess1ty of running 1nto factions and cabala for it;
and the King'a power so equally ballanced between the two others that his power can hardly ever degenerate into tyranny.l
However, the qualifying phrases limiting both king
and nobility soon strip this division of powers of any real
sense, and the people, the House of Commons and English law
again emerge supreme.2

A more accurate statement on his

view of constitutional checks is given in a piace of doggeral
verse written shortly after the death of William III:
The Constitution'& like a vAst machine,
What•s full of curious workmanship within:
Where tho' the parts unwieldly may appear,
It may be put in motion with a hair.
The wheels are officers and magistrates,
By which the whole oontrivance operates:
Laws are the weights and springs whioh make it move,
Wound up by kinga as managers above;
And if they'r sorewed to high, or down to low,
The movement goes too fast or elsa too slow.
The legislators are the engineers,
Who when 1 tis out of order make repaira;
The people are the owners, •twas for them
The first Inventor drew the ancient schema.
Tis for their benefit it works, and they
The charges of maintaining it defray;
And if their governours untaithful proveâ
They, engineers or managers remove • • •

~efleotions Upon the La te Great Revolution, 36.
2 Ib1d, 37.

3The Mock Mourners, (1702).
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The last two linas ln partlcular, would make it appear that
Defoe was not very serlous about the "division of power" in
the English Constitution.

The Gommons remains the obvious

source of authority.l
The Relatlonship Between People And Parllament
The relationshlp between the people and their elected
representatives was a question that
attention.

occup~ed

much of Detoe'a

In an analysls of thase two component parts, he

classified parliament merely as a functioning vehicle for the
expression ot ühe people.

Because the population bad 1ncreased

so enormously, a representative parliament had become a necesaity.

It waa no longer feasible for the entire nation to meat

perioducally to diacuss its problema.

Hence, "whenever the

king think fit to advise with hia people, they will chuse a
certain few out of their great body to meat together with your
lordshipa."2

But even then, at most, the members of parlia-

1 it must have baen 1nfur1at1ng for the advocates of
absolutism to raad Defoe's artful dodging which seemed, at
flrst, to concede all to the king, only to prove in the end,
that the king at most waa only a symbol and no more: "M.onarchy would easily appear the most acceptable of all governments,
if Kinga would submit to those reasonable Terms and Limitations
of Soverelgn Power, that have been laid down, to allow the
great Councll, to hold the balance; as certalnly that of England must do, 1t be1ng a mixt Commonwealth, part, Monarchlcal,
part Ar1stocrat1oal and part Democratloal. And 'tis equally
dangerous and unadvisable for the king to infrlnge the 11bert1es of the People; for the laws of England are above the King ••• •
The Protestant Jesuit Unmask'd, 16.
2The Original Power of the Collective Body of the People of England ixamin*d and Asserted, 135.
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ment represented only "· •• an abridgement or the many volumes
or the English nation." 1 Defoe lectured to all prospective
members of parliament:

8 •••

I venture to say, that with-

out doubt a member of parliament is to have some regard in
Honour, to the Inclinations of the people he serves, at least
not to act what he knows is contrary to their des1re.•2

It

should be observed that whenever Defoe discussed parliament
in relation to the king, the latter was stripped of all sanctity, while the former was imbued with an august dignity.

81-

milarly, when parliament and people were compared, parliament
became a mere spokesman while the people appeared as the mystic repository of authority.

He tried to show the ephemeral

nature of parliament:
But if you are dissolved, for you are
not immortal; or if you are deceived, for you
are not infallable; twas never yet supposed,
till very lately, that all power dies with you.
You may die, but the people remain;
you may be dissolved, and all immediate right
may cease; power may have its intervals and
crowns their 1nterregnums; but original power
endures to the same eternity the world endures
tot And while there is people, there may be
a legal authority delegated, though all sRcceasion of substituted power were at an end.
When he pointed out the possibility of parl1ament 1 s dissolution and stressed that •power retreats to the original", that
~he Or1sinal Power of the Collective Body of the People
of England Exam!n'd and laserted, 135.
2Advice to All Parties, (1705), 9.

~he Orisinal Power of the Collective Bodz, 136.
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is, the people; and when he continued still farther, suggesting that parliament was not infallible, and could be questioned, Defoe was not introducing any startling principle.
Andrew Marvell's, An Account of the Growth of Popery and Arbitrary Government in E2gland had already set the stage in
the reigns of the restored Stuarts, for the countless insinuations of parl1ament•s corruptibility.

An immediate parallel

is found in Locke:
• • • there remains still in the people a
supreme power to remove or alter the legislative when they f ind the legislative act
contrary to the trust reposed in them; for
all power given with trust for the attaining
an end, being limited by that end, whenever
that end is manifestly neglected or opposed,
the trust must neeessarily be forfeited, and
the power devolve into the bands of those
that give it, who may place it anew where they
shall think best for their safety and security.
And thus the community perpetually retains a
supreme power of saving themselves from the
attempts and designs of any body, even of
their legislators whenever they sàall be so
foolish or so wicked as to lay and carry on
designs against the liberties and properties
of the subject • • • 1
Defoe was merely repeat1ng these views, and recommending the
same cure.
In sound eighteenth century tradition, he argued that
all men are endowed with the power of reason.

Consequently,

because "reason is the touch-stone of laws, and • • • all law
or power that is contradictory to reason, is ipso-facto void

~ocke, Treatise of Civil Government, 74.
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in itaelf, • • • ought not to be obeyed.nl

Irrespective of

whether it waa king or parliament that passed a decree, if
the people 1 s reason detected any danger, they were free to
begin their defence.
Theoretically, violence should not have been necessary.

He had painted a rarefied picture of the legislative

procesa which stood for the essence of good senaat
The ordinary method with ua is well known to
be, that the addition of new laws, or amandment of old ones are proposed first by the
Gommons of England, and immediately publick
notice given when the same are to come to a
aolemn debate;: which being several times adjourned there arises opportunity sufficient,
for the subjects from all parts of the kingdom to communicate to the respective Members
of Parliament, their opinion severally thereupon, so that in this respect seldom anything
of importance is concluded concerning the good
people of England, without their own tacit
consent at least, over and above the ~enefit
of their being represented in common.
But to compensate for the reality of lite he had to lay down
a method of procedure, should the legislature prove recalcitrant.

The people were to petition parliament in order to rec-

tify the grievance.

Should this fail, the next appropriate

step was to appeal to the House of Lords and finally to the
king.

If none of these bodies responded to the will of the

people, then the people might form an association for their
1The Oris1nal Power of the Collective Bodl, 139.
2
The Shortest Wal to Peace and Union, (1703), 6.
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mutual de.fense.l

For the people"· • • have an undoubted

Right to co.mplain of their Electors • • • and though Original freedom seems asleep, it may be reviv'd again, when an
absolute necessity o.f Tyranny and unjust Oppression shall
call for a Redress of Grievances."2

Apparently, historical

precedent had already shown this, when:

• •
on,
and
The
has
but

• the people's libertiea have been trampled
and Parliaments have been rendered useless
insignificant: • • • what has restored us?
last resort has been to the people; vox Dei
been found there, not in the repre~entatives
in their original the represented.
Soma Safeguards

It would be incorrect to surmise that Defoe's intention was an incitement to rebellion.

What he desired to see,

was a monarch obedient to the will o.f parliament, who in turn
would rule in the interest of the propertied class; whether
it should be in terms of the Protestant religion or of commercial expansion.

He did not direct his particular views on re-

bellion at the broad masses.

When he used the expression

"the people" in this case, he did not mean by it any twentieth
century concept, but only the property-holding citizens of England.

To understand the importance of property, in judging

~he Original Power of the Collective Body, 139.
2The Protestant Jesuit Unmask'd, 9.
3The Original Power of the Collective Bodz, 145.
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the statua and rights or a peraon in the eighteenth century,
is imperative.

Proressor D. Ogg clearly illustrates the pro-

blem when he explains:
It may seem unuaual to prerace an account of
personal statua with a rererence to proparty.
But property always comas befora the parson,
becausa the inanimata and tangible ara so
muoh mora obvious than the subjective things
that oonstitute personality.
Of the eighteenth century, this statement could not be more
true.

In support or this statement Ogg relates an incident

which had occurad in 1702.

A young heiress was abduoted by

a woman,. who later forced the heirass, against her will, to
marry the woman's aocomplice.

When the woman waa latar appre-

hendad, Mr. Justice Powell accused her in these terms:
Your offence hath been in a nation where pro_perty is better preserved than in any other
government in the world. Here it is death
for a man to take away anything, though never
so small, by way of robbery; how much worse to
take away the child or a man, and with her all
that he hath gotten by his industry, a great
offence against the pu~lick, being so great a
violation of property.
Deroe waa vary muoh a part or this thought.

He nevar attempted

to free himselr of the property qualification in establishing
the rights or an individual.

The rollowing will indicate the

near-brutality with which he explained his view:
• • • I do not place this right (i.e. to form

11f,

ln. Ogg, !ngland in the Raigns of James II and William
70-72.
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a government) upon the inhabitants but upon
the free holdera; the free holdera are the
propertiea ownera of the country: It is
their own, and the othar inhabitanta are
but sejournera, like lodgers in a house,
and ought to be subject to auch laws as
the free holders impose upon them, or elsa
they must remove, because the free holders
having a right to the land, the other have
no right to live there but on suffurance.
He goes on to explain why:
Every man's land is his own property; and
tis a tresspass in the law for another man
to come upon his ground without his consent.
If the free holders hould all agree, that
auch a man shall not come upon their land;
that they will not let him a house for his
monay; that whose land soever he sets his
foot on, the owner shall indict him for a
trespass, as by the law he may, the man must
fly the nation of course. Thus the free
holders having a right to the possession of
England, the reason must be good that they
must have the same right to the government of
the rest of the inhabitants; and there can be
no legal power in England, but what has its
original in the possessors; for property is
the foundation of power.l
He was quite serious when he mentioned that those holding no
property could be made to leave the land.

It is clear, by the

stand which he took on military conscription:

"Mutual Defence

is one of the least Conditions the 1nhabitants can be requir 1 d
to contribute, to the assistance of their Lords the Freeholders,
in Cases of need • • •

He that has but 40S a year, Terra Firma,

has a right to stay at home, and representatively consider'd,
lThe Original Power of the Collective Bodz, 157-160.
See also, Jure Divino, Book

v.
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to command him that has lOOQf a Year in Tenements, Leases,
Copyholds, Fen-Renta, Intereat on Bonds etc ••• nl
Defoets parliament is built exclusively on the vested
interests of the propertied citizens of England.

The conserv-

ative nature of its electoral structure can not be mistaken
for anything radical.

A government erected on theae founda-

tions could be considered reasonably sare to guarantee stable
rule.

Up to this point, there ia little in Defoe's ideas that

would cause anxiety for any of the accepted Whig writers.

But

there are aspecta of Defoe which defy his complete identification with the Whig prototype.

It is with these differences

that the ensuing pages are concernad.

1Review, Jan. 20, 1709, V~1. V, Book XIII, 511-512.

CHAPTER II
SOME DIFFERENCES
The Critic Of Societyl
Detoe's biographers are perplexed as to the sudden
political alliances which he entered, and just as rapidly dis•
solved.

They see this as a major hurdle in solving the problem of Defoe•s political activity. 2 The desire to solve this
problem seems to have prevented his biographers from examing
an equally important contradiction in the area of political
theory, which first makes itself noticeable in the period of
William III.
According to Defoe's views on the nature and composition of the electorats, one would be inclined to agree that
the conservative safeguards which studded his political creed
separated him from the radical element in politics.

Those pos-

sessing no property are sufficiently stripped of a voice in
government so asto prevent any direct rashness of action •.
The aacred authority of government is vested in the pillars
of society--the propertied class.

But here the problem begins.

In the same period in which he framed his conservativo

~he beat study of Defoe as critic of society is J.R.
Moore'a, Defoe in the Pillory and Other Studies, (Indiana University, 1939), 1-38.
2Freeman, w., The Incredible Defoe, 199; Dottin P.,
Defoe et Ses Romans, 111.
53
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theory of government, a flood of pamphlets and poems gushed
from his pen, defending and praising the simple, labouring
Englisbman.

In many passages, his eloquence portrays a sym-

pathy and compassion which is only comparable to the Leveller
writings of the seventeenth century.

It is an element, so

extreme in his writing, that must set him spart from the hierarchy of the aristocratie Whig theorists of his time.
The occasion for this vibrant defence of the lowly
actually originated with Defoe 1 s two idols, William and Mary.
While William was fighting in Ireland to consolidate his hold
on the English throne, his wife issued an appeal to the justices of the pesee, and servants of the Crown in general, to
suppress the extravagant profligacy which bad grown and flourished during the reigns of Charles and James II.

Similarly,

on the conclusion of the war in 1697, William promulgated an
attack on vice which he claimed 1nfected the nation.l

Actually,

Mary and Will1am 1 s pleas for moral rejuvenation were not isolated cries, but must be seen aga1nst the background of a reform movement which had begun to accelerate in the later years
of the seventeenth century.
A deluge of pamphlets, expoa1ng the 11cent1ous nature
of the age, appeared in the last decade of the seventeenth cen1 Minto, W., Defoe, (London, 1879), 19.
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tury;l

while the number of organizations formed, auch as the

Society for the Reformation of Manners, is astonishing, and
seems to reveal a revulsion against the moral breakdown which
accompanied the Cavalier supremacy of the Restoration period. 2
A common function of these societies was to catalogue the
numerous faults and vices committed by the erring citizens:
These compendiums of sin were then distributed to the magistrates in all localities to help them curb
haviour of a sinful nation.

t~e

irregular be-

The societies also urged members

of the Church of England to 1nform the magistrates of parsons
guilty of infractions of the moral code.

Infractions of the

moral code extended from the serious accusation of keeping a
disorderly house to auch lasser crimes as t1ppl1ng during
sabbath divine service in an ale house, at "close time"; vend1ng cakes in the street or barbera soliciting trade on Sunday.3
Swearing and oursing were the most common offences and kept
the justices of the pesee vigilant in exacting fines.
Defoe•s writings for the first time critioized William,
for wbat he considered to be onesided and prejudiced actions.
The reform movement, as he saw it, wreaked a perverted vengeance on the petty immoralities of the labouring class, while

~he titles are indicative of the nature of these pamphlets, Pro osal for a National Reformation of Manners, (1692);
A Hel to a National Reformation, 1700
pecimen of a Declaration against Debaucherz, 1701).
2
Trevelyan, G.• M., En~land Under the Stuarts, (New York,
revised edition, 1946), 290- sl.
3 ogg, England in the Reigns of James II and William III,
530-537.
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the wealthy escaped w1thout the least 1nconven1ence.

It is

in these pamphlets that a distinct echo of the Leveller past
is heard.

He wrote:

• • • We of the Plebeii find ourselves
justly agrieved in all this work of reformation;
and this reforming rigour makes the real work
impossible: Wherefore we find ourselves foroed
to seek redress of our grievanoes in the old
honest way of petitioning heaven to relieve us:
And in the mean time we solemnly enter our protestation, against the visoious part of the
nob111ty and gentry of the nation as follows.
First, we protest, that we do not find,
impartially enquiring into the matter, speaking
of moral goodness that you are one jot better
than we are, your dignities, astates and quality
exoepted • • •
Secondly, we do not find that all the
proclamations, declarations, and acta of parliament yet made, have any effective power to
punish you for your 1mmoral1ties, as it does
us. Now, while you make laws to punish us, and
let your selves go free, tho' guilty of the same
vices and immoralities, those laws are unjust
and unequal in themselves • • •
In regard to the legal apparatus he continued:
• • • These are all cobweb laws, in which the
small flies are catoh'd and great ones break
thro. My Lord Mayor has whipt about the poor
beggars, and a few soandalous whores have been
sent to the house of correction; soma alehouse
keepers and vintners have been fin'd for drawing drink on the Sabbath day; but all this
falls upon us, of the mob, the poor Plebeii,
as if all the vice lay among ua, for we do not
find the rich drunkard carry'd before my Lord
Mayor, nor a swearing lewd marchant. The man
with a gold ring and gay cloathes, may swear
before the justice, or at the justice, may
reel home through the open streets, and no man
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take any notice of it; but if a poor man
gets drunk, or swears an oath, he must to
the stocks w1thout remedy. • • While our
justices themselves shall punish a man for
drunkenness with a God damn him, set him
in the stocks.
And neither did the Church escape criticism:
• • • The clergy also ought not count themselves exempted in this matter, whose lives
have been and in soma places still are so
vicious, and so loose, that tis wall for England, we are not subject to be much prieatridden.
• • • The parson preaches a thundering sermon
against drunkenness, and the justice of the
peace sets my poor neighbour in the stocks,
and I am like to be much the better for either,
when I know perhaps that this same parson, and
this same justice! were both drunk together
the night before.
As much as England needed correction, and Defoe was
not the person to deny it, he suggested instead:
Bridewell for a Whoring Justice, a

P~

"· •• a

of Capital Stocks for

the High Constable and drunken Magistrates, and an Eccleseastical Whipping Post for awearing Prebendaries and lewd Clergy."
Only then, he concluded, "· •• we might hope for soma Reformation, and • • • have our Laws put into Execution a little • • • " 2
He waa oritical of men in comfortable positions legislating on abstract principlea.

How could a magistrats under-

stand the anguish and frustration of the lower class driven
to crime beoause of grinding poverty?

~he Poor Man's Plea, (1698), 287-300.
2

Review, Oct. 15, 1709, Vol. VI, Book XV, 331.
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You are an honest Man, you sayl Pray, Sir
was you ever Try'dt Have you seen your self,
Wife and Dear Children, ready to perish for
food, and having your Neighbours Loaf in your
Cupboard, or his money in your Hands, for tis
all one, refus'd to touch it, and let them
starve rather than taste it because it was
not of your own? I tell you Sir, you would
not Eat your Neighbours Bread only, but your
Neighbour himself, rather than starve, and
your Honesty would, all Shipwrack in the storm
of Necessity
Agar was a Wise Man, when
he Prays, give me not Poverty, lest I steal;
to me the words very plainly imply Lord! keep
me from poverty, for I shall certainly be a
Thief; and I firmly believe, that never was a
Man so honest but would steal, before he would
Starve, and if he did not, it was want of opportunity.l
The demanda he made of the judiciary were distinctly modern.
He would have preferred to see the laws show a flexibility in
es. ch separa te case ,.and tiake a broader view of the nature of
the crime, and the circumstances in which it was committed.
Criminel law would lose its primitive, retributive function
and actually begin to serve the needs of the citizens of England.
His criticism did not stop with magistrates and clergy.
Some of his most savage criticism was directed at the stockbrokera and investors who were reaping colossal profits in a
welter of financial speculation.

As a marchant himself, he

was well aware of the abundance of sharp practise that had a
minLmum appearance of legality to prevent criminal prosecution.
laeview, March 5, 1706, Vol. III, Book VI, ~09-110;
also Feb. 8, 1709, Vol. V, Book XIII, 543-544.
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These speculators gave

the productive marchants a bad name,

and confused the population as to the real nature of trade.
But for those who were repelled by the

~ickery

of the stock

market and all other suspicious forma of speculation, and who
reacted by condemning marchant and trade alike, Deroe wrote:
Really good People, if Trade and Land, which
are the Wealth of this Nation are divided
and differ, the whole Body will soon stand
still.
and this like the circulation in
the Body, will tbrow the whole into Appolixies,
dead Palsies, and avery Mortal Disease.
Wretched Follyl Land despise Tradel
and Trade set up aga1nst Land
Oan anything
be more absurd? Is not Tracte ~Nurse of the
Land? And is not Land the Nourishment of Trade?
Does not Land supply the Materials of Trade?
And does not Traie enable the Land to supply
these materials?
The extrema class conscious attitude of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries caused him to trumpet the merita and contributions of the marchant to English societyt
I wonder sometimes, at the ignorance
of those people and nations, whose Gentry pretend to despise Familias rais'd by Trade; Why
should that, which is the wealth of the World,
the Prosperity and Health or Kingdoms and
Towns, be accounted dishonourable.
If we respect trade, as it is understood
by Merchandising; it 1s certainly the most noble,
most instructive and improving of any way of life.
The artificers or handicrafts men, are indeed
slaves; the Gentlemen are plowmen of the Nation,
but the marchant is the suppor~ and improver of
Power, Learning, and Fortunes.

~eview, May 1, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XIX, 63.

~, Jan. 3, 1706, Vol. III, Book VI, 6.

2
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But the cr1t1c in Defoe remained ever alive, and though
ü

he could proply proclaim that:

"The general Commerce of this

Nation consista of the plain, honest and downright way of
Trade, making and manufacturing • • • • there still remained
•the Plagues of our Commerce • • • stock-jobbing and wagering.•
He asked rhetorically: • • • • who do they employ, what Manufacture do they 1mprove, what Encouragement have they been to
Trade, what do they export or import?

Knavery excepted we

see nothing they deal in; they are ever sharping, tricking
and oiroumventing one another • • • • 1

Indeed these were the

•cobweb laws, in which the small flies are oatch'd," the artisan was fined for swearing, the peripatetic marchant for selling warea on Sunday, but:
How often bas a formal Lye come hot out of the
Oven into Exchange Al1ey, serv'd the Intereat
of the Contrivers, to the tune of 2 or 3 per
Cent in the Priee of Stocks between 9 a Clock
and 2? And tho it haa been cold again before
Night, may, tho it has been trac•d in those
few hours, How bave the Managers made it answer all the Ends of Truth to them! Sold their
Stocks off at a good Priee, and stand and laugh
at you into the Barsain! •ay, make the Advantage of the very detecting their own Forgery,
and make a second Gain, by buying in Cheap,
what before, they sold out 2 or 3 par Cent dearer.2
Rare were thieves on a vast ecale, and were they ever apprehended?

Defoe would agree that the nation waa in need of re1Review, Dec. 2, 1708, Vol. V, Book XIII, 426-429.

2

Ibid, July 19, 1712, Vol. VIII, Book XXI, 831.
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form, but had not the sooieties of reformation better look to
the cardinal crimes of the upper olass, than oonoentrate on
the pathetic failings of the lowly?
The Leveller streak in Defoe led him into many bypaths
in his long publio oareer.

To critioize the parasites in so-

ciety was only one aspect of his daily labours.

He also accepted

the burden of championing a number of causes auch as the plight
of the debtor in society, and more particularly, the issue of
the Keelmen of Newcastle.

In numerous pamphlets and countless

pages of the Review, he hammered at the unjust laws condemning the insolvent to useless years in prison:
Trayters, Murthers, and Felons are sent
to Newgate, where they lye till the Session,
and being Condemn'd, they obtain the mercy of
the Gallows, and gat a Good delivery at St. Tyburn; but a Debtor lyas languishing and Starving,
sure to Dye, but can•t obtain the favour of Dis•
patch; he Lingera out his Days in Want, Hunger,
Cold, and Stenoh, till he Envies the felicity
of those, that do to be Hang'd, and for want of
Help, is driven to Dispatch himself out of the
way.
And yet all this Man's Crime is Poverty;
tor God's sake, Gentlemen, oonsider what Soripture Law Punishes Poverty with Death. • .1
It cannet be doutled that the pioneer efforts of Defoe's writing bad considerable affect on public opinion for the eventual
improvement of the debtor laws.
Another very practical

ex~ple

spirit is sean in the Keelmen Issue.

of Defoe's crusading
For years the keelmen

of Newcastle bad voluntarioly contributed to a common fund in
order to erect a hospital and oreate an institution for the
1
Review, March 7, 1706, Vol. VIII, Book VI, 115.
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naedy or ratirad coal-barge men.

Not only was this a retraat

for the destitute of their trade, but it also served as a
unifying symbol for the keelmen at moments of bargaining with
the coal marchants of Newcastle.

Because of certain mismanage-

ment, the kealmen were petitioning the Crown for a charter
which would permit them complete independance in the direct
control of the institution.

The coal marchants intervened

however, and attempted to prevent their exclusion from the
foundation for rear of losing their influence over the keelmen.

Defoe took it upon himself to fight the issue for the

keelmen.

Before the issue was debated in,,the Commonsl he de-

voted several Reviews2 expla1n~:Jthe tbreat that faced the
keelmen should the coal marchants retain their influence 1n
the institution.

It is important to see what pains he took

in privately bringing the issue to Harley 1 s notice.

He ex-

pla1ned to Harlay that:
• • • the Poor keelmen of New Castle, • • •
who are Now like to have the Government and
Management of Their Own Charity Subjected to
the Fetters and Mag1strates; by which a New
foundation also will be Lay'd to Influence and
Enslave The Poor Men, and Thereby Again Make a
Monopoly of the Coal Trade.
There is So Much Justice and Charity
in the Case That I Perswade my Self your Ldpp
will be pleased with appearing in behalf of a
1
2

J.H.C., Vol. XVII, 160.

Review, Feb. 12-19, 1712, Vol. VIII, Book XXI, 560-569.
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Thousand Familias of poor and Injured Men,
who None but God and your Ldpp oan now Deliver • • • 1
The Gommons, on March 29, 1712, decided in favour of the keelmen.
The Mob
The place of the mob in Defoe's esteem is at first
difficult to take seriously after reading his views on the
franchise.

It is indead a rare phenomenon for a conservative

Whig political theorist to eulogize the merita of mob activity,
but that is just what Defoe did.

Throughout his life, Defoe

spoke consistently with the greatest admiration for Captain
Tom, the symbol for the English masses.
A test for

determin~ng

the sincerity of his statements

on the English mob can be made in reference to the Sacheverell
riota, that occured near the end of Queen Anne's reign.2

Doc-

tor Henry Sacheverell, a parson of extrema Tory feeling, had
1
Healey, ~he Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 369. Defoe's
views on workers' wages set him off from hia contemporaries.
When it is remembered that eighteenth century economiste were
unanimously agreed that the majority must ba kept in poverty
that the whole might be riehl(see E. Lipson, Economie History
of England, (London, 1931), Vol. III, 274; Sir Josiah Child,
l New Discourse of Trade,(l694}, ix-x~ Defoe must be reclassified as a aocial and pîitical thinker. He was probably the
only writer on economie matters that expressed the idea: "To
reduee these Wages (to a point) just suffieient for Life, would
be a Diminishing the Publick Wealth to a Degree unexpressible,
and Robbing England of the Peculiar, which is her Honour, that
the Poor Live better than in any Part of the World.° For Defoe
on wages, see the Review, April 14, 1705, Vol. II, Book IV, 69-70.
2
A.T. Scud1, The Saeheverell Affair, (New York, 1939).
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begun his public career of attacking the Whigs in the first
year of Anne's accession to the throne.

The "bloody flag of

defiance" that he wave~ was the famous pamphlet The Character
of the Low Churchman, abusing the rather moderate Biships, appointed by William III.

Again in 1705, at Oxford University,

he gave vent to his feelings against Dissenters, Whigs and
moderate Tories.

But the explosion occured when he preached

his uncompromising sermon of non-resistance on November 9, 1709.
The day chosen for his oration, Guy Fawkes day, could not have
been more challenging to Whig followers, who were also celebrat1ng W1lliam's landing at

~orbay.

What has been considered

a foolish sermon, was interpreted by many as an attack on the
Revolutionary Settlement.
peaching Sacheverell.

The Whig Ministry reacted by im-

At the height of Sacheverell's trial,

in March, huge crowds began demonstrations in favour of the
Tory parson.

The mob, hooting,and pillaging ahowed their sup-

port of Sacheverell by burning several Disaenting chapela.

De-

foe was horrified to see an English mob, which had previoualy
cheered and protected him when he stood in the pilloary, come
to the assistance of a high Tory with suspicioua Jacobite leaninga.

He 1mmad1ately set himself the task of analysing the

outbreak:

He refused to believe that a true English mob could

violate the lawa of England on behalf of the false principles
of non-resistance.

Other mobs, he insisted played a prominent

role in safeguarding the interast and liberty of the nation:.
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"· •• those Mobs always aim'd at pulling down soma real Grievanoe--Suoh as Bawdy-housea, Maas-bouses, sham Gaols for wrongtully impress'd Men, Nesta of Kid-nappera, and the like; and
they were always observ'd, when the Work was over, they had
no farther Misohief in View, nor would they injure any but
those they particularly pointed at ______ .nl
Clearly, this mob was different.

Defoe insisted that

the people were misled, and referred to them as the

0 deludad

People" and that "nothing is ao certain, as that they know
not what they ara about."

What had to ba dona was to inform

•

the mob of the real intentions of SaoheYerell and his oolleagues,
then:
I dare say, • • • (when they) • • • that have
been drawn into this Folly, know clearly the
Crime, for whioh Dr. Sacheverell stands 1mpeach1d, and the Design He and his Party are
carrying on against the Queen and the establiahed Government, the Revolut1on-Pr1nc1ple
and the Protestant Succession, they would
more chearfully huzza him to th~ Gallows,
than they do now to this Trial.
Secondly, he insisted that, on closer examination, it would
appear that the riotera ware not a trua English mob, but bad
become 1nf1ltratad by "• •• Thiaves and Murthers, Robbars and
Incendiaries • • • " • 3

Until the end of the Sachevereli epi-

1Review, March 16, 1710, Vol. VI, Book XVI, 587.
2 Ib1d, March 4, 1710, Vol. VI, Book XVI, 566-567.
3 Ib1d, March 16, 1710, Vol. VI, Book XVI, 587.
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sode, Defoe cont1nued to defend Capta1n Tom who symbolized
for him "• •• the maas of the English people in their struggle
against popery and the pretender • • • the defender of protestantism and parliament."l
The Sacrifice Of A Principle
To equate

t~e

Leveller characteristics with Defoe's

pol1t1cal views on the franchise is impossible, to say the
least.

But when it is kept 1n mind, how great his faith in

the English masses was, 1t is simple to understand why he
would willingly sacrifice the propertied land-holders, if he
felt for a moment that they would betray the Revolutionary
Settlement.

His previous exp1anat1on, as to who was to form

the government, was unequivocal.

But in 1701, his fear of

the growing Tory tide infectad, as he thought, with Jacobite
1eanings,caused him to abandon property qualifications for
those partaking in the formation of government.

He now ex-

p1ained:
It was rormerly sa1d, chuse men of astates; the
reason was, that they might not be tempted by
places and pensions from the court, to sell the
nations liberties; and, indeed, the caution was
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good; but, gentlemen, the case is alte~•d, the
co~t and the nations interest a~e now all of a
aide, which they were not then, nor, indeed,
neve~ were since Queen Elizabeth.
The King desires we should do nothing but what is for the
security and prosperity of religion, and the
glo~y of the nation:
The caution about astates can
do no harm, but a man's astate does not qualify hLm at all to judge of the necessity of
giving.
The article of astates was only suppos'd
to make a man cautious what he gave, because he
was t o pa y the more of it himself. Now let a
man have but sense to know when there is a necessity to give, and that sense back'd with honesty,
if he has not one g~oat in astate, he will be as
cautious of giving away the nation's monay, as
he would be of his own • • •
do not lay so great
a st~ess upon a man's astate.

f

It 1s clear that Defoe felt 1t necessary to construct
a pol1t1cal theory to replace the autocratie philosophy of Divine Right.

That he went about

perfo~ming

siderable seriousness, cannot be denied.

this duty with conBut it must also be

recognized that because Defoe occupied the peculiar position
as propagandist in the forefront of the national arena, he was
mo~e

interested in the praotical resulta of auch a theory.

Oonsequently, he was prepared to modify or even sacrifice a
principle which no
as he conoeived it.

longe~

served the

1nte~est

of the nation,

But.,.:"as1dè"from:pol1tical. expediel\éy,tt is

evident that Defoe's critical remarks on social and pol1t1oal
issues,

oonside~ed

as a whole, bear a str1k1ng resemblance to

Man,
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the Leveller tracts of the aeventeen th century.

Through De-

foe's writings the echo of Rainborou gh's often quotad passage
is distinctly heard:
Raally. I think that the poorest he ~at is
in England bath a life to live, as the graatest
he, and therefore truly, sir, I think it's
clear, that evary man that is to live under a
governmen t ought first by his own consent to
put himaelf under that governmen t.

CHAPTER III
DEFOE AND PARTY POLITICS
The Nature Of The Problem
The concept of a two party system developing in the
reign of ~barles II and eventually dominating the eighteenth
oentury, 1s the standard interpretation of the politios of
that epoch.

The Crown 1s seen as an institution largely dis-

plaoed by an aggressive Parliament, where1n two opposing parties fight to transform the nation in either of their own images.

Whigs and Tories struggling in this pol1t1cal arena

are oonsidered the necessary keys for an understanding of the
reigns of the latter Stuarts and Hanoverians.

In the Romanes

Lecture given by Professor Trevelyan, this view has achieved
its classical form.

Elsewhere, he writes that in the

tmmedi~

ate years after the Revolution of 1688 "rule of England by the
contesta of tbe two parties now began in earnest."l

Others

with a similar pre-occupation coneerning the signifieance of
party politics writet

"Anne's reign owes its importance

largely to the tact that it was the age of apprenticeship for
1 G.M. Trevelyan, England Under the Stuarts, 378.
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English parties" and that, "Rer reign is remembered for the
firat appearance of complete party government," whereas "The
failure of the coalitions in 1705 and 1711 proved that party
government waa inevitable."l

Still another author adda to

this view, explaining that the achievement of the Revolution
of 1688 "waa 1nevitably to transfer the executive power from
the control of the Crown to that of a party.•2
Undoubtedly, the attempt of contemporary historians
to paint the Stuart political scene around the motif of political parties is due partly to their own proximity to the highly
developed party system of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The present parties of Great Britain, with their

centralized leadership, frequent party conferences, and elaborate national organizat1ons, have tempted histor1ans to magnify the weak embryonic party associations of the eighteenth
century, until they too appear in the modern guise of the contemporary party.

But it is not exclusively the result of view-

ing the past through the eyes of the present.

There is much

that lands itself to auch a theory of a two party system, particularly in the reign of Anne; and it cannot be dismissed too
lightly.

Historians of this orthodox persuasion tend to sup-

port their interpretation of party politics by referring to

tion to

~. Wingfield-Statford, History of British Civilization,
(New York, 1930), 675.
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two major political

phenomena~

which occurred in the firat de-

cade of the eighteenth century.
They aee the span of years, stretching from the election of 1705 to 1709, as indicative of the extrema pressure
exerted by the Whig Junto to drive out Tory personnel, and
replace them, wherever possible, with Whig candidates.
over~

More-

this drive is sean not only as a Whig attempt to win

supremacy in the arena of politics, but as an effort to achieve
supremacy in the Established Church, by nominating as many
churchmen with whiggish proclivities as possible.l

In the same

manner,the defeat of the Whig Ministry in 1710, launched the
Tory party on its swift assent to power, only now, to repeat
the gama of expelling the Whigs from office in sound party
spirit.

St. John, in 1711, striving to exclude from office,

a moderate Whig like the Duke of
stone for this interpretation.

«

Somerset~

serves as a touch-

It would be rash to deny en-

tirely--regardlessAhow weak party cohesion was--that soma party
organ1zation did exist, and that there was a program which each
party attempted to put into practise.
orthodox view has come under
will have to be

made~

attack~

But nevertheless, this
and soma modifications

if historical conclusions on the nature

of eighteenth century party politics are to square with reality.

~he fullest treatment of this problem is to be found
in two etudies by N. Sykes, "The General Election of 1705 and
the Cathedral Chapter of Exeter", E.H.R., Vol. XLV, (1930),
260-272; and "Queen Anne and The Episoopate", E.H.R., Vol. L,
(1935), 433-464.
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The attack waa begun with the appearanoe of Profeasor
Namier's unorthodox study on the period of George . rr.l

On

the baais of elaborate investigation, he explaina that oompariaons between modern politioal forma of organization and that
of a previoua period are wrong:
• • • there is more resemblance in outer forma
and denominations than in underlying realitiea,
so that miaconception ia very easy. There was
no proper party organization about 1760, though
party names and cant were ourrent; the names
and the cant have since supplied the materiels
for an imaginary superstructure.
And then departing entirely from the orthodox view, he suggests
that:

"The political life of the period could be fully des-

cribed without ever uaing a party denomination.n2

Namier's

atudy was aoon followed by the investigations of Professer
D.G. Barnas, Who went farther than Namier in extending this
idea to the earlier period of the eighteenth century:
Practically all the evidence points to the
conclusion that neither the framers of the
Revolution Settlement nor the first three
rulera after 1689--William, Mary, and Anne-anticipated the conatitutional developments
of the next three quartera of a century.
And then attacking the idea of the existence of political parties, he continues:

"Neither the two-party system nor the ca-

binet solidarity and joint responsibility of the nineteenth

~.B. Namier, The Structure of Politics at the Accession of George III, (2 vols; London, 1929).
2 Ibid, Vol. I, vii.
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century was dreamed of in 1689."1

However, both Namier and

Barnas are actually concerned with the lata eighteenth century.
Two other works by Professera H.N. Fieldhouse and R. Walcott,2
attempt to apply the schema of this new investigation to the
period of William and Anne.

It would appear, indeed, that a

"heresy" has grown up in our midst, and that the fate of an
orthodox historical approach is to be decided.
Briefly, the Walcott "heresy" consista of the following.

The constitutional developments as witnessed by the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries--"cabinet solidarity and
joint responsibility"--were entirely unimaginable to both
William and Anne.

And instead of a clear and rigid two party

organization, a closer analysis tenda to reveal "not two parties but numeroua party groups and that there are no examples
of a single party in office faced by a single opposition party.n3
By implication this statement inverts our view of the
government.
support

Instead of a unified ministry choosing its

from either Whig or Tory party, the executive would

seek support from the entire spectrum of political views,
including various powerful family connections with
great weight in the Gommons, until it had the necessary
lo.G. Barnas, George III and William Pitt: A New Inter retation Based U on a Stud of Their Un ublishad CorresStanford University Press, 1939 , 1.
2 H.N. Fialdhouse, "Bolingbroke and the Idea of NonParty Government", History, Vol. XXIII, (1939), 41-56;: R. Wal•
cott, English Politics in the Early Eightaenth Century, (Oxford,
1956).
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commanding majority in the Lower House.

In return for support,

the executive in its monopolistic position would promise lucrative office as a reward.

The concept of the Lower House ma-

jority controlling the executive is almost destroyed.
utive, with its

0

The exec-

Queen 1 s servants", (that are so often heard

of in the reign of

~ueen

Anne) and various members of the House

in debt to the executive for favours of office, could dictate
to the legislature.l

Thus, the two party system is challenged

by a view of government based on personal manoeuvering of
Queen's servants and powerful family connections.
Profesaor Walcott's theory resta largely on the electoral system of the early eighteenth century.

He devotes an

entire cbapter of his book to examine the nature of this system.

The conclusions Which he draws are neither new nor start-

ling, but he utilizes them in a unique manner.

The most im-

portant feature of the electoral system supporting his theory
is the "narrow constituencies" and the mannar in which they
were manipulated.

He demonstrates that:

"More that 40 par

cent of the boroughs bad lesa than lOO votera, that nearly
two-thirds had laas than 500, that only one-eighth had 1,000
or more electors, and that only three--less than lt per cent-of the boroughs had electorates of more than
lwaloott, English Politics, 5.
2 Ibid, 23 •
...........

4,ooo.n2

The
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overwhe~ing

number of small constituencies made it completely

feasible for a group of "realistic members of the government
and the upper class" to secure effective control of the House
of Commons.l
With this as a basis,Professor Walcott is able to drop
the impersonal concept of Whig and Tory and substitute the more
personal family relationship which would seem to square more
accurately with early eighteenth century politics.

Instead

of narrating the in and out activity of Whig and Tory Ministries during the reign of Queen Anne, he interpreta the problem in this mannar:
The process by which the Godolphin ministry
changed from a Court-Churchill-Harley-Rochester-Nottingham coalition into a Court-Churchill
Newcastle-Junte combination is a logical one,
if one recognizes that the architects of governments and parliamentary majorities worked within
a multi-party framework. '~is assumption often
fits the tacts far better than the two-party interpretation; but the party history of the period
1688-1714 has been explained so universally in
terms of "Whig and Tory" exclusively, that the
many similarities between it and the later
eighteenth century political structure have been
commonly overlooked. The more one studies the
party structure under William and Anne, the lesa
it resembles the two-party system desoribed by
Trevelyan in his Romanes Lecture and the more it
seems to have in common with the structure of
politios in tBe Age of Newcastle as explained to
us by Namier.
The studies oited above, will force historians to relwaloott, English Politics, 23.
2 Ibid, 160.

-
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linquish old preconceived ideas of eighteenth century polit1cs.
Clearly, on closer exam1nation the "political parties" in office
losa their homogeneity and reappear aa coalitions of interest.
Professer Walcott•s thesis is indeed, challenging and helps
to sharpen the focus of our view of early eighteenth century
politics.

But the book also contains a danger.

To suggest

that the period bears greater reaemblance to Newcaatle's England, and to implement Namier's idea, that it is possible to
diseuse party politics without the labels of Whig and Tory,
1s misleading.

To question the orthodox view is to aeek after

a deeper truth; but to go to the extrema of eliminating the
concepts of Whig and Tory, is to distort the picture.
If these terms were meaningless, Anne's anguished pleas
to be free of either Whig or Tory were of a hallucinatory nature.

She wrote to

Harle~

after the election of

1705~

• • • I must own to you I dread the falling
into the hands of either party, and the Whigs
have had so many favours showered on them of
late, that I fear a very few more will put
me insensibly into their power.
Her last entreaty to him was:

8

I do put an entire confidence

in you, not doubting but you will do all you can to keep me
out of the power of the mercilesa men of both parties.ul
a similar vein she wrote to Godolphin in 1706:

8 All

In

I desire

ia my liberty in encouraging and employing all those that conlQuoted in Trevelyan•s, England Under Queen Anne, Vol.
II, 31-32.
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our faithfully in my service, whether they are called Whigs
or Tories, not to be tied to one or the other.•l

It would

appear that the concepts of Whig and Tory were very real for
Anne.
In an entirely different spirit, and with a tinge of
regret, Bolingbroke explained the failure of his political
career in terms of party politics:
I am afraid that we came to court in the same
disposition as all parties have dona; that
the principal spring of our actions was to
have government of the state in our bands;
that our principal views were the conservation
of this power, great employments to ourselves,
and great opportunities of rewarding those who
bad helped to raise us, and of hurting those who
stood in opposition to us. The view therefore
of those amongst us who thought in this mannar,
was to improve the Queens favour, to break the
body of the Whigs, to render their supports
uselBs to them, to fill the employments ~f the
kingdom down to the meanest with Tories.
Neither would it appear that the concept of party politics was strange or unimaginable to Bolingbroke.
And, in still another quarter, it is possible to sense
the anxiety of party politics and its full implication at the
critical moment of national elections.

Godolphin wrote to

lw.

Coke, Memoirs of John Duke of Marlborough, (London,
She expressed the same feeling to Marlborough in 1708t "The parties are auch bugbeara that I dare
not venture to write my mind freely of either of them without
a cypher for fear of any accident. I pray God keep me out of
the bands of both of them.• Trevelyan, England Under gueen Anne,
Vol. I, 176.
1820), Vol. III, 91.

2 The Works of Lord

Vol. I, 9-11.

Viscoun~ Bolingbroke, (London, 1809),
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Harlay after the election or 1705, explaining, in a very matter
of fact mannar, his opinion or the composition of the House:
I think as you do in your latter t'other day
that the Tories are more numerous in this Parliament than the Whigs, and the Queen's servants much the least part of the three. My
computation runa thust of the 450 that chose
the Speaker Tories 190, Whigs 160, Queens
servants lOO, of the last about 15 perhaps
joined with Tories.
After hav1ng decided the composition of the House in terms of
Whig, Tory and Queen's servants, Godolphin prepared the next
step of determining how to manage the Commana:
From every one we are likely to get from the
190 we shall lose two or three from the 160.
And is it not more reasonable and more easy
to preserve those who have served and helped
us, than those who have basely and ungratefully dona all that was in their power to
ruin us?l
Theae atatemtns make it difficult to minimize the seriousnesa
with which Godolphin considered the two parties.

Again, if

they were largely imaginary products of the mind of the modern
hiatorian, why would Godolphin evaluate the strength of each
party in this deliberate mannar?

It would seem, rather, that

to whatever extent family connections may have determined the
outcome of an election, the idea of two specifie parties, still
occupied the thoughts and hopes of many early eighteenth century citizena.
lH.~.c. Portland, Vol. IV, 291.
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Lastly, if Professer Walcott's thesis is accepted
without modification, how is the historian to account for the
torrential river of party pamphlets that flooded the country
during Anne's reignt

How is the historian to account for the

incessant haranguing on the distinction between Whig and Tory,
by men like Defoe, Tutchins, Boyer, Swift and Mist? A cursory glanee at the writings of any of these men would reveal
how ingrained party politics bad become in their polit1cal
oonsciousness.

Surely they were not living in a world of illu-

sions, unable to determine the true nature of politics.
If the orthodox view, as stated above, is no longer
tenable, and if Professer Walcott•s recent "heresey0 does not
tully explain all the manifestations of early eighteenth century politics, perhaps a third approach may prove profitable.l
Let it be assumed that a minimum amount of party oganization
did exist, but was modified considerably in form, by the powerful landed familias exerting pressure at elections 1n the small
buroughs, as Professor Walcott suggests.

Another characteris-

tic appears, which seems to offer a solution to the problem.
without forcing the tacts to fit any particular pioture.

When

Anne wrote to Godolphin telling him of ber desire to escape
the olutches of either the Whigs or the Tories, she also revealed what she felt about the existence of the two parties:
1This view rests lare;ely on the writings of K. Peiling and H.N. Fieldhouae, cited above p. 73.
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• • • if I should be so untortunate as to fall
into the hands of either, I shall not imagine
myself, though I have the name of Queen, to
be in reality but their slave which as it will
be my personal ruin, so it will be the destroying of all government. For instead of putting
an end to faÎtion, it will lay a lasting foundation of it.
~he

existence of the parties was very real for Anne, but their

being was repellent.

Party politics threatened to dissolve

the very fabric of society.

Nor of course, was this an iso-

lated opinion, but rather it was shared by Harlay, Godolphin
and Marlborough, to mention but a few.

Harley, the most vo-

cal in expressing this 1dea, wrote to Godolphin, in 1705:
I take it for granted no party, in the House
can carry 1t for themselves without the
Quaen 1 s Servants join with them. ~he foundation i~ persona and parties are to come to
the Queen, and not the Queen to them. The
Queen bath chosen rightly which party she
will take in. If the gentlemen of England
are made sensible that the Queen is the head,
and not a party, everything will be easy,
and the Queen will be courted and not a party.2
And, he expressed the same idea again, thatr

"As soon as the

Queen has shewn strength and ability to give the law to both
sidas, then will moderation be truly shawn in the exercise of
power without regard to parties only.n3

~his was Harlay'~ as

wall as many other statesmen'a ideal view of society:

91.

lw.

A society

Coke, Memoirs of John Duke of Marlborough, Vol. III,

2 Trevelyan, England Under Queen Anne, Vol. II, 82.
3 Ibid, Vol. III, 63.
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rid of party faction, ruled by a monarch, who governed in the
interest of the nation.

Meanwhile, they were only too aware

of the presence of the party system, and aaw in it the inevitable disruption of society, should the party broila continue
to inflame the nation with mutual recrimination.
However, the nature of the problem of party politcs
remains a difficult one, and an ultimate solution has yet to
be found.

A review of the most recent •authoritative• text

on the earlier part of the period indicates thiat

• • • Mr. Ogg's insecure handling of the problem
of political parties merely reflects, as in
earlier volumes, the current confusion in seventeenth century parliamentary history, and the
dearth of hard, original work being dona. It
is not for one historian to undertaka the work
of hundrads.l
The suggestion is confirmed by Professor Walcott himsalf:
• • • how politica actually workad in Quaen
Anna's raign ought to ba decidad on the basis of auch evidence as is available and pertinent. This should include datailed data
on the electoral system, on the composition
of the House of Commons, on party organization and on individual party members. The
last point ia important. The more we know
about individuals, the better we can undarstand the actual working oi politics; and in
this connection it ahould be pointed out that
the matarial presented on individuals in this
essay presents the d1stillation of avery scrap
ot biographical data on soma 1,200 membeœof
Parliamant that could be collected over a period
of soma fifteen years.2
1 J.P. Kenyon, •navid Ogg, 'England in the Reigns of

James II and William III' •, Cambridse Historical Journal,
Vol. XII, (1956), 195-196.
2
Walcott, Ensliah Politics,

s•
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Professor Walcott's suggestion may be wall carried out, by
studying Defoe and his relationship to the two political parties.

True, he was not a Member of Parliament; but his close

initiation into many secrets of government, and his ever active aLm to influence public opinion makes him an unique and
valuable specimen for investigation in this problem.
As stated previously, in the introduction, a large
accumulation of material relating to Defoe's private and political life has been uncovered.

And, in the major biographies,

this constitutes the greater part of the narrative.

But none

or these justly celebrated works adequately explains the
checquered, polit1cal career of Defoe.
The problem as sean by his biographers is how to classify Defoe in a pre-arranged political schema.
or a Tory?l

Was he a Whig

Establish this cardinal point and, theoretically,

Defoe should go through the steps of the Polit1cal dance as
becoming to either political group.

But should he violate

r

the established steps and caper eratically from one political
~

extrema to another, what then?
In the reign of William III, he had identified himself
with the Whig body yet shortly violated its cherished principles.

~his attitude can be identified with the "orthodox
vie•"• It must be noted, however, that Professor Sutherland
steers farthest from this dogmatic approaoh and oonsequently
has achieved a much more accurate picture of Defoe. See his
Defoe, 100-101.
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Hardly bad he fallen victim to that nightmarish experience of
the misunderstood pamphlet--The Shortest Way with the Dissenters--and earned the reward of the pillory and prison, than
he was vigorously applying himself in making a contract with
the moderate Tory, Harlay, for his much needed assistance.
But his irregular political habits do not end here; rather
they tend to accelerate.

As Harley's position deteriorated,

Defoe prepared to transfer his allegiance to Godolpbin.

When

Godolphin was abruptly dismissed, Defoe veered back again to
support the policies of Harely.

In due turn, the Hanoverian

Succession won for itself--without great solicitation--the
accomodation of Defoe's pen.

While in this last period, under

the Hanoverians, his political movements became almost impossible to follow.
The attempt to label Defoe a Whig or a Tory, is an indication of the failure to analyse Defoe's political position
correctly.

His biographers are forced to draw upon materials

concerning his private lite, in order to explain the aberrations
and seeming contradictions in his political career.

Here it

is hoped, will be found the reasons why Defoe refused to remain, or was incapable of remaining, a consistent Whig or Tory.
William Freeman, one of his latest biographers explains:
By modern standards many of Detoe's ohameleon
like changes may appear ignominious and indefensible. But he had always, as a final
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justification the support of his wife and
children at Stoke Newington to consider.l
Sutherland, in what is perhaps, the finest biography, continues
in a similar strain:
I have constantly reminded myself that for
many years he was in the front lina of political warfare, a man upon whom many conflicting mbtives played and who was continually fighting himself no lesa than his
opponents. His voyage through life was concentrated upon keeping the boat afloat. Such
considerations should be taken into account
when one is inclined to talk too easily of
principles and consistency.2
Lastly, Paul Dottin who has contributed greatly to Defoe studies,
remarks in a much more cynical mannar:
Comme Bunyan, il se recueillit sa prison,
mais il tira de ses réflexions des conclusions bien différentes. Bunyan avait résolu de vivre en Dieu et pur Dieu; Defoe
décida que le but de la vie était le bonheur matériel et que, pour l'atteindre, il
fallait toujours soutenir les gens au pouvoir: l'opportunisme à outrance fut dès lors
en politique sa ligne de conduite.3
In all three cases, Defoe's political behaviour is considered irregular, because he seemed to refuse tc be pinned
dow.n to one specifie party for any duration:

he appears as

an opportunist, or as a petty politician, buffeted by the storms
of political 1if'e, seeking refuge, now in one haven and then
1W. Freeman, The Incredib1e Defoe, 199.
2

Sutherland, Defoe, ix.
3nottin, Defoe et Ses Romans, 111.
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in another.

The same evidence is used either to apologize

for, orto cr1t1o1ze, his actions.
evidence drawn upon

And, in all cases 1 the

is from his persona! life, as though

his own politioal views, ideas, and writings would not supply
a solution for his politioal apostasy.
This chapter will present Defoe's written views on
party politics before attempting to establishlim within the
ranks of any party.
Soma Definitions Of Parties
The venereal contagion which spread through Europe at
the end of the fifteenth century, was finally given the name
of Syphilis in 1530, by Fracastoro, an Italian physician.

Un-

til then, and even after, Europeana alluded to the disease in
a lesa scientific mannar, preferring to label it aocording to
its supposed national origin.

The Italians suffering the ra-

vages of French invasion, referred to it as the French disease;
the French were quiok to reply, by calling it the Italian d1sease.

In eastern Europe the Russians named it the Polish di-

sease; whereas in Asia, both Japanese and Indiana complimented
the Portuguese by calling it the Portuguese disease.

Apparently,

the English were never considered responsible for the contagion
ana bore no onus for its penetration of Europe.

They never

aohieved eponymous fame as did the French, Italian, Polish and
Portuguese.
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But, in the first decade of the eighteenth century,
Defoe diagnosed a disease which he considered native to England.

He of course named it the "English Disease".l

chief symptom; of this affliction was.,

The

acute party strife

within the nation accompanied by hate, suspicion and intolerance of all

othe~

Defoe considered the disease of party

politics far more harmtul than the venereal infection which
plagued Europe.

The "English Disease" not only affected the

individual, but threatened to destroy society as a whole.
The seriousness with which Defoe considered the plague of party
politics should not be minimized.

Almost all his political

tracts contain soma warning of the dangers inherent in this
activity; while entire runa of his Review contain the repetitive advice to abandon party politica.
During his career, Defoe often defined the meaning
of Whig and Tory; but he also ahowed his awarenesa of the numerous splinter groups that oompl1cated English politics:
In matters of Politieks the numerous kinds
have obtain 1 d the sir names of Court-party
and Country-party, Tories, Whigs, Trimmers,
Loyaliste, Royaliste, Commonwealths-men,
Williamites, Jacobites, High-Churoh, Low
Churoh, and No Church, Non Jurants or Church
Dissenters, Church Whigs, and abundance of
other sorts, which the custom of t~ Times
bas been pleastd to give Titles to.
1 Jure Divine, Book XI.

2

Advice to All Parties, (1705), 2.
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It was with the concepts of Whig and Tory that he largely
occupied himself; although there is little in his conventional
definitions which throw any additional 11ght on the nature of
the two parties.

His real contribution lay with the compari-

sons which he drew later between the two parties.
In defining the term Whig, he first offered an etymological accountt
As to the Word Whig, it is Scots, the use of
it began there, when the Western Men, call'd
Cameronians, took Arma frequently for their
Religion • • • it afterwards became a Denomination to the Poor Harrass'd People • • •
who being unmercifully Persecuted by the
Government, against all Law and Justice
thought they had a Civil Right to their
Religioua Liberties, and therefore frequently Resistect the Arbitrary Power of their Princea.l
Whenever Defoe definect the term Whig, he consistently emphasized three points:

Firstly, that the Whigs have always in-

sisted on the supremacy of civil right by law; secondly, that
men have a legal right in choosing their religion;2 and t~rd
ly, that armed resistance against tyranny and oppression is
a legitimate action.
to abstract argument.

But he confined this

~&finition

of Whig

He was very mnoh aware that the Whig

body had gone through a considerable metamorphosis in its long
history.

The old Wl1ig, in the court of Charles II, waa a

lReview, Sept. 16, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 297.
2
On this point Defoe explained, that honest Churcbmen,
shocked by injustice viaited upon the Dissenters joined together and "began the name of Whig". Present State of Parties
in Great Britain, (1712), 6.
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different creature when compared ta the modern Whig of Queen
Anne'a day; referring ta the old Whig he explained:
You were born in former timea, when Governments gave constant Cause of Complaint and
Discontent to the Subject, when Taxes were
given by them that received Part of the Spoil,
and suffer'd themselves to be bribed ta betray
their Country, when money was obtained by
Collusion, extorted by Rapine, and expended
in Luxury, when Iniquity triumphed, and vice
sat rampant above Law or good manners, and
here you learnt so constantly to rail at Governmabb, that Habit prevailing upon Judgment,
you forgot to diatinguish the subject, or enquire whether with or without cause; in pursuit of this temper, you fall toul without distinction upon the innocent and the guilty, and
forgetting that the Govrrnment ia in Hands atter your own Heart • • •
A party whose origin was traced to a period before the Revolution of 1688, and whose cause for existence was opposition,
had largely outgrown its use.

Unable to readjust itself to

the post-revolutionary atmosphere, this same party turned on
itself and threatened to disrupt government and society.
the heroic

po~ition

From

of opposition, the Whig party had become

a selfish body intent onmaring the party spoils.

Contrary

to the "old Whig", the "Modern Whig":
• • • is a Man who makes laud Clamours in his
Pretensions to theae gold-l1ke Qualities, only
ta wheedle Fools into a Beliet of his Honeaty,
that he may have it in his Power to betray them,
and fill his own Pockets. That rails at Prerogative, when out of Power;tbut.· runa i'e· up,- t't'> its
1Review, May 25, 1708, Vol. V, Book XII, 98. Defoe
is here referring ta the frictions that continually erupted
between the Whig Junto and the Godolphon-Marlborough leadership.
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higheat degree or Madneaa, when employ'd i~
Making Granta to him, or his Conrederates.
He derined the term Tory in paral1e1 rashion:
The word Tory ia Irish, and was firat made use
of there, in the Time of Queen Elizabeth'a Wars
1n Ireland; it signified a kind of Robbers, who
being Liated in neither Army, prey'd in General
upon their Country.
referring to the modern Tory in Eng1and, he continued:
These Men ror their Eminent Preying upon their
Country, and their Cruel Bloody Disposition,
began to shaw themse1ves so 1ike the Irish
Thieves and Murtherers aforeaaict, that they
quictly got the name of Tories.2
In

the same mannar tbat he attributed certain character1at1cs

to the Whigs; he ganera11y aasociated arbitrary governmant,
religious persecution and non-resistance with the Tor1ea.3

A

more prejudicad derinition would be difricult to find, except
in the midst of the Whig propagandiste.

Defoe was eventua11y

rorced to abandon auch untenable ground for two reasona:

First-

ly, the Tory party rea11y conta1ned several po11tical groups
of different shading, which defied hia sweeping generalization;
and secondly, the action or the Tory party in office proved
to be quita ether than what inf1amed Whig writers had pred1cted
would happen.

An example of Defoe redefining his terms is in-

teresting:
lRoguas on Both Sidas. In which are the Characters
of soma R
*a not yet described; with a True descriRtion
of an Old Whi~ and a Modern Whig{ an old Tory and a Modern
~ory; Hign Fl_er, or Motii. (1?1 ), 10.
2Review, Sept. 16, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 296-297.
3

Ibid,
...........

295-298 •
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The old Tory is an honester Man that the Modern Whig; for he is one, who plainly, tho'
very foolishly and absurdly tells us, that
we are ordain'd by God, to be Slaves to one
Man's Humour and Will; and that to resist him
on any Occassion whatever, tho' in defence ot
all Things sacred and dear, is to incur eternal Damination • • • Whereas, the Modern Whig
tells you, that you have Rights and Liberties,
and may defend them, and yet usurpa upon them
• • • The Old Tory may be looked upon as a
Fool or Mad-man, but the Modern Whig can Only
pass tor a Knave. • • • • • • • • • • • • •
All that has been said of th! Old Whig, may be
repeated of the Modern Tory.
On closer examination he distinguished between the
High-Flying Tory and the Jacobite.

He considered the Jaco-

bites the true enemy, but speke of their position with a modicum of respect.

The Jacobites openly condemned the Revolu-

tion, and the Revolutionary Settlement; they were opposed to
Queen Anne on the oasis of the disputed succession; but essentially they remained men of principle.

Their views were based

upon beliefs for which they were willing to suffer.

True, the

Jacobites constituted a dangerous enemy, but it was possible
to come to mortal grips with them.

It was never too difficult

to spot their presence:
If any bad news is arrived in England,
if our ships are taken our enterprtzes Disappointed, our Troops routed, if the French prosper, and their armies threaten; constant smiles
make smooth his countenance, and he earnestly
seeks out soma brother of the tribe, whom he
lRogues on Beth Sidas, 20.
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may safely and freely rejoyce with.
If the enemy are beaten, if their
linas are forc'd, their counts marquisses,
and generale taken; if their ships are
brought into Plymouth, if our Fleet is gone
1nto the Streights, if the Catalans take
arma, if the Queen goes to St. Pauls, and
the Nation gives Thanks, the Chagrin of his
Countenance Discovers the Repinings of his
Soul; Hypocondriack vapours fly into His
Head, and he is overrun with the S~leen,
when he talks of these Things • • •
He could not approach the High Flying Tory with the
same composure.

Perhaps this was due to the increasing simi-

larity between Whig and Tory in the post-revolutionary period.
He was de,termined to f1ght the Jacobite; but it was always his
hope to

"

c~vert

the Tory.

Years of journalistic effort and

frustration in trying to convince the Tory of the soundness
of the Revolutionary Settlement are probably the basic reasons for his animosity against them.

Unlike the Jacobites,

the Tories and the Church of England men had actually made
possible the Revolution of 1688, and Defoe would not allow
them to forget. 2

Yet, it was still the same Tory body that

threatened to betray the Revolution.

Defoe explàined that the

High Flying Tory:
• • • is a man whose Charaœter is neither to
be tound in his Pretensions, or in his Practice • • • He appears tor the Queen, he

~eview, Sept. 8, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 321.
ol.
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acta on a Revolutionary Schema, Moves in a
Sphere of Liberty; he protesta his Duty to
the present Government, and his zeal for the
Constitution ~· ··
But his Actions have all
a secret Retrospect to the direct contraries
of all his Pretences; he moves entirely in a
Jacobite Sphere, he praye for the Queen, but
wishes for the return of her Mortal Enemy;
he holds up his Hand for the Constitution,
but whispers his desire of its Destruction;
his End and Design is completely opposite to
his Pretencea.l
This, Defoe could not understand--the active participation of
the Tories in the Revolution and their half-hearted acceptance
of the Revolutionary Settlement.

Under the most critical cir-

cumstances, the Whigs and Tories were capable of uniting to
eject James II.

In a similar way, the predominantly Tory Church

of England could unite with Non-Conformity "in opposition to
popery", but short of the Catholic threat, the religious bodies
fell out.2

It would seem, however, that on second thought,

he offered himself and his raaders some consolation:
Papiste, Non-Jurors, and profess'd Jacobites,
steer directly for France, to bring Home the
Pretender • • • Our High Flying Abjuring
Jacobites in England, steer the same Way,
tho' the1r Sails stand bent ror another Course-• • • But the meer Tory, the meer High Church
Man, however, he may set out with them; however
his Zeal against the Dissenters, and his Ignorance of the Design of the Jackish Party, may
carry him to jo1n with them, and they may set
out together; however they may appear as one
Fleet--it is evident they cannot sail far together, for they must part at last.3
1Review, Dac. 2, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 429-430.

2

Ibid, Sept. 25, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 349-350.

3 Ibid

1

Dac. 9, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 441-43.
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The:, permanent tl"aces of the Tory role in the rebellion against
James II, were su:fficient proof that the party--no matter how
reluctant--would l"emain true to the Revolutionary Settlement.
Frequently, he addresaed the Tories, atating the preconditions for a union of parties:
If you will • • • declare your selves to believe, that Parliamentary Authority has a
Superieur Right to that of primogeniture or
inheritance, and can; and may lawfully limit
Succession; that the Revolution was a legal
Re-assumption of an abused authority, and removing it, because of Male Administration, to
the Rand of another. If you will come over
to thisi something may be, there may be Hopes
of you.
But the union was long in coming.

Defoe eventually placed

the blame for this on the Jacobites, who played on"· ••
the blindness and the tolly of this nation, in suffering
their senses to be stupified and Bewildred with the empty
argumants of a Party whose plain design is to embroil us all
•••"

His disgust for thaae proceedings ring with sincerity:
• • • it is with difficulty I restrain myself in this casa, to see Protestants, Fellow Ohristians, Neighbours, and Engl1sh Men,
Bite and Devour one another, while a Party
of Man stand behind the Curtain, Loo them on,
as Butchars do their Bull-Dogs, and Shout,
Halloo, and Rejoyce, when they see the Blood
of the Unchristian Wounds, Stain both Parties;
the Object ia Melancholy and Moving, and he
must have a very small Concern for the Good
of his Native Country, who can see it, and not
be sensibly affected with the sad Consequence of it.2
1Rav1aw, Sept. 11, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 326.(~)
2

Ibid, Sept. 22, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 347. "To have
a union either of interest, charity, or parties must be the
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These definitions offer one important clue.

It ia

evident that Defoe considered the nature of the two parties
drastically ohanged.

Ha sensad, what ia only revealing it-

aelf today, that the Revolution of 1688 had robbed the parties of their major signifioance;l unfortunately, however,
they continued to axiat as atrophying appendagea, poiaoning
society.

As many timea as he defined the parties, and rede-

fined them, because of the restleas changea in Engliah politics, he continued to expose their dangeroua, and corroding
affect upon the nation.
"The Pulpit, the Tongue, and the Press",2 all contributed to the apread of faction within society.

In each case,

the result of internal division weakened the nation in its
crucial atruggle with France.
the nation was at war.
affirm • • •

Even in the religious sphere,

Defoe, explainedc

"I am sorry to

That the Inferiour Clergy are at this time, the

dead weight against the Nation'a Settlement and prosperity;
I am sorry to say they are the general obstructors of Peseeable, Healing, and Moderate Principles."3

By haraasing the

most absolutely destructive thing to the Jacobite party that
can happen; while it lasts they are entirely foreolo'd, their
only Hope consista in forming a Breach, if possible, among
us, and the method taken to do this; are the only Enginea to
which we owe the invidious title of High and Low Church; by
which unhappy distinctions the rage and malice of the party
is continued and encreaaed." Review, Aug. 30, 1705, Vol. II,
Book V, 307.
1H.N. Fieldhouse, "Bolingbroke and the !dea of NonParty Government", History, (1939), 44.
2Review, Nov. 1, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 413.
3 Ib1d, Nov. 10, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 426.
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Dissenters with threats of legislation, limiting religious
freedom (Occasional Conformity), the Low Church only succeeded in alienating an important minority group, and added to
the religious strife of the country.

Defoe appealed to the

"Dignified Clergy" of "piety and moderation" to apply themselves to heal the rift between the Established Church and
Non-Conformity.

He reminded them that

~

was in their "· ••

Power to unite the Civil as wall as Religious Interest of the
Nation".l

While William III reigned, the relationsbip between

Church and Dissent was cordial; but when William died, the
Jacobites seized the opportunity to misrepresent the Dissenters in the ayes of the Established Church, as wild Independants who would destroy the Church.2

The Jacobites, also

stressed the link between the Dissenters and the Whig party,
drawing the religious question into the political cauldron.3
Political faction even extended into areas of trade:
I took the Liberty to complain of our Modern
Politicians, who are so very fond of running
down the Notion of Trade in this Nation, that
they would fain make Land and Trade fall 1nto
our fatal National Division of Whig and Tory,
and the worst misfortune is, that they choose
Sidas to the greatest Disadvantage imaginable,
I mean to them selves, viz. That they make Land
be High-Church, and Trade as Whig • • • 4
1 Review, Nov. 15, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 434, 435.

2

The Ballance~ Or, A New Test of the High Fliers of
All Sidas, (1705), 2-3.
3The Protestant Jasuit Unmask'd, 46.
4Review, May 5, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XIX, 69.
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At the moment when avery fibre of the country'a atrength was
being taxed, the pointlesa struggle of party politics threatened to overwhelm the nation and leave her exhausted, in the
face of the French tbreat.

Throughout Defoe's career, the

effort to calm the raging battle of party politica, remained
his most important chosen task.

As a davout non-Conformist,

and as a member of the vigorous trading class, Defoe had a
vision of England in her true greatness:

untrammeDsd by party

strife, his England was ruled by a Protestant king within the
confines of law, leading a vast coalition against the scourge
of Europe--France.

But instead of this pioture of a wall

ordered nation in complete possession of itself, he found that
irrational:
• • • violencies of Parties are now come to
that extravagant Biggottry to Men, and not
Principle; that if any Demagogue cries out
in a Shower of Rain, that it rains butter'd
Turnips, the whole Party will face one down,
that it is so, nay, believe it so far themselves that they'll bring out their Pewtar
Platters and Earthen Dishes, and Copper and
Brasa vessels, to catch them; and eat whatever they receive with a perfect Israelitish
Faith, since, it seems to them to be no other,
than their Leaders tell them it is.l
He could wall exclaim,

"o

that we could have justice dona 1n

avery Complaint, without making it a Party-~uarrel.n2
lRogues on Both Sidas, 5.
2Review, Nov. 1, 1707, Vol. IV, Book X, 449.

As he

used the Review to neutralize the battle of the parties, so
he devoted his poetry to expose the ourse of parties:
And seeds of faction mix the Crimson flood.
Eternal discord brood upon the soil,
And universal strifes the State embroil.
In every family the temper reigns,
In every action seed ot gall remains.
The very laws of peace create dispute
And makes them quarrel who shou~d execute.
Their valu'd Constitutions are so lame,
That Governing the Governments inflame.
Wild Aristocract~torments the State,
And People their own miseries create.
In vain has Heav'n its choicer Gifts bestow'd,
And strives in vain to do a Wilful Nation Good:
Such is the Peoples Folly, auch their Fate,
As all decrees of Peace anticipate.
Immortal Jarrs in ev'ry class appear,
Conceiv'd in strife, and nurs'd to Civil War.l
The result of this political division was twofold;

Firstly,

it prevented England from achieving the domestic tranquility
necessary for the growth of manufacture and trade; secondly,
it thwarted ber true role of leading the great coalition of
powers against France.

Instead, Defoe proposed:

• • • a harmony of Councils for the Publick
Good, an exact conjunction between Queen,
Lords and Commana, for the carrying on the
safety, welfare and happiness of the Nation,
for the ready executing matters both ot peace,
war and trade; when all agree in love and
charity at home, vigour and torce abroad; and
every attempt against this, is crush'd by unanimons council and application; what can
happen amiss to auch a People? What have we
to fear with respect to our selves? It adda
a singular vigour to our preparations, a cerlThe Dyet ot Poland a Sat~, (1705).
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tain terror to our arms, and promises success in a mannar different to avery thing
that ever went betore it.l
Defoe's wr1t1ngs clearly show how preoccupied he was
with the problem of party politics.

And, as has been stated,

even if his definitions of the parties rail to add muoh to
the understaading of early eighteenth oentury politioal
lite, one tact does emerge--his relentlesa fight against the
existence of political organizations, Which he believed, divided the nation against itself.

To what extent Defoe aotually

implemented his views on non-party politios in practioal life
is the problem of the ensuing pages.

Only by examining his

political actions on important issues, whether in the reigns

ot William III, Anne or George I, can it be determined to
what party he belonged, if any.
Defoe And William III
From the date of publication of Defoe's first political tract in 1689, to the end of the reign of William III, Defoe was responsible for roughly thirty-five pamphlets and
poems, almost all containing soma word of support for William's
rule.

His first pamphlets:

Reflections Upon the Lata Great

Revolution (1689); and The Englisbman's Choice and True Interest, In a Vigorous Prosecution of the War Against France; And
Serving King William and

~ueen

Mary, And Acknowledging Their

1Review, Dec. 6, 1705, Vol. II, Book V, 470.
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Right

(16~4),

set out openly to defend the Revolution and

justify William's seizure of power.
poems;

In other pamphlets and

A New Uiscovery of an Old Intreague: A Satzr Level'd

at Treachery and Ambition (1691); The True-Born Englisbman
(1701); The Villainy of Stock Jobbers Detected, and the Cause

of the Lata Run upon the Bank and the Bankers Discovered and
Conaidered (1701); and The Present State of Jacobitism Considered (1701), Defoe attempted to expose all who were working
against the Revolutionary Settlement.

In short, these tracts

and poems were written with the hope of convincing the nation
of the legitimacy of James' expulsion, and of William's assumption of power.
More important, perhaps, were the numerous tracts which
he wrote on specifie problems, auch as, the issue of a standing army, or the ro1e of England in the anti-French

coa11b~on.

On the basis of these wr1t1nga, Defoe appeara as a fervent
supporter of William III.

It is also on this basis that he

first earned the appellation of Whig.
verdict is justifiable.

To soma degree this

Before the important election of

1701, Defoe wrote a pamphlet entitled, The Six Distinguishins Characters of a Parliament Man, address'd to the Good People
of England.

The purpose of the pamphlet was obvious: in

16~8,

the nation had elected a strong body of Tories with isolationist
feelings, Defoe was determined to convince the nation that, it should
not

lOO

repeat the mistake, should the French Monarch continue to
threaten the peace of Europe.

Because the Whigs were lesa re-

luctant to oppose Louis XIV, Defoe's pamphlet raad very much
like a professional appeal to eleot a Whig government.

It is

understandable that his oontemporaries labeled him a Whig;
but a closer examination of his politioal activity defies so
abrupt a classification.
Of the many differences existing between the Whig and
Tory mentalities, the attitude of the citizen towards a standing army was generally considered a reliable indicator of
that person's politics.

Popular myth identified all Tories

as staunch supporters of the King's right to possess a standing army; whereas the Whigs, in this fantasy, were sean as the
active opponents of a military force, which as they perceived,
was the diabolical threat to English freedom.

The myth grew

until it was finally embellished with a new twist.

In the

immediate moments of '88, William III was sean as the private
possession of the Whig party.

The Whigs, emerging from the

leval of a minority opposition, to the pinnacle of power within the nation, now found themselves encumbered with an armour
of antiquated political slogans.

Were they to persist with

arguments of a "limited prerogative", and staunch resistance
~against

a "standing army8 ?

Or rather, did not the coalition

with the new King (Which they thought insoluble), tranaform
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the old idea of a Whig party in oppos1t1on to a corrupt court,
fighting for "parliamentary fraadom?"

It would seem that the

old ides had becoma an obstacle in the way of their own progreas.

It was generally thought that the Whigs had faced this

dilemma, had rapidly made their decision, and that the old
ideas, like uselesa baggage, had bean quickly jettiaoned.
Swift could then write of the post revolutionary period:
To be against a standing army in time of
peace, was all High-Church, Tory and Tantivy
• • • To ra1ae the prerogative above law for
serving a term, was low-churoh and Whig.
The opinion of the majority in the Bouse of
Commana, especially of the country-party or
landed 1nterest, was high-flying and rank
Tory. To exalt the Kinga supremacy beyond
all precedent, was low-church, Whiggish and
moderate • • • To resume the most exorbitant
grants that were ever given to a set of profligate favouritea, and apply them to the
public, waa the very quintessence of Toryism.l
A closer view of the scene, however, produces a muoh
lesa consistent picture of political reversals than Swift's
colourful generalizations would lead one to believe.

Nor

would it appear that all the Whigs had the intellectual energy
to free themselves from an encrusted habit of thought whioh
had warped their action throughout the seventeenth century,2
!Jonathan Swift, The Prose Works of Jonathan Swift,
Ed. H. Davis. (Oxford, 1~40), Vol. III, 164.
2
As for the other view of identifying the Royal party
as the force supporting the creation of a standing army, that
too is no longer tenable. Trevelyan writes quite emphatically:
"The Cavaliers in 1661 were no lesa • • • hostile to a standing army than the Presbyterians in 1660 • • •
There was to be no standing army. Not the least beneficia! result of Cliver's rule was that the party most favour-
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partioularly, in reference to the question of a standing army.
The signing of the Peace Treaty of Ryswick made a
fight over the army question certain.

It was too much for

William to hope, that years of propaganda against a standing
army would remain dormant when eighty-seven thousand men were
under arma, in an England now at peace.

Regardless of the

continued danger from France, the antipathy of English men
against auch an army was so great that the explosion soon
followed.
The f1rst rumblings were made by the pamphlets that
tell from the pans of John Trenchard and Walter Moyle.
men were writers in the avant garde of Whig propaganda.

Both
Tren-

chard had occupied h1mself by formulating reform schemas for
church and state;l while Moyle served in the Commons as a re11able Whig from 1695 to 1698. 2

Their first major pamphlet,

able to Kingly power henceforth was least tavourable to the
instrument by which Kingly power is maintained; no loyalist
capta1n of militia could see a company of regulars straggling
friendlessly from their bad quartera in one public house to
their grudg1ng weloome in the next, without twinges of bitter
memory and jealous fear.• England Under the Stuarts, 280.
See also D. Ogg, England in the Reigns of James II and William
III, 440; Macaulay, History of Englana,Vol. IV, 332.
1A. Gordon, "Trenchard, John", The Dictionary of National Biographl•
2w.P. Courtney,"Moyle, Walter", The Dictionary of National Biosraphy.
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An Argument Shewing that a Standing Army is Inconsistant with
a Free Government, and Absolutely Destructive to the Constitution of the English Monarchy,l drew immediate rebuttal from
William•s supportera and that, in turn,

adda~,

to the Tren-

chard-Moyle standards, the alliance of the Whiggish, Reverend
Samuel Johnson.

Johnson•s preoccupation had been to turn the

pulpit into a sounding board of Whig ideas.

He too joined the

fray, aiming particularly at William's lord chancellor, Sir
John Somers, who had attempted to anawer Trenchard and Moyle
with his Ballancing Letter.2
It ia undeniable that the most vocal opposition to the
standing army came from the Whig ranks; while, at the same time,
William was forced to rely for support on his ministerial Whigs
and the ubiqui tous Defoe.

The Whig party, far from gaing over

to the King's aupport en masse, was badly split and showed unmistakable signa of confusion.3
1Articles identified by s. Halkett and J. Laing, Dictionary of Anonymous and Pseudonymous English Literature.--2Halkett and Laing identify A Latter Ballancing the
Necessity of Keeping a Land Force in Times of Peace With the
Dangers that Mal Follow It, as being Somerst The Johnson pamphlet entitled
Confutation of a Lata Pamphlet Intituled, A
Latter Ballancing the Neaessity of Keeping a Land-Force in
Times of Peace; with the Dan~ers that May Follow It, attacked
Somers and is also identifie by Halke~and Laing. For Johnson see also the D.N.B.
3

Macaulay had recognized that "on this occasion the
Tories though they felt strongly, wrote but little. The paper
war was almost entirely carried on between two sections of the
Whig party • • • n History of England, Vol. IV, 335-336. Similarly, Clarke mentions that "The Whigs were divided and undisciplined • • • ",The Later Stuarts, (Oxford, 1949), 180-181;
also E. Arnold Miller, "soma Arguments Concerning a Standing
Army", Journal of Modern History, Vol. XVIII, (1946), 313.
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The Whig anti-standing army pamphlets had a set form
about them.

In general they began by showing how almost all

nations originally lost their liberty because of a standing
army, which, in an hour of peace, had seized control of government.

And, where this had not occurred, the inevitable fric-

tion caused by a rough and vulgar soldiery continued to harass
the producti'te:;citizens.

Arguing against the use of the army,

these writers compared the virtue and superiority of a swift
navy and a people's militia to the inherent dangers of an
army.

The

two

former' ,

would do away wi th the threat

to England's liberty; the navy bad always supported parliament,
and the militia comprising the sons of England would certainly
safeguard those liberties.

Moreover, militia and navy would

be infinitely cheaper than a standing army.

And, to cap their

arguments, the ant1-army writers questioned the sphere of England1s 1nterest.

In full agreement that it lay upon the sea,

and not on the continent, they coUld attack the purposefulness
of the army from yet another angle.

In this case, a navy

would be quite sufficient to protect English interests.

The

only precaution would be, not to enter any continental obligation which the English navy could not fulfil.l

With England

pursuing her natural interests on the high seas, any standing
army at home would only jeopardize England's freedom.
1 Trenchard, J., An Argument, Shewing, that a Standins
Army is inconsistant with A Free Government, and Absolutelz
destructive to the Constitution of the English Monarchz, {London, 1697).
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This disarmament propagande, seen against a European
situation threatening to erupt into open hostility, seems incredibly toolish.

The

trahaLtion of seventeenth century

Whig concepts, induced a rigidity that many Whigs were incapable of overcoming--even in the face of a new danger.

An

outmoded idea no longer had any contact with a current reality.
Perhaps this development is a concrete manifestation of what
Goethe meant when he wrote,

0 Every

idea operates tyrannically

as soon as it emerges into public recognition, the advantages
it brings with it are transformed all too soon into disadvantages."
Defoe veered sharply from the position taken by other
Whig pamphleteers.

He plunged into the pamphlet war, cr1t1-

ciz1ng obsolete ideas, heaping ridicule on unrealistic assumptions and offering advice which had deep implication.

Defoe•s

three pamphletsl were companion studies to Somers' Ballancins
Latter.

In all, they quite demolished the anti-army position.
The conventional Whig belief that an invasion of the

island was a very sligbt risk, and thatl in

any case, the

people's militia (in place of the sacrificed army) could defend

England~

did not satisfy Defoe.

His own remembrance of

1some Reflections
on a Pam~hlet Lately Published Entituled, An Argument Shewing that a tanding Army is Inconsistënt with a Free Government, and Absolutelf Destructive to
the Constitution of the English Monarchy.l697); An Argument
Shiiidg that a Standing Army, with the Consent of Parliament,
is not Inconsistant with l Free Government (1698); A Brief
Reply to the History of Standing Ar.mies in England, with Seme
Aecount ot the Authors (1698).
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Monmouth's

~vasion

and, more particularly, of William's

succeasful penetration of the island, made the Whig attitude
seem flippant.

What would prevent the French from repeating

a similar action?

But to Defoe, the height of conceit was

the bl!nd beliet and faith that the Whigs had
militia.

~

a citizens'

Defoe was a voracious reader and abreast of modern

technological developments.

He realized that:

War is no longer an accident, but a trade and
they that will be anything in it must serve a
long apprenticeship to it: Human wit and industr7 has raised it to auch a perfection;
and it is grown auch a piece of mannage, that
it requires people to make it the1r whole employment; war is now like the gospel, men
must be set apart for it; the Gentleman of
the club ma7 say what they please, and talk
auch fine things at home of the natural courage Of the English but I musttell them courage is now grown lesa a qualification, of a
soldier that formerley; not but that tis necessary too but management is the principle
art of war. 1
It was not a question of preference or distaste, militia or
standing army; rather it was a necessity induced by a revolution in the science of warfare.

There was no choice to be-

gin with.
Trenehard'a

~sulting

remarks,

referr~g

to the vulgar

and misehievous redcoats, played directly into Defoe'a hand.
Here, he could assume a very censorious tone and accuse his
opponent of lacking patriotie pride in the heroic achievements
lA Brief Reply to the History of the Standing Armies
in England, 14.
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of English soldiers on the continent.

These remarks did not

require any 1ngenuity and are more the sign of Defoe the journalist than the constructive thinker.
Theae argumenta were the mere preliminaries, the vital
question was still to be posed; did a standing army conatitute
a threat to liberty, and if ao, could this be overcome.

De-

foe was keenly aware of the backlog of prejudice that existed
against the army.

It was his intention,therefore,to change

the nature of the question so as to make the dependance of
the army on parl1ament certain from the start.

Moreover, the

axiom upon which he built, stated categorically the "magnipotent" quality of parliament.l

He wanted his audience to un-

derstand the importance of the wording of any auch agreement:
In the claim of r1ght, presented to the pre-

sent King and which he swore to observe as
the Pacta Conventa of the kingdom, it is declared 'Tbat the raising or keeping of a
standing army within the kingdom in t1me of
peace, unless it be by consent of parliament,
is against law. This plainl~lays the whole
stress of the argument not a~nst the thing
itself, a standing army, nor againat the season 1n time of peace, but aga~st the circumstance, consent of parliament.
Clearly, the standing army in his view was to be the creature
of parliament.

To explàin more fully the meaning of "by con-

sent of parliament" he wrote:
I humbly suppose (this) may among other things
lsae above, 43.
2
An Argument Shewins ,that a Standins Army, with the
Consent ot Parliament, is not inconsistant with a Free Govern-
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include these particulars. 1. That they be
raised and continued not by a tacit, but expliait consent of parliament; or to spaak
direotly, by an act of parliament. 2. Tbat
they be continued no longer than auch explicite
consent shall limit and appoint. If these two
heads are granted in the word consent, I am
bold to affirm, auch an army is not inconsistant with a free government. 1
This concept of the army's dependance is consistent with his
views on the nature of a limited monarchy, and 1ts counterpart of parliament holding the reins of authority.

But, if

his audience had not yet reached that state of complete trust
in the efficacy of parliament, he was willing to placate their
timidity by offering their own solution as an additional sop:
• • • the sword is in part ln the hand of the
people, already by the Militia, who, as the
argument says are the people, themselves.
And how are they ballanc'd? Tis bue, they
are commissioned by the king, but they may
refuse to meat twice, till the first pay is
reimburst to the country: Ana where shall the
King raise it w~thout a parliament? That
very mllitia wou~a prevent him. So that our
law therefore in authorizing the militia to
refute the command of the King, tacitly puts
the sword 1nto the hands of the people. 2
Fundamentally, the p1th of the argument lay in the careful
qualification "with the consent of parliament".

This one

phrase transformed a struggle between king and opposition to
a purely private mabber that could be aettled by

~arliamant

alone.
The issue of a standing army can be sean as a domestic

sent of

lAn Argument Showing, that a Standing Armx, with Conis not Inconsistant with a Free Government, 13.

~arliament

~, 17.

2
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problem concerning the Whig-Tory struggle, or as a matter of
opposition to the Crown, or again, as an illustration of the
tenacity of dogma.

But it also contained implications in a

totally different area.
Defoe was not only making capital of an issue in order
to propagate his convictlon of parliament's supremacy in government, he was also writing for a particular international
situation.

Convinced as he was that the Peace of Ryswick was

only a temporary cessation of hostilities,

~e

was determined

to awaken his audience to the danger of the outbreak of war,
which he expected to follow the death of the sickly Spanish
monarch.

England's modern trading position in the world had

made the magnificent Elizabethan view:
This other Eden, dlmi paraàise,
This fortress built by Nature for herselt
Againat infection and the hand of war,
This happy bread of rœn, this little world,
This precious stone set in the silver sea,
Which serves it in the office of a wall
Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Against the envy of lesa happier lands • • •
a mere rhetorical flourish.

England's

co~nercial

interests

were no longer confined by the Channel moat; rather they were
dispersed over the globe and were inextricably woven into the
continental fabric as wall.

Defoe fully realized how greatly

changed was England 1 s interest in the lata seventeenth century
as oompared to an earlier period.

Thus he accompanied all
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hia arguments with the admonition to "carry war into your
anemies' country, and a1ways keep it out of your own",1 a
course which "makes it abso1utely necessary to have a1ways
soma troops ready to sand to the assistance of those Confederates if they are invaded." 2

It is not for "defence from

insurrection or invasion" but "to beat the enemy before he
comas to our door • • • Our business is to preserve F1anders,
to garrison the frontier towns, and ba in the field tn conjunct1on with the Confederate Armies.

This is the way to pre-

vent invasions and descents.n3
Sean in this 11ght, the controversy appears as the
conscious realization in Defoe's mind, of England's new position as a world power, with definite continental responsibilities.

But this must be continued in the following chapter

discussing foreign policy.
One important question remains:

How effective were

Defoe's efforts to invalidate the residual canons of Whig
theory, or, more pointedly, to what extent did he mould publie opinion in faveur of a standing army.

His biographera tend

to agree that this argument helped salvage something of the
greatly reduced army with which William hact to remain content.4
1some ref1ect1ons on a Pamphlet Lately fublished En-

tituled an Argument Shewing that a Standing Army is Inconsistant with a Free Government, 5.
2 Ibid, 5.
3 Ib1d, 6.

4w. Minto, Defoe, 15; Sutherland, Defoe, 62; B. FitzGerall:l, Danie1Defoe, 106.
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Ristorical evidence must judge more harshly or his labours.
William opened the third session of parliament in December,

16~7.

The members or the House had already been ex-

posed to the barrage of pamphlet literature on the issue of
the army.

William proceeded to emphasize in his formal speech

that:
The circumstances of affaira abroad are auch,
that I think myself obliged to tell you my
opinion, that, for the present England cannet
be safe without a landforce; and I hope we
shall not give those who mean us ill, the
opportunity of effecting that, under the notion of a peace, which they could not bring
to pass by a war. -- I doubt not but you,
gentlemen of the House of Gommons, will take
these particulars into your consideration,
in such a mannar as to provide the necessary
supplies which I do very earnestly recommend
to you.l
Apparently the leaven of the Whig pamphleteera and
Tory antipathy to William had begun to work, and a determined
opposition against a standing army rose to overwhelming proportions.

On December 10, Harlay opened the attack on the

King's speech.

His immediate suggestion was to pay and disband all the lana forces ra1sea since September 29, 1680. 2

His motion was Lmmediately seconded by Howe.3

In quick suc-

cession, Harley's words of criticism were repeated by following speakers, who were vehementally opposed to a standing
army.

After the completion of debate, the ministerial Whigs
1 cobbett, Parliamentary Debates, 1809, Vol. V, 1166.

2
calendar of State Papers, Vol. VIII, 1697, 505-507;
Luttrell, Brief Relation of State Affaira, Vol. IV, 317.
3 Ibid, Vol. VIII, 1697, 506.
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were overwhelmed by a vote in faveur of Harley's proposal, by
185 to 148.1

For the moment, the situation lingered midway

between an efficient standing army and no army.
It soon appeared that a compromise would be the final
answer on the question.

The last reaaing of the Bill)on the

nàneteenth of January, 1699, determinad that the army was to
consist of not more that sevan thousand native-born subjacta.
In ordar to sustain the army, a sum of î35u,uoo was allowed.
The vote on this last occasion was now 221 1n support of the
Bill to 154. 2

It should be notad that solid Whigs like Pel-

ham, Hartington, Onslow, Molesworth and Methwen voted with
the opposition, much to Montague'a diamay.3

It is little won-

der that William was dismayed and perplexed by the enigma of
party politics.
Swift's original assertion' therefore, contained much
truth, but was nevertheless a hasty oversimplification.
regard to Defoe, it had particular significance.

In

It revealed

the ability that Defoe possesaect, to emancipate himself from
principles that had degenerated into dogmas.

Regardless of

how unsuccessful he was in turning the anti-militariat ticte,
1Macaulay, A History of Englana, Vol. IV, 344; Luttrell, Brief Relation ot State Affaira, 317.
2Feiling, History of the Tory ~arty, 331.
3calendar State Papers Domeatic, 1698, 23; Feiling,
History of the Tory ~artz, 331; Ogg, England in the Reigns of
James II and William III, 440-441.
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it does reveal his open attitude to the realities of lite,
always capable of re-evaluating a situation on the basis of
material objectivity.

This characteristic reappears through-

out his career and may expla1n the suspicion aroused 1n many
of his biographers, as to his "steadtastness to principle.•
Defoeta politioal behaviour was neither motivated nor conditioned by party principles.

His activities in arousing pub-

lic support for a standing army were based on hia view of international relations and military strategy.

Should party in-

tereat have clashed with what he understood to be the desirable
line of action for the good of the nation, he was prepared to
abandon the party.
In later years, Defoe revealed what he felt for the
Whig party in William's reign:
••• King William, at first coming to the
Crown, did put the whole Management of affaira into the Hands of the Whigs •••
Ana what waa the Consequence? • • •
• • • How Scandalously the King was abused
1n his own family, how places were bought and aold
perpetually, ana soma sold to two or three People
at a T~e; how fr1voulous ~uarrels were rais'd to
put men out of their Lively hoods, who perhaps had
lately bought these places at exorbitant Rates, and
the most scandalous abuses, that could possibly be
imagin'd offer'd --------Let them look into the Treaaury, Customs
and Excise! What ?arty-makingl What Buying and
Sellingl What Misapplyingl what jugglingl What
accountingl And all this Gentlemen uncter the f1rst
Whig Administration! And tho I must own, Gentlemen,
the Whigs being in the first Administration is what
I alwaya wish'd; yet I cannot blame the King, turning out with Abhorrenoe a sort of Men that abandon'd
their country • • •
The Whig party haa been given 1ts chance to help govern the
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nation.

But the old party had outlived its day, and now waa

only capable of foment1ng factional strife.

When William:

• • • growing a little acquaintea with Things ana
Men, (he began} to be more master of Man's character, ana able to choose for himself, then the
restless Power of the Faction • • • 1
Only then dia William succeed in ruling the nation.
Defoe would not have been content to be classified,
and neatly pigeon-holed as a Whig.
Defoe Serves The Ministries
Defoe, who haa so often been alluded to as a shrewd
opportunist,

ac~ed

with surprising faithfulness to the memory

of William III, and to his own political principles.

It was

all very well to court favour, and take liberty in castigating
High Church and Tory Party while the Monarch's protection vrevailed, but it was a different matter after the death of the
King.

Yet Defoe peraistently continued hia attacks on the

Tories, while praising the greatness of William.

In his poem

The Mock Mourners (1702), Defoe portrayed William as England's
ideal king:

a Protestant Monarch, fighting the Popish threat;

ruling within the body of English common law; and 1eaa1ng a
great coalition against Louis XIV, the tyrant of Europe.

For

the Tory gentlemen who drank to Sorrel, the horse that had
thrown William, Defoe had nothing but contempt ana scorn.

In

one issue of avery year of the Rev1ew 1 s existence, Defoe praised
1Review, March 20, 1707, Vol. Iv, Book IX, 66.

Defoe
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the memory of William.

He frequently reminded his readers of

his "late Glorious Monareh", whom "I had the Honour to know
more of • • • than some of these that have thus insulted His
Charaeter, knew of his Horse.•l

He indicated that he had

seen William, "oftener than my jesting friand G____ saw the
outside of the House he lived in". 2

He elaimed to have been

heard and valued,3 even "Belov'd by that Glorious Prinee.•4
He eontinued in this vein throughout his eareer, never ceasing
to glorify William, or to proelaim his own previous eonnection
with the dead King.

Even 1n the moments of the keenest anti-

Williamite activity, he openly
Protestant Monarch.
opportunism is made.

~sserted

his allegiance to the

Surely this is not the stuff of which
But it is Defoe's conscious effort to

work with the Tory Harlay, that causes Defoe's biographers to
question his political sincerity.
The seed of this relationship lies buried in the time
when Defoe languished in prison for having written the famous
pamphlet, The Shortest Way with the Dissenters (1702).

Harlay,

expressed similar views in verse:
In vain the new Crown'd Monarch strives to please,
Or curse th' Hereditary vile Disease.
In vain confed 1 rates with the Nations Friands.
In vain their Laws and Freedom he defends.
The Parties joyn, in Grand Cabala they meat
The Monarch's healing Projects to defeat;
Grasp at his gifts and share the high Reward,
But not his honour or Commanda regard.
lReview, March 20, 1707, Vol. Iv, Book IX, 67.
2 Ibid, November 8, 1712, Vol. n, Book XXII, 58.
3Ibid, Oetober 25, 1709, Vol.

n,

Book XV, 341.

4 Ibid, Oetober 31, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 372.
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who was then Speaker of the House of Commons, wrote to Godolphin, suggesting that the talented Defoe could be used to support the Government.

He explained to Godolphin that it would

be a great advantage to have a writer defend the policies of
the Government, or

8

if only to state the facts right.nl

It

would seem that Harlay was one of the first English statesmen
to appreciate the power of the press.

But before use could be

made of Defoe's pen, he would have to be released from prison.
Meanwhile, Defoe was writing to a friand, William Paterson,
asking him to "make my acknowledgements To a Certain Gentleman (Harley). 11 2

Why Defoe decided to approach Harlay is not

entirely clear, unless ha hoped to play upon Harley's previous
non-conformist attachments, or more important, if he realized
that Harlay was not a Tory in the conventional sense of the
word.

Apparently, Godolphin was also satisfied with Harley's

suggestion and replied that he had:
Found it proper to raad soma paragraphe of your
latter to the ~ueen. What you propose about Defoe may be dona, when you will and how you will.
Several days later, after having persuaded Anne of Defoe's usefulness, Godolphin again wrote to Harlay stating:
care in the matter of Defoa.n3

"I have taken

No sooner was Defoe released

lHanson, L., Government and the Press 1695-1763, (Oxford,
1936), 93-94.
2 Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 5.
3Portland MS. Vol. IV, 68, 75.
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from Newgate, then he wrote to Harlay, thanking him for his
release and offer1ng his services:
• • • Sir Tho' I think my Self bound to

OWn you as the Pr1no1pall Agent of this Miracle,

yet have1ng Some Encouragement from you to Expect
More Pertioularly to kno' my Benefactors; I oan
Not but wish for that Discovery that my Aoknowledgements ~ in Soma Measure be Proportion'd To
the Quality of the Persona, and the Vallue of the
Favour.
It remains for me to Conclude my Present
Application with This Humble Petition that if
Possible I may By Soma Meanes or Other know what
I am capable of Doeing, that my Benefactors whoever they are May Not be Asham'd of their Bounty
as Missapply'd.l
On the surface, the picture appears quite simple:

De-

foe, incaroerated in prison, was reoognized by Harlay for his
1iterary talents; desiring release, Defoe sold his pen to the
Government in return for his freedom; and so a Whig pamphleteer
became a Tory journalist.2

The reasoning involved in this

generalization does not bear the weight of detailed analysis.
An examination of beth Harlay and Defoe's view of party politics

revea~a

different picture.

Consideration of Harley•s v1ews on the nature of the
politioal parties and his advice to Godolphin, (Sae above Page
80) necessitates soma modification of his classification as a
Tory.

His repeatad statements, attacking the use of a specifie
1 Healey, Letters of Daniel Defoe, 10 - 11.
2

FitzGerald, Daniel Defoe, 134; Bateson, T., "The Relations of Defoe and Harlay", E.H.R., (1900), 238-250.
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party with which to govern the country, clearly indicate, that
Harlay was striving after a different goal.
nebulous, was non-party.

His aim, however

The ideal to be sought after, was

that of all Englishmen united in their efforts to serve the
Queen.

Only a government constituted of this all embracing

character could bring pesee to the nation's broils.
evidently aware of Harley's attitude.

Defoe was

In his earliest corres-

pondance with Harlay, he lectured to him that:

0

The first Prin-

ciple of Government is Allow'd to be the Publick Safety, The
Capitall Branches Whereof are Union at Home, Power AbDoad. 0 1
Government was to safeguard the interests of the nation, it
was not to be looked upon as the prize for the victor of the
two contending parties.

Even though the nation seemed to be

divided into:

Whig and Tory, High Church and Low Church, Conformist and Dissenter2 , Defoe explained that:
Tis my Opinion the Moderate Men of both
Partyes are the Substantiel part of the Nation.
They are its Refuge when the Men of Heat Carry
Things to farr.
These are the Men in whom alone the Government Can be Safely Lodg'd and when it is So
No Men That are Lovera of Their Country Can be
Uneasy.
I can Never Believ We are Safe in Any
hands but These. The Lords May be Hott on One
hand, and the Commons On Another, So far as Either
Run On to Extreams, So farr they are to blame,
Injure The Peoples Peace, Torment Partyes, and
Hazard Our Safety.
These Breaches May Perfectly be Heal'd
1Realey, Lattera of Defoe, 50.
2 Ibid, 50.
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by the Queen. Two words at the opening the
Next session shall Finish it all without a
Dissolution.l
Defoe's distaste for the party system, and his suspicion as to its applicability, were based on his observations
of English history.

It seemed as though avery group which

achieved an abnormal prominence and control in society, was
abruptly pushed aside because of its inability to satisfy the
broader and more inclusive demanda of the nation.

He explained

to Harlay that:
The Papist, the Church of England, and the Dissenter, have all had their Turns in the ~ublick
Administration; and when Ever Any One of Them
Endeavour'd their OWn Settlemt by the Ruine of
the Partys Dissentin§, the Consequence was Supplanting themselves.
To investigate the relationship that existed between
Defoe and Harlay on the assumption that one was a Whig and the
other a Tory is to begin with a falae premise.

Both men ex-

pressed their abhorrence for the party system, while their
practical activity largely beara this out.

The most important

bond in this symbiotic relationship was the non-party attitude
they both shared.

This was the common ground upon whioh they

both laboured.
A chosen problem well illustrates Defoe's application

of non-party principles in practioal life.

In the reign of

1Healey, Letters of Daniel Defoe, 50. It 1s 1nterest1ng to note that in the fol1ow1ng Ootober, Anne opened the
session with the suggestion that: "We should be entirely united
at home," and "There will be no content1on among you but who
shall most promote the publick wellfare." Parliamentary History,
Vol. VI, 356.
2 Ibid, 50.
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William III, Herbert, later Lord Torrington, known for his
Whig sympathies, assumed control over the navy.l

As the per-

formance of the English fleet against the French oscillated
from victory to defeat, Defoe felt that the naval administration bad failed the nation.

He was unconcerned as to the poli-

tics of Torrington; he was only interested in the defeat of
France.

The welfare of the entire nation came before the ques-

tion of party politics.

He wrote of his Whig colleague in a

scathing fashion:
No wonder English Israel has been said
Bet6re the French Philistines Fleet t'ha fled
While T
Embrac•d with whores appea2'd
And Vice it self the Royal Navy 8teer 1 d.
A similar situation occurred in the early years of
Defoe•s service to Harlay,

Now however, the target was the

Tory Admiral, Sir George Rooke.
had a double motivation.

His hostility toward Rooke

Defoe's friand William Colepeper,

who was also one of the Kent1sh petitioners, had openly criticized Rooke's naval conduct.

The Admira! replied by sending

three of his men to assault Colepeper.

The affair immediately

became public and was brought to court, where one of Rooke's
henchmen was round guilty and finea.

Defoe drew attention to

the affair, exposing Rooke in the worst light.3

When Defoe

1 Bee D.N.B., and Ogg, England in the Reigns of James

and William, 229.
2The Mock Mourners.

3aeview, May 20, 1704, Vol. I, Book I, 101-104; Healey,
Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 19.

wrote to Harlay concerning Rooke, he emphasized, however, that:
"I have Onely One Thing to Premise, and which I Entreat you to
believe of Me, That I have No Mannar of Personall Design as to
Sir Geo. R~---·• 1

In the same latter, there was an enclosure

runn1ng to six pages, discusaing and crit1ciz1ng almost every
action of Rooke's while at sea.

Actually, the entire nation

was talking of the Fleet 1 s auspioious tailure at Cad1z, and
its more spectacular performance in attacking the combined
treasure fleets of the French and Span1sh at Vigo Bay, in 1702.
But Defoe remained d1strustful of Rooke'a naval action, and
ra1sed the question in his latter to Harlay:
Basides, who knows whether Sir G.R. has Miacarry 1d
tor want of Discretion, or for want of honesty,
or tor want of Judgement, Courage, or any Thing
Elce, and if This be Doubtfull how can Such a Man
be Trusted with the English Navy before the Case is
Decided? If a Miscarriage has happened There ought
at least be a Suspension of Command Till the Man
Charg'd 1s Justified • • •
The Queen Can Not do an Action More Agreeable or Obliging to the Generallity of the Nation
than to Remove This Gentleman and Commit the Navy
to Another. If he be after warda Accquitted, her
Majtie may Restera him with Honor to himself and
Satisfaction to the World but to Employ him while
all the World Suspects him is Taking all the blame
of a Miacarriage on the Queen and Ministry if he be
prov'd guilty • • • 2
Several months later, Admiral Rooke waa dismisaed from his duties anct was replaced by the Whig, Sir Cloudesley Shovel.
1Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 19.
2 Ibid, 20-25.
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It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine how
serious Defoe was in mentioning treason as a possible explanation for the etrange conduct of Rooke at Cadiz.

But it is

much simpler to understand his concern, when he discovered,
during his frequent trips into the countryaide, that "the high
Church Party look upon him as Their

ow.n."

Rooke was being

raised as a great haro amongst the Tory ranks as a counter to
Marlborough and his victory at Blenheim:
The Victory at Sea they look upon as Their Victory Over the Moderate Party, and his health is
Now Drunk by those here, who wont Drink the
Queen nor Yours. I am Oblidg'd with Patience
to haar you Damn'd and he Prais'd, he Exalted
and her Kajtie Slighted, and the Sea Victory
Set up against the Land Victory, Sir Geo:
Exalted above the Duke of Marl ••• , and what
Can the Reason of this be, but that they Coneleve soma hopes from This, that their h1gh
Church Party will Revive Under his Patronage.
Better that Rooke's "Victory had been a Defeat" than it should
provide the nucleus for further division in the nation.

He

suggested to Harlay that, if Rooke truly wished to exonerate
himselt, he must "be won over to Disown the proceedings of
this Party, and to Check those which affront the Government
on his behalf"; or inevitably "the Civil tauds of Partyes will
Encrease, Rather than Diminish.nl
In both the case of Torrington, and later in that of
Rooke, Defoe's criticism was based on what he considered the
laaaley, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 61.
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good of the national interest.

He did not hesitate to aban-

don hia party allegiance even if it meant criticism of party
colleagues.
Harley's attitude was similar to that of Defoe•s.

He

was repeatedly informed by Defoe of a new poem which waa being
prepared for the publio-- The Dyet of Poland, (1705).1

This

contained a cutting attack on Rooke which Harlay made no attempt
to soften. 2 For Harlay as wall as for Defoe, the successful
conclusion of the war against France counted far more than
party allegiance.

The existence of party served only to di-

vide and weaken the nation.
Defoe's service to Harlay manifeated itself in two
areas--journalism and secret service.

It has been sean that

the Government was interested in securing a pen, in order to
present its policies in as favourable a 11ght as possible.
lHealey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 119.
2
His voyages never have been made in vain,
He took such care of coming Home again:
No man oou 1 d ever give hlm a defeat,
And none can match h~ at a safe Retreat.
The carefull •st Officer the Poles could choose,
For when they bid him fly, he'll ne'er refuse:
A neg 1 t1ve Soldier, always in the Right,
Was never Beaten, and would seldom Fight:
Foland will ne 1 er her ant1ent Glory sho,
While Knaves and Cowards fight her Battles so.
Rakoski now supports the Polish Crown
And Fights the Quarrels of his master•s throne,
But fights by Proxi when he fights his own.
Poland, how past retr1e~ must be thy Fate,
When cowards guide thy arma, and knaves thy Statel
The Dlet of Poland, A SatiE, (1705).
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Defoe, wasting in prison, bad already approached Harlay for
assistance ana, after his release, asked the Speaker of the
House how he could possibly repay the debt.

It was more than

coincidence that, on February 19, 1704, there appeared the
first number of A Weekly Review of the Affaira of France,
Pursed from the Errors and Partiality of News-Writers and
Pettz Statesmen of all Sidas.
In the first issue, Defoe explained his position and
purpose.

The need for the Review grew out of a society shot

Phrough . with rumour, false accusation and scandal.

The

"people are possest with wrong notions of things, and nations
wheedled to believe nonsense and contradiction."

In this cha-

otic state, a legion of hack writers spread their prejudiced
views, adding to the confusion.
bility

0 to

Defoe felt it his responsi-

prevent the various uncertain accounts, and the

partial reflections of our street-scribblers"l __ for once, he
would clear the atmosphere of lies and falsehood.
Through nina years of the Review's existence, Defoe
explained (at times in a rather irritating fashion) to whom
he was appealing:

0 This

paper is writ to Enlighten the Stupid

Understandings of the Meaner and more Thoughtless of the Freeholders and Electors"; 2 or more politely, "to open the Eyes

~eview, February 19, 1704, Vol. I, Book I, 1.
2

~~

May 24, 1705, Vol. II, Book IV, 138.
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of the deluded People, and set them to rights in the things
in which they are impos'd upon.nl

His contemporaries were

suspicious of his motives and 1nore re1uctant to be1ieve his
exp1anations.

The repeated cries that he was a tool of the

Ministry forced Defoe to defend himself.

He wrote:

• • • the Ministry are not under one Farthing
Obligation to me, for any Thing I write, or
say, or do, and if they give me any Thing for
writing the Review, as the~e Men falsely alledge,
they throw the Monay away.
Previoualy he had written:
• • • throughout the whole course of this Ministry, I have neither written, or forborn to
write one Word by the Direction of the Min1stry
or to oblige or serve any Party; nor have directly or indi§ectly been paid or rewarded for
so doing • • •
His claim that he was not being financed by the Government has
long been exp1oded. 4

His own ocrrespondence with Harlay bears

full witness to financial transactions which transpired between
the two.

But the much more subtle problem of whether he had

written for the Ministry against his own principles can only
be decided after examining his entire political career.

The

problema ao far conaidered--aapects of his political theory;:
his treatment of the issue of a standing army; his defence of
William in the reign of Anne; and his attacks on high govern1Review, June 5, 1707, Vol. IV, Book IX, 199.
2
Ibid, July 22, 1712, Vol. VIII, Book XXI, 834 •
3
Ibid, July 10, 1712, Vol. VIII, Book XXI, 816 •

...........
...........

4 Hanson, L., Government and the Press, (Oxford, 1936),

101-105.
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ment personages--would 1nd1cate sincerity and consistency of
principle rather than self-seeking opportunism.

It would also

indicate an attitude that could not be contained in the
narrower confines of a single party.

Defoe 1 s concern for the

national intereat prevented him from remaining faithful to a
particular party, much in the same way that Harlay became alienated from the more fanat1oal elements, in the last Tory Miniatry
of Anne's reign.

From this point of view, there would be muoh

truth in Defoe'a evaluation of party journalism:
The particular Crime of this Sort of People ia
that they are not directed by Truth of Fact, but
mere Party-Policy. Their Business is to amuse
deoeive, embarrass and perplex; when they act
upon their adverse Party, they accuse, aggravate
and enlarge upon avery Miatake, heighten avery
Losa, lassen avery Advantage, and upon all Occasions spaak to their Disadvantage: When they
act on their own Party, they magnifie their Actions, make invidious comparisons, panegyrick
Persona without Fame, and Actions without Marit;
and in short, their Business is to be always
placing things to be look'd at obliquely not
directly, that Shadows may deceive your Sight,
and Misrepresentations may state Actions, not as they
are, but aa they would have them to be to serve
a Party. 1
The question of how effective Defoe's journalism proved, is a
more d1ff1cult one.

He had already stated that he wrote for

the enlightenment of the
Freeholders."

0 Meaner

and more Thoughtless of the

Professor Sutherland, in discussing Defoe 1 a

True-Born Englishman and his Jure Divino, pointed out that
1 Review, January 20, 1708, Vol. IV, Book XI, 586-587.
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they "were all addressed to the unlearned (and) were • • •
educational (rather) than literary.nl
these early works is startling.

The popularity of

Four years after the pub-

lication of the True-Born Englishman, Defoe cla1med that it
had been reprinted nine times and had been pirated twelve
times, the illegal sale amounting to eighty thousand cop1es.2
Figures for the sale of Jure Divine do not exist, but the
fact that the f1rst edition was twice pirated, in a very short
period, 3 would again indicate how popular Defoe's works were.
A curious entry was sent to the Treasury by an anonymous writer in 1705.

The information listed the approximate

daily circulation of nine newspapers, including the Review,
then in print.

The figuresShould not be considered more than

conjectural.
Daily Courant
English Post
Flying Post
Post Boy

800
400
400
3,000

London Post
London Gazette
Observa tor
Post Man
Review

400
6,000
1,000
3,800
400

Whereas the Daily Courant appeared six times a week, ether
papers only appeared two or three times weekly.

The writer

estimated the entire weekly circulation of the nina papers
at 43,800 copies.

Six years later, Defoe estimated the

1sutherland, Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry, 48.
2An Ap~eal to Honour and Justice, (1714).
3suther1and, Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry, 46-47.
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weekly total circulation to be 2oo,ooo, 1 almost five times the
amount of the anonymous writer.

But even if the figure of

four hundred is accepted for the Review, it would not indicate
how many persona read the same issue in the countless coffee
houses throughout London, or for that matter across the entire
country.
Several scraps of evidence suggeat that Defoe had
built up a tairly complex distribution schema in order to
bring the Review and other pamphlets into the countryside.
John Fransham, a friand of Defoe, had written to him from his
home in Norwich, explaining how he waa publicizing the Review:
I read it to several Gentlemen • • • in the

chief Coffee-house here where we have it as
oft as it comea out and is approv'd of as the
politest paper we have to entertain us with.
I had soma difficulty to prevail with the Master of the House to take it in but now he finds
I advis'd him well there being no paper more
des1r'd.2

This correspondance continued for some time, and a year later,
in 1705, Fransham reported to Defoe that he had •receiv'd as
ment1on 1 d 1n yours 6 of them (Consolidators), 12 of Gill's
case (The Experiment: or the Shorteat Way With the Dissenters}
and 24 of the Supplements (Review, March 10, 1705).•
mand for Defoe's works was brisk:

The de-

•Gills case you peroeive

by my last I had read before yours arriv'd and had given auch
1Review, (Preface), Vol. VII, Book XVII, v.
2
Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 70.
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a representation thereof to so.me topp1ng Dissenters that they
were very glad to haar I had soma com1ng to dispose of amongst
them.•l

A latter by Defoe, written to Samule Elisha, a lawyer

of Shrewsbury, reads:
This made me give you the Trouble of a Parcell
yesterday, by the Carryer, 1n which are 50 books,
which you will find are a few Thoughts on the
lata Viotory (Defoe's, H~ to Victorl) if you
please to Let htm (a boo~ller in Shrewsbury?)
have them, or any Friands that Desire them. If
they are too many, he may return what he mislikes.2
A glimpae of Defoe is given 1n a latter to Fransham, as he
prepared an attaok on the Tory move to pass the Occasional
Conformity Bill in 1704:
Laat waek I rallyed soma Forces against it and
brought out soma thoughta on that subject in
print. ( ueries u on the Bill A ainat Occasional
Conformit~
I have sent abou
5 of them to you
and ahoul be glad to haar how our Friands approve
it. • •• my purpoae • • • ia to furnish our
Friands with arguments to defend the cause against
a clamorous noisy Enemy • • • and for this purpose
we are establishing a method to sand them in saall
parcels amongst Friands all over England. And yet
I am so far from making a profit of it that if any
are so poor as not to afford it or too narrow
apirited to spend 6d. I am very free to give them
to auch rather than they ahould not be improv'd
by anything I am able to do, and you have my frse
consent to give them to any body you think fit.
Similar lattera to Harlay reveal how closely they both worked
in framing suitable answers in defence of the Ministry, and
1Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 84.
2
Ibid, 56.
3
rb1d, 72 •

...........
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distributing pamphlets throughout the country.

The most im-

portant of theae is a latter sent to Harlay in April, 1706.
The content of the latter accounta for the maas distribution
of a pamphlet entitled Remarks on the Latter to the Author of
the State-Memorial which set out to defend the actions of the
Ministry.

Approximately seventy towns are listed as having

received varying numbers of the pamphlet; the total distribution appears to have reached 2,065 copies.l

In preparing the

ground for the eventual unification of England and Scotland
Defoe informed Harlay"· •• I have just 13 guineas left, about
6 of which I propose to lay Out for the Effectual spreading
this latter at Glasgow and Over all the West, and therefore
purpose to print about 2600 of them and sand them to Glascow,
Lanerk, Hamilton, sterlin and Dumfreis." 2
From the scanty amounts that Harlay paid to Defoe for
his service,3 it would appear that Harlay received more than
his monay would warrant.

However, there were moments of

disappointment which most writers eventually encounter.
Fransham explained to Defoet
I have sent you a List of the Subscribers to
your Book (Jure Divino) which I have procur'd
in our Town pursuant to the request you made
me. I could have wish'd 1t longer and can
1 Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 116-118.
2

~, 170.

3sutherland, Daniel Defoe, 108.
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assure you there was nothing wanting on my part
to have made it so but, when I consider First
how few there are amongst Tradesmen of which
our City chiefly consista that set any great
value upon Books, secondly of auch as do how
many have resolv'd never to aubscribe for a
Book again having been bit in former Subscriptions, Thirdly that the greatest part of this
City would have subscribed for the contrary
subject, and laatly of them that like the undertaking how many of them that like thèir Monay
much better • • • 1
It waa always Defoe's desire to obtain permanent employment with the Government.

He conaidered his journalism

a serious contribution, but would have felt more aecure if
he could have held an official position.

Soon after his re-

lease from prison, he frankly asked Harlay to help him find
auch employment, either abroad or in England.2

It was never

in Harley's interest to see Defoe become tinancially independent and so he led him on with hopes, and an occasional sum
to keep the Defoe family together.

Baside his role of un-

official government pamphleteer, Defoe managed to convince
Harley of the use which he could be, touring the countryside
and reporting to the Government the state of public opinion
regarding the Ministry.
Early in August, 1704 Defoe wrote to Harlay, outlining
the nature of an effective secret service.3
1 Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 64.
2 Ibid, 15.
3 Ibid, 35-39.
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the Secretary

or

State should have a complete picture of the

country's po1itical rorces:
1st

2
3

A Perfect List of a11 the Gentry and
Familys of Rank in England, Their Residence, Character, and Interest in the
Respective Countyes
Of all the Clergy of England, their Benefices, Their Charaeter, and Moralls, and
the like of the Dissenters.
Of all the Leading Men in the Cittyes and
Burroughs, with the Partyes they Espouse.

Most important: "They Ought to have a Table of Partyes, and
proper Callculations of their Strength in Every Respective
Part, which is to be had by haveing the Coppyes of the Polls
Sent upon all Elections, and All the Circumstances of Such
Elections Hystorically Collected by faithfull hands, and Transmitted to the Office.•

He warned Harlay that Louis XIV had

reputedly spent •11 million in One year• on secret service,
whereas the English Secretary of State "is A1low'dtl2000
Annum for This Weighty Article.nl

per

He reminded Harlay that

the English intelligence service had previously been tended
by nMr. Milton• who had •kept a Constant Epistolary Conversa-

tion, with Severall forreign Ministers of State, and Men of
Learning

. . . but So Woven with Politicall Observations that

he found it as Usefull as any Part of his foreign Correspondance.•

Not only was the operation of secret service to apply

at home, but was to apply abroad as wall.

"A Settl'd Intelli-

loeroe was not wall informed on this point. In the
middle of Anne's reign, the Secretariea of state were receiv1ng
a maximum ofi3,000 annually for secret service. (M.A. Thomson,
Seeretaries of State, 1681-1782. (Oxford, 1932) 150.
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gence in Scotland, a Thing Strangely Neglected There, is without Doubt the Principall Occaision of The present Missunderstandings between the Two kingdomes.•

And even in the heart

of enemy territory, he would have placed his secret agents:
nThere are 3 Towns in France where I would have the like, and
They might all Correspond, one at Thoulon, One at Brest, One
at Dunkirk." He confidently assured Harlay that:
A hundred Thousand Pounds Par Annum Spent Now
for 3 year in forreign Intelligence, Might be
the beat Monay Ever This Nation Laid Out, and
I am Perauaded I could Name Two Articles where
if Soma Money had been well Apply'd Neither the
Insurrection in Hungary Nor the Warr 1n Poland
should ha' been So Fatall to the Confederacy as
Now They are.
It would appear that Harlay was impressed with Defoe's
schema, because, for the following years, until Harley's dismisaal, Defoe was kept occupied in touring the countryside ,
reporting to the Ministry and constantly explaining the Government's policy.l

Defoe failed to aecure a permanent position,

and had to rest content with the unofficial duty of serving
as Harley 1 s secret agent.

But even here, hia consistent non-

party attitude ran like a bright thread through hia misty undercover work.
Defoe'a first assignment was in the summer of 1704.
The purpose was to travel through the country and gather as
lsutherland, Defoe, 148-165.
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much political information as possible.

He travelled as a

private citizen under the assumed name of Alexander Goldsmith.
These early years seemed to be happy ones for Defoe.

True he

had not secured an official positon but he was employed in interesting and exciting work; basides he had a splendid opportunity to propagate the ideas of non-party government wherever
he went.
Soon the reports began to filter back to Harlay.

While

in the County of Hertford (September, 1704) he explained "This
Country is under Severall Characters.

That part of it adjoyn-

ing to Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire is whiggish and Full
of Dissenters.

That Part adjoining to Huntingdon, Cambridge

and Essex, Entirely Church and all of the High Sort.•l

And

so the reports came in.
But his jaunt waa not without interruption or anxiety.
On September 28, 1704, Defoe wrote to Harlay of hia financial
difficulties:

"I would ha' hinted that the Magazine Runa Lowe,

and is Recruited by Private Stock, which is but Indifferent."2
Worse, however, was the rumour that Defoe waa wanted by the
authorities, and that his absence from London was proof of this.
Quite frequently, Defoe's political enemiea began rumeurs of
this nature to hamper his movement through the countryside. In
1 Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 57.
2 Ibid, 62.
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this case Defoe bitterly compalined:
Tis Something hard that while I am Spreading
Principles of Temper, Moderation, and Peace Thro'
Countrys where I go, and Perswadeing all People
That the Government is Resolv'd to proceed by
thoae Rules, I should be Chosen Out to be made
the Object of a Private, hight flying Revenge,
under Colour of the Governments Resentments, tor
be it Sir that you find Sir G.R taithtull and
that This fifht or Victory at Sea be the first
Proof of it.
In the following year, when Defoe set out to investigate the
western counties, he aaked Harlay to supply him with a governmental paas which he could use if he ever found himself in a
difficult poaitton.2

Even with the paas he continued to have

trouble, particularly at Weymouth, where he gave instructions
to have hia mail sent to a friand of his--captain Turner.

Un-

fortunately his mail was sent to another Captain Turner who,
upon reading the correspondance, immediately reported it ta
the town author1ties.3

Before they could take action against

Defoe, he had left the scene and had reached Crediton, where
the Justice of the Peace isaued a warrant for his arrest.
again he esoaped arrest and arrived in Cornwall.

But

At this point

he could report to Harlay "I have a perfect skeleton of this
part of England, and a settled oorrespondenoe in avery town
and corner of it."4

Defoe was laying the foundation for an

1Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 60.

2 Ibid, 99.
3Ibid, 97-100.
4 sutherland, Defoe, 153.
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intricate intelligence service throughout the country.
At the same time, Defoe took it upon himself to advise
Q

Harlay on certain political problems.

The advice is agin re-

vealing of Defoe's political attitude.

The Godolphin-Marl-

~

borough ministry, which had begun in 1702, was composed of all
types of Tories.

But as the war against France progressed,

the lesa enthusiastic High-Flyers, such as Rochester and Nottingham, were slowly ejected from the Ministry.

By the end of

1704, the composition of the Government hact changed in so far
as the High Flyers had been dropped from their former positions
of power, yet the Whigs had not been introduced to fill the
apparent vacuum.

A sudden criais seemed to develop in the

House of Commana.

The Ministry had antagonized the extrema

elements in the Tory Party and gave no sign of approaching
the Whigs; both elements threatened to unite to overthrow the
Triumvirate of Godolphin, Marlborough and Harlay.
their first aim was Harlay.

Actually,

Defoe wrote to Harlay of the

threatening danger:
It Wounds me to the Soul to haar the Very Whigs
Themselves, and who for Saying So I fancy in the
Confederacy which you hinted you had Soma Notice
of, Tell Me and Speak it Openly "you are lost",
That your Interest in the House wont keep you in
the Chair, That the Party Suppressing you There
will Consequently Ruin your Interest in the Queen's
favour, and give a new turn to your management at
Court.
Paraphrasing the Whig sentiment, Defoe showed how confident
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the opposition was:

Mr. Harlay is Out, he has Lost his Intrest, the
house will Certainly lay him by, and if Thera be
Nothing Elce in it, 'tis a Tryall of the Strength
of the bouse, and a Proof he has lost Ground; besidas, both Sidas are against him, he has Trim'd
So Long On both Sidas, and Cares•t both Partys,
Till both begin to See themselvas ill Treated,
and now, as he Loves Neither Sida, Neither Sida
will Stand by h1m. All the Whigs of King Williams
Reign Expected to ha' Come in Play again, and had
Fair words Givan Them, but They See it was but
wording them into a Fools Pardise, and Now The
Two Ends will be Reconcil'd to Ovarturn his Middle
Way.l
Defoe was cautious in giving his advice to Harlay for
fear of appearing impertinent.

He slightly camouflaged his
in
approach by relating an incident whach he had the honour to
A

serve William III.
I Remember Sir when haveing had the honor to
Serve the Late King William in a kind like this,
and which his Majtie had the Goodness to accept
• • • I had the heart or Face • • • to give my
Opinion in Terms like These: Your Majtie Must
Face About, Oblige your Friands to be Content to
be laid by, and Put In your Enemyes, Put them into Those Posta in which They may seem to be Employ'd, and Thereby Take off the Edge and Divide
The Party.
Then addressing Harlay directly, he continued:
Sir, The Whigs are weak; they may ba
Mannag'd, and allways have bean so. What Ever you
do, if Possible Divide Them and they are Easy
to be Divided. Caress the Fools of Them Most,
There are Enough Among Them. Buy Them with here
and There a Place; it may be wall bestow'd.
If you have him Not allraady, as all I
lHaaley, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 66-67.

l~

can Talk with That are Friands Wish you had, My
Lord Somers, who all allow to be a great Man,
Must if Gaind From Them, weaken and Distract
the Party.
• • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Tis Pitty Two Such Men should Not understand one another (if 1t be so). United, what
may you Not dol D1v1ded what Mischiefs Must Ensue to both, and the Nation in Generalll
Perhaps Defoe was unaware of the strong feeling that Anne had
against Somers.

Harlay made no attempt to approach the Whig

chief; but, in another way, Harlay acted in full accord with
Defoe's advice.

He began an active and friendly correspon-

dance with Newcastle, the moderate Whig, Who had extensive
borough control in Yorkshire.

By bringing Newcastle in, Har-

lay hoped to placate the Whigs without actually uniting with
the Junto.l
Defoe had another plan with which to prevent the union
of disgruntled Whigs and Tories.

He advised Harlay to have

"trusty hands" bring a Bill against Occasional Conformity 1nto the House.

By "br1ng1ng an Occa1s1onall Bill upon The An-

vill in Such a juncture would be of the last Service in This
Case.

Twould break the Confederacy, Twould blacken, and Ex-

pose The Party, yours are Sure of giveing it a Tosa at laat
2
•••"
It was wall known that Whig power rested on the overwhelming support received from the Dissenters.

As long as the

~eiling, The History of the Tory Partz, 376.
2 Healey, Letters of Daniel Defoe, 69.
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Whigs fought fDr office there was little likelihood that they
would willingly antagonize their non-conformist allies.

But,

in this case, Harlay did not act in accordance with Defoe.
The Bill against Occasional Contormity was brought in during
the session by a Tory manoeuvre, rather than by any "Trusty
bands" ot Harley's choosing.l

But it was a dangerous sugges-

tion for Defoe to have made, because as solid as the WhigDissenter Alliance may have appeared in 1704, sevan years
later the Whigs were to sacrifice Non-Conformist support 1n
a political bargain with Nottingham and the extremist element
in the Tory party.2
Defoe's greatest effort in serving the "Triumvirats"
was probably made in the year 1705.

From the dissolution of

Parliament, on April 5, until the actual pollingtwo months
later, the country waa kepp in a state of pol1t1cal excitement.
The Ministry had gone a great distance in alienating the extrame Tory factions; wheraas the country seemed to promise an
election revival for the Whigs.

The question ln all m1nds

was whether the Ministry would admit the Whigs into office.
As the election drew near, pamphlets and newsheets tanned the
flames of party broils to a white heat.

The animosity amongst

citizens threatened to divide the nation at the moment when
1Feiling, A History of the Tory Partz, 376.
2see Trevelyan, England Under iueen Anne, Vol. III,
279-284.
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it was called upon to lead the coalition against the French
military machine.

Defoe feared that the internal divisions

would incapacitate the English nation when its greatest
strength waa needed.

He threw himaelf into the election cam-

paign, devoting his energy to supply the Ministry with a total
picture of the political scene in the country; at the same
time explaining the nature of the Ministry's policy, and urging
his readera, through the pages of the Review, to elect men who
would make possible the defeat of France inatead of thoaa who
were interested in the selfish victory of party.l
Defoe's correspondance with Harlay, during 1705, is
filled with political reports on Engliah towns.2
the election, they continued to stream in.

Even after

A good example

is a dispatch which he wrote to Harlay in November 1705, entitled "An Abstract of My Journey with Casuall Observations
on Publick Affairas".

It contains brief commenta on the do-

zans of towns that Defoe visited during July, August, September and October.

Soma entries

raad~

July 23 Ly.me

A Town Entirely United and all
the Church men Very Moderate and
wall affected.
24 Honiton A Terrible Mob Election hera, but
Sir Jno Elvill of Excaster is ao
Cow'd by Sir Wm Drake and Fra: Gwin
that he Daras not petition.
26 Excester Rare I have a list of all the partyaa
Exactly and a Modell how Sir Ed.

lBishop Burnet wrote "· •• and it was said, that the
Earl of Nottingham and the Tories seemed to lay hold on avery
thing that could obstruct the prograss of the war • • • " ~
tory of His Own Time, Vol. II, 208.
2Haaley, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 108-113.
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Seymour may be Thrown out against
Another Election without any Diffioulty at all. Rare I learnt the
history of the Family of Coll Rolles
and how the young Gentleman Kt of
the shire for Devon will be brought
off from high church.
Augt 3 To Plympton. A little Town all Low Churoh
and Very wall United but a poor
place. Ld. Chief Baron Treebys Town.
12, 13 Tiverton. Here the Alarm of the Devonshire Justice Hurryed me too fast
but I have Establish't Correspondance at all these Towns.
Sept. 2 Teuxbury. A Quiet Tradeing Drunken Town, a
Whig bayly and all wall.
Oct. 2 Nottingham This is a Violently Divided Town.
I have the Exact Schedule of their
leacters.l
But Defoe did not restrict himself to reporting politioal alignments in the country.

He countered avery blow of

the opposition press with his own newsheet, and with separate
pamphlets.

Perhaps Defoe's ablest demonstration was his ans-

wer to Dr. James Drake's Memorial of the Church of England.
Dr. Drake, writing for the High Church circle, expressed the
anger or the extrema Tory for the treatment given to Rochester
and Nottingham by the Ministry.

The pamphlet was a biting

criticism of Oodolphin and Marlborough who were accuaed of
owing "their present grandeur to the protection of the Church,
and, who with a prevarication as shameful as their ingratitude,
lHealey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 1U8-ll3.
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pretend to vote and spaak for it themselves, while they solicit
and bribe ethers with pensions and places to be against it. 61
Godolphin was particularly incensed by the High Church pamphlet;
he previously had written to Harley that "a discreet clergyman is almost as rare as a black swan."

Now stung by the

Memorial, he complained again to Harlay:
I have beard of several insolences of the
clergy, which are really insufferable and
next door to open rebellion, and I don 1 t find
the least notice taken of it, or the least
thougbt or disposition to reprehend any of
them.2
But Godolphin did not wait too long.

In July 1705, Defoe

wrote to Harlay:
I have Answerd This High Church Leiion (i.e. the
Memorial of the Church of England)~ I have Dedicated it to my Ld Treaaurer. From your hand Sir,
My Ld Can Not but accept it, and I hope to my
Advantage; if not, I am sure tia for the publick
good.4
Meanwhile, he kept up a suatained attack in the Review, from
July 12 to August 21, 1705, on those associated with the Memo-

A peculiar letter of Defoe's to Halifax (1705) has
aurvived which would indicate how popular Defoe had grown with
all moderate elements.

In the latter he wrote:

6

! Frankly

lJames Drake, Memorial of the Church of England, 5 •
2

Bath MS. Vol. I, 63, 76.

3nefoe's pamphlet was entitled The Hish-Church Legeon,
Or the Memorial Examin'd, (1705).
4Healey, Letters of Daniel Defoe, 90.
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aeknowledge to your Lordship to the Unknown Rewarders of my
Mean Performances, That I do Not See the Marit They are Thus
Pleased to Vallue." 1 As mueh as Defoe may have tried to appear
innocent as to why he should have received auch handsome Whig
rewards, it must have been quite clear for all to understand.
His active stand against the taeking High-Fliers and his constant pleas for religions moderation and a final national
effort against France, won for him support from all elements
satisfied with the Revolutionary Settlement.
But it was the Review which served as his big guns,
aimed at all extremiste who threatened to divide the nation.
Almost the entire run of Reviews for 1705 carried the longest
and most impassioned denunciation of party.politica.

He went

to great pains in explaining the international scene for his
lesa sophisticated readers.

After pointing out the overwhelm-

ing danger of a France militarily unchecked, he exposed the
danger of irrational party strife at home, which could only
result in the dissipation of Engliah strength.

In page after

page he urged hia countrymen to unite behind the coalition
Ministry of Harlay, Godolphin and Marlborough--a Ministry devoted to the overthrow of French power and the continuation
of the Revolutionary Settlement.

Anyone who consciously or

unconsciously attacked the Ministry on party grounds worked
1 Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 87.
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for French 1nterest and endangered the Protestant Succession.
Harlay had not hired a sluggard when he had Defoe released
from prison.
And so the situation continued from the election year
of 1705 until Harley's sudden dismissal from the Ministry in
1708.

Each week,each month, saw Defoe busily explaining the

position of the Ministry in as favourable a light as possible.
When Tory disapproval oondemned the M1nistry's handling of
the war in Spain, Defoe wrote to Harlay:
I am Impatient to Mention also the subject of
the Three last Reviews which if you have not
sean is my losa, since without doubt I might
be enabled by you to have Carry'd on that subject Exoeeding1y to the Governments advantage.l
In three separate Reviews (May 2, 4 and 7, 1706) Defoe had
striven to defend the Ministry's Peninsular strategy.

And

when the news of Marlborough's viotory reached London, Defoe
asked Harlay:
Will a short Essay on These Mighty Affaires be
acoepted from me in This juncture? ia a question which if answerd by your Sir would help
inspire the performance. 2
But,what Defoe, is perhaps beat known for was his dtreet effort

in helping the Ministry to bring about the union

of England and Scotland.3

And even here, though he may have

1Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 122.
2 Ibid, 122 •

...........

3
As mentioned in the preface above,H.F. Grave's Daniel
Defoe: D1reotor of Propagande offers a detailed study of Defoefs activities 1n bringing about the union. The only mention here of Defoe, is to illustrate the intimate political
relationship between Harlay and hia subordinate.
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advocated Union on behalf of the Ministry, the idea:was nevertheless an integral part of his own reasoning.

As long as Scot-

land led an independant existence, England would face the
threat of a two-pronged French invasion.l
Throughout the Un1on negotiations, the Defoe-Harley
relationship continued as previously depicted.

After Harlay

had instructed Defoe to take up hia post in Edinburgh, Defoe
wrote to Harlay, both to verity and to gain further information
for his aasignment:
• • • I beg leav, tho' it be beginning at the
wrong End, to Set Down how I Understand my present busainess--as foll.
1. To inform My Self of the Measures Takeing Or
Partys forming Against the Union and Applye
my Self to prevent them.
2. In conversation and by all Reasonable Methode
to Dispose peoples minds to the Union.
3. By writing or Discourse, to Answer any Objections, Libella or Reflections on the Union, the
English or the Court, Relating to the Union.
4. To Remove the Jealousies and Uneasynesa of
people ab~ut Secret Designs here against the
Kirk etc.
And, of course, the Review was brought into action: "I have
been Considering About Treating of Union in the Review and
Unless your Judgemt and Orders Differ believ as I shall Mannage it, it Must be Usefull, but beg hints from you if you find
it otherwise.n3

In the Review of September 26, 1706 Defoe

lReview, May 1, 1707, Vol. IV, Book IX, 138.
2Healey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 126.

...........

3rbid, 128 •
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began his propaganda attack in favour of union with Scotland.
Almost until the consummation of the Union, the Review contained little else but Anglo-Scottish relations, until finally
Defoe admitted that his reaaers had begun to complain of the
monotony of the subject.
The Marlborough-Godolphin Ministry slowly began to
gravitate toward the Whig party.

Actually the great influx

of Whig chiefs did not occur till 1708.

Defoe, meanwhile,

had been seen as a Whig supporter of William and then as a
collaborator of the Tory, Harlay.

Now the versatile journa-

list seemed to be offering his pen to a Miniatry which, to
all intenta and purposes, waa rapidly aaauming a Whiggiah air.
But in the aame mannar that Defoe had remained faithful to
William, he now pledged hia services to Harlay at the very moment when it appeared that Harlay would be dropped.

He wrote:

"I Sir Desire to be The Servant of your Worst Dayes • • • I
Entreat you Sir to Use me in Any Thing in which I may Serve
you, ana that More Freely Than when I might be Suppoaed
following your Riseing Fortunes."l

Strangely, Harlay advised

Defoe to remain the servant of the Ministry, and explained
that hia duty was to the Queen.
apply yourself as you used to dol

Harley's words were: "Pray
I shall not take it ill

from you in the least."2
1 Healey, Lattera of Daniel ~foe, 250.
2
An AEpeal to Honour and Justice, (1715).
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Godolphin, who bad previously agreed to Harley's suggestion of ut111Z1ng Defoe, was only too eager to continue the
arrangement.!

The year 1708 was fraught with danger for the
CAUSé

Ministry.

In Spain, the AlliedAhad met disaster, whereas the

French General Villars had again broken through into Germany.
More orit1cal, was the spreading rumour that the French were
to attempt an invasion of Scotland.

It waa Godolphin's desire

to dispatch Defoe to Edinburgh, in order to have first hand
information from a dependable source.

Defoe, who had laboured

for years to rouse the nation against the French threat, and
who had consistently advocated service to the Government
rather than to a party, waa called upon to aasist the Miniatry
in 1ts most critical moment.

Would it have been politioally

wise of him to refuse to serve the greater interest of the
nation by standing idle with his fallen hero?
viaualize that type of allegiance.

Defoe could not

As long as the Ministry

practiaed a positive policy; safeguarding the security and
integrity of the nation, as well as the Revolutionary Settlement, Defoe would work with it.

Thus, unt1l Godolphin's dis-

misaal, Defoe continued to supply pol1t1cal information to
the Ministry, and to explain Government policy to the nation
through the agency of numerous pamphlets and the Review.
It was during his service to Godolphin, that Defoe exlw. Minto, Daniel Defoe, 76.
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pressed in the most luc1d terms, his fully matured pol1tical
observations:
What can we div1de about then--that the wisest
man can say is worth the Risque of a National
Division? If the interest is the same, why
whould we not meat one another in granting and
yielding, in rectifying ana resting sat1sfy'd;
the Question is not now Court and Country, in
Place or Out of Place, a Party up or a Party
Down
But 1t is French or British 'tis
Queen Anne the Nation's Darling, or a Pop1sh
French Pretender; tis the Protectoress of
Truth and Liberty or the invaders of our Peace
and Destroyers of the Nation; tis the Sovereignty
of the Law over Arbitrary Tyrants, or the Dispensing our Laws, and taking Liberty and Persecution together.l
The statement "· •• the Question is not now Court and Country"
indicatea that Defoe no longer considered the Party system as
serving any function whatsoever.

In the reigns of the sevan-

teenth century Stuarts, the existence of the parties had
great significance in determining the structure of English
politics and government.

But, the Revolution of 1688 had

established the form of monarchy that was to rule the nation.
The Revolutionary Settlement ended an epoch and had begun a
new period.

But, in the same way that it completed the solu-

tion to an old problem, it introduced new problems in turn.
The Parties, in the last moment, had united to expel James II
and the absolute theories of government for which he stood;
they had also freed England from her subserv1ent role in the
1Review, November 25, 1708, Vol. V, Book XIII, 415.
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Versailles scheme of international affaira.

The Revolution-

ary Settlement was rapidly consolidating itself; but the new
won freedom in the international sphere promised the greatest
challenge.

The Parties that had solved the monarchical prob-

lem, showed little ability in adjusting themaelves to the new
situation.

What the nation needed most waa a united opposi-

tion to the power of France, in order to safeguard everything
that 1688 stood for.

Becauae the Parties could only promise

dissension, Defoe wished to do away with them.

That is why

he urged his readers to see national politics, not in terms
of Whig or Tory but rather as the Protestant Succession jeopardized by a

0 Popish

Pretender".

But, for purposes of practical propaganda, Defoe still
urged his readers to prefer Whig candidates at the polls.

Be-

fore the election of 1708, he wrote:
• • • let me beforehand take the Freedom to say
• • • if ever we have a Tory, High-Flying Parliament this Nation will be betray'd and sold by
them to Tyranny and French Government, our Liberties will be invaded, our Sovereign insulted, our
Laws be abused, our Treasure be exhausted, honest
Men will be crush'd Knave be advanc'd, and in short
the Nation will be undone.l
It would be incorrect to losa sight of these pro-Whig passages,
which at first glanee would seem to contradict everything that
Defoe condemned in his non-party arguments.

As long as the

1Review, June 16, 1708, Vol. V, Book XII, 139.
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Whigs seemed resolved to support the continued war effort, and
as long as a large faction of the Tories dabbled in Jacobitism,
Defoe revealed his Whig preferance; but in the approaching
political upheaval of 1710 he abandoned this position entirely
and explained his reasons clearly.
Undoubtedly, the greatest hurdle that Defoe faced in
his political life was the realization that the GodolphinMarlborough Ministry was losing its grasp, and that a growing
sentiment in the nation favoured a return of the Tory Party
to the House of Commons.

Perhaps the greatest reason for

this change in popular will was the tact that a military deadlock had developed in the Spanish peninsula.

At an earlier

period, the situation would have produced ever greater efforts
to deteat the French and the Spanish.

But Blenheim and Ram-

illies had sapped French strength to a point at which the Peninsular War had lost its urgency of earlier years.

Basides,

continual bad harvests from 1709 to 1711 had driven food priees
ever upward, making the war generally unpopular.l

To aggra-

vate high priees there was also the tax burden which had rested
heavily on the shoulders of the nation.

A war weariness

settled over the country that now caused the eledtors to reconsider the Tory Party as the only hope of achieving a peace.
The great reshuffle began at Court.

Anne, who had

1Trevelyan, Blenheim, Vol. I, 437; Ramillies, Vol. II,
395.
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never relished the intrusion of the Whig leaders into the
Ministry, complied with the suggestions that Harlay and Mrs.
Masham gave her.
of Kent.

The first Whig chief to go, was the Marquis

He was replaced by Shrewsbury who became Lord Cham-

berlain.l

Whereas the suspicion was generally prevalent that

a full scale attack would be made on the Whig Ministers, a
curious apathy infected the Junto.

Instead of closing their

ranke against future dismissals, a complete breakdown of cooperation ensued, as each member of the Government attempted
to salvage his own political oareer at the coat of his colleague.2
In June, Sunderland was dismissed to be replaced by the Tory
Dartmouth.

The greatest blow came on August 8 when, without

the slightest oeremony, Godolphin was commanded to break the
White Staff of his office.

The net result of the political

revolution at court was that the nation now had a Tory Ministry
but a Gommons still distinctly Whig.

Anne however, did not

designate anyone for the Lord Treasurers office, it remained
vacant for the moment.

Harley, meanwhile, had returned to

the politioal scene as Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Defoe's behaviour, during the onslaught on the Whig
members of the Ministry, is of the utmost importance.

One

tact can be established: he remained faithful to Godolphin
1Trevelyan, The Peace, Vol. III, 65.
2
~· 65.
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until the Lord Treasurer was dismissed.

For that matter, he

went out of his way to defend the reputation of those who
were dismissed by the Queen.

When Sunderland was dropped,

Defoe spent several issues in praising the honourable work
that Sunderland had performed as the Queen'a Minister.l

It

is certain that he was not in favour of ministerial changes.
He wrote:
• • .Removing the publick Ministry would be a
blow to National Credit, and an interruption to
our prospects of Peace, especially while we have
no View of the Probity or Capacity of those that
shall come after; and People are just now perplexing themselves upon those articles--So Heaving
and Thrusting as Ic all it, perpetual Alarming the
Nation with these Removes, cannot but do soma Harm
in those Cases; at least they are far from making
our public Credit Advance, or our Allies Depend
the more heartily upon us. Or in short, from Advancing our general Interest in the World. Nor
do the Viewa of an unsettled Posture in our Court,
our Miniatry, or Councils, contribute any thing to
the Discouraging our Enemiea.2
Regardless of what Defoe wrote, the dismiasals continued
until his only consolation lay in the fact that the House of
Gommons was atill predominantly Whig.

He told his readers to

"· •• have Patience, the Elections are not to Morrow, no
neither God be thank'd are they this year."3

Little did De-

foe know of Harley'a atrategy--the elections were due for
October.
laeview, June 17, 20, 22, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII.
2 Ibid, June 17, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII.
3 Ib1d, April 1, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 10.
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Presumably, if Defoe waa motivateà by nothing else
than his own advancement and security, he should have deserted the Godolphin Ministry with the first rumeurs of its
inevitable fall.

But the facta indicate the opposite.

He

peraistently toiled to tnform his readers of the positive
contribution that the Ministry had made for the salvation of
the nation; how the Ministry had led the coalition in destrpfdgg France as an aggreasive power; and how the Ministry
aecured the Revolutionary Settlement and the Protestant Succession.
In the light of Defoe's earlier political career his
loyalty to Godolphin appears beth consistent and logical.

De-

foe believed that the interests of the nation were in proper
bands.

For him to have deserted the Ministry and heralded the

Tory victors (who were still thought of in the popular mind,
as aasociated wi th the Pretender'a cause) would have been a
reversa! negating everything that he fought and struggled for.
But even Defoe was shaken by the diamiasals during the summer
of 1710 and, as the impression became more clear that the
Tories would be swept back into power in the next election,
Defoe resumed his correspondance with his former employer-Harlay.
And again the relationship that waa resumed between
the two, was distinctly coloured by their non-party attitudes.
Defoe believed that Harlay would not lead a Tory party, hot
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for spoils, onto office.

He hoped rather, that the moderation

in politics which Harley had always shawn, would prevent any
calamity in future elections.

When he first wrote to Harley

after a silence of two years, he repeated in a similar mannar
his earlier aims and ideals:
I can Not but hope That Heaven has yet
Reserv'd you to be the Restorer of your Country
by yet bringing Exasperated Parties and the Respective Mad-Men to Their Po1itick Sences, and
Healing the Breaches on both Sides which have
Thus wounded The Nation.
If I can be Usefull to So Good a work
without the Least View of private advantage I
should be Very Glad, and for This Reason I presume to Renew the Liberty of Writeing to you
which was Once My honour and Advantagei and which
I hope I have done Nothing to forfait.
It has been pointed out, however, that the latter to Harlay,
was written approximately one month before Godolphin's dismissal.

This tact is thought to cast soma doubt on Defoe's

inegrity.

Defoe's own explanation of his actions seems quite

convincing when judged in the light of non-party politics:
It occurred to me as a principle for my conduct,
that it was not material to me what ministers
Her Majesty was pleaaed to employ. My duty was
to go along with avery Miniatry, so far as they
did not break in upon the constitution, and the
laws and the liberties of my country.2
It appears that Harlay was not reluctant to renew
his relationship with his former servant, because, on July 28,
lHealey, Letters of Daniel Defoe, 271.
119 above.
2An Appea1 to Honour and Justice .(1715)

Compare to 118-
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Defoe was again writing to hlm.

In this latter, there is

evidence that the two had met, and that Defoe had consented
to work once again for Harlay.

He wrote:

• • • I can Assure you by Experience, I find,
That accquainting Seme people They are Not all
to be Devoured and Eaten up--will have all the
Effect upon Them Could be wish't for; Assureing
Them That Moderate Councils are at the Bottom
of all These Things, That the Old Mad Party are
Not Comeing in; That his Grace the D of S(hrewsbury) and your Self etc. are at the head of This
Mannagemt and That Neither have been Mov'd however ill Treated to forsake the Principles you
allwaya Own'd, That Tolleration, Succeaaior or
Union are Not Struck at, and They May be Eaay
as to the Nations Libertys. These things Make
Strong Impressions, and Wall Improved May bring
all to Rights again.l
The quotation again illustrates Defoe's impression
and appreciation of Harley's moderation.

More important, it

reveals a problem that the two men would have to face should
the Tory party, led by a Tory Ministry, achieve power.

Re-

gardleas of how sweeping the changea were in the Miniatry or
how great they would be in the House of Gommons, the great
monied interests would remain ataunchly Whig.

But, in con-

traat to their small numbers, they wielded a strength and influence far disproportionate to their aize.

The first to re-

cognize this were the Tories, who complained that as the coat
of the war aoared, the Government was forced to borrow heavily
from the monied interest who slowly extended their power over
lHealey, Lattera of Daniel Defoe, 272.
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the

~ueen's

Government.

This process threatened to continue

until the Governmant would become entirely subservient to a
amall financial clique in the city of London.

How true this

was becoming can be seen in a latter of Godolphin 1 s to Marlborough after the battle of Malplaquet in 1709.

Godolphin

wrote:
Upon the strength of your victory I have spoke
yeaterday to the Bank that pursuant to the latitude given in the last session of Parliament,
they would now contract with me for the circulation of i 600,0UO more in E.xchequer bills to
the carrying on the public service. What I said
seemed to be pretty wall received, and I hope it
will succeed. But upon that occasion Sir Gilbert
Heathcote, who is Governor (of the Bank of England),
said to me, "Pra,, my Lord, don 1 t lets have a
rotten peace."
.Pral tell me," I answered,"what you
call a rotten peace?
"I call any-thin§ a rotten
peace," he aaid, "unless we have Spain!
"But, Sir
Gilbert," I said "I want you a little to consider
the circumstances of the Duke of Marlborough and
me; we are railed at avery day for having a mind,
as they call it, to perpetuate the war." He replied very quick, "They are a company of rotten
rogues: I'll warrant you we'll stand by you."l
It was the monied clasa that was most opposed to any changes
in the Ministry and that feared a Tory victory at the polls.
The logic was simple; many who loaned money to the Government
eventually turned Whig, because if the .Pretender entered Englano, it waa generally thought that he would repudiate loans
made to the post revolutionary government. 2 Conaequently,
1Quoted in Trevelyan, The Peace, Vol. III, 21. Harlay
waa no lesa conscious of the Whig threat to destroy credit,
than Godolphin, see: fortalnd MS, Vol. IV, 545.
2 Trevelyan, Blenheim, Vol. I, 292; W.R. Scott, Joint
Stock Companiea, Vol. III, 283, 293.
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Whiggish inclinations were intensified amongst the monied interesta as talk grew of the return of the Tories to power.
Early in 1710, even Defoe sharad this view, and he
explained what the public reaction waa to the diamissal of
Sunderland:
Upon the lata Remove of a Miniatar of Stata, the
People, whether Alarm'd at that Remova singly, or
in Apprehension of farthar Alleration shaw'd great
Concern, and the Publick Credit felt it immediately,
and would have felt it more sensibly, had it not
been reviv'd by Assurance which we were told her
Majesty gave to the Directors of the Bank, that no
other Alterations were then design'd.l
But "alterations" did follow, and when rumours of a dissolution began to spread the"· •• Stock fell; and as that Humour
Encreased, they fell farther and farther, till the Bank fell
from 126 to 118, and others in Proportion.n2

Defoe was grieved

to think what the final affect would be to the national credit
if this continued:

"If the very Humour of a Tory Party coming

into the Administration has sunk avery Man's Parsonal Estate
14 or 15 par cent.

What will the blow itsalf do?"

Then add-

reaaing the Tories, Defoe asked, "And can you retrieve it?
Can your Party put in their

~ïumb

and stop this Tide?

Should

you employ all your little cash, and go to Exchange-Alley, and
by all the Stocka the Whigs would Sell, could you raise the
Priee?

No, not 2 par Cent.n3
lReview, July 13, 171U, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 181.
2 Ib1d, 182.
3Ibid, July 18, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 189.
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Defoe saon determined what his role was to be during
theae trying moments.
victory of the Tory

From Sunderland's dismissal until the

~arty

at the polls in October, he kept

up a rumming commentary on the problem of credit and finance.
He explained:
The Government has made Alterations, the
Queen is Changing Hands for the Administration,
soma go out, soma come in ____ We say, we are sure
Honest Men go out ____ It is our Business to hppe
and Time must Anawer • • • At the Entrance of this
Change, we are all in surprize, Trade stops, Credit
suffera a terrible Shock, everything runa dawn in
its:·Value, and fears encrease • • • What must we do?
To cry out we are all undone is to make it
be so; to run dawn the Publick Credit, to break our
Bank, totear our selves to pieces ____ who do we
serve? ____ This is to Ruin the whole Nation, and
giva our selvas up to France _
What must wa do?
To pluck up our Spirits, to appaar pleas 1 d,
and Encourage one another again, to go on as we wera,
ana taka no Umbrage at the thing, to speak in favour
of our own Circumstances, and approve things, raise
our Credit, bid for Stock, and pravent the sinking
Prospect. This would be to Encourage the Change
and Strengthen the Rands of those, that design to
push it on to a farther Extremity • • .1
It was in this moment that the dilemma of party-politics and national interest became fully exposed.

If Defoe

continued to work for the Godolphin Ministry, cr1ticizing the
Tory manoeuvre to win power and warning the nation of the
shaky financial platform of the Tory party, he would only
succeed in adding to the growing panic amongst the mon1ed intarest, and speed the collapse of Engliah credit.

That Defoe

lReview, July 18, 171u, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 189.
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was aware of this is clear.
this mannar:

He formulated the problem in

"If the King of France were ask'd who has dona

his affaira most harm, the Duke of Marlbo' and
or my Lord Treasurer; who would he lay it to?"

~rince

Eugene,

Obviously the

great resource of English credit had made the Duke's victories possible.

He continued therefore: "· •• it is your

Credit, not your army will ruin the French; and he that
strikes at the Credit of the Nation, effectually beats the
Army • • • nl
By considering the entire political scene, instead
of debating the merita of a particular party, Defoe was able
to argue:
I should be very sorry, to see a Tory administration; I should think it a Melancholly View of
Things, to see the Old Gama of Persecution reviv'd among USf to see the Tolleration broken in
upon, the Union Invaded the Whigs Trampled upon,
the Dissenters Harraas'd and Plunder'd • • • But
were it to be so, if it must come to ~at hard
Choioe, I had rather see all this, than France
Triumphant, the Queen Dethron'd, the Pretender
Eatablish'd, and Popery Erected--I had rather the
Queen {God preserve her Majesty from that Suggestio~ should Tyrannize over me, than the Pretender
----- I had rather a Tory Government, than a
French Government.
And what is more the Whigs would be forced to support the
Tory Ministry, and the national credit because "the Nation is
at Stake" and because "the

Na·~ion

must not be given up • • •

this would be to pull our own Houses down with a Witness, this
would be to give us all up to France.n2

In reality, the Whigs

laeviaw, July 18, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 190.
2
Ib1d, August 15, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 238-239.
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had more to gain with a Tory Government in power, than financial bankruptcy and chaos in the seat of power.

He concluded:

Gentlemen, we agree in this, that the Ship is
to be kept a-float that the Leaks are, if possible, to be stop•d • • • --Let us join together
so far for the common Safety, whether Whig or
Tory, to keep the French out--It would be hard,
that because we differ in many Things, we can agree in nothing, if your House is on Fire, I
presume no Man will ask whether a Whig or Tory
throws Water upon it, whether it be a HighChurch Engine or a Low Church Engine, that is
brought to play upon 1t • • • 1
To jeopardize public credit was tantamount to destroying England's position in international affaira.
.

Defoe could not

escape the parallel between credit and international affaira,
and credit and domestic industry.

As the Whig rumours grew

that the monied interests would sacrifice public credit in
order to b ring down the Tory Party, recently returned to
power in such great numbers, Defoe wrote in the Review:
Gentlemen, you that are for Ruining the Publick
Credit, you are at War not with Tories, not with
Whigs, but with Tracte; you are at War with Industry, at War with general Improvements; in
short, in soma respects, you are at War with
Mankinà--Credit keeps Thousands of Familias at
Work and gives Breat to Nations; he that wou~d
destroy our Publick Credit, would destroy Private Credit, destroy Tracte, starve the Poor, undo the Rich, and beggar the Nation • • •
And then, for the first time, he declared his position--a
position destined to win for him the undying suspicion and
hatred of all doctrinaire

Whigs~

"If this be to serve

lReview, August 15, 1710, Vol.

~VII, Book XVII, 239.
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Tories, I must serve Tories, I'11 rather Sacrifize my private Peace to a Tory Party, than Sacrifize a Nation's Bread
to Misery, and a Nat~on's Poor to Famine and Distress."l
Previously, he had urged "moderation" in politics and hoped
that the two parties would achieve some reconciliation.

Now

he was prepared to abandon any or all parties, provided the
Government was capable of safeguarding the basic liberties
and interests of the nation:
• • • What ~arty soever will keep up our Credit
be they Turk, Jew Pagan or Presbyterian whom you
hate as bad
To them you must flie, to them
you must adhere, for Credit is the Nations Life,
and without it you are undone, you can ne~ther
preserve the Peace, nor carry on the War.
Defoe's propaganda

outburst must have come as a shocking

surprise to his reacters who still remembered previous Reviews
that had repeated and repeated the warnings not to elect a
Tory majority, because of the dangers which auch a house
would bring to the freedoms of the land.

Defoe, himself com-

plained of how Whig marchants and ship owners were harrying
him because of his advice to support credit, even under Tory
administration.
The Master is a Whig, of a kind more particularly than Ordinary--He comes to the Port, my
Bill of Loading is produc'd, my Tittle to my
Goods Undisputed--No Claim, no Pretence--But my
Goods cannet be found--The ship Sail'd again,
and I am to1d my Gooas are carry'd back again,
1Review, December 26, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 471.
2 Ib1d, Ju1y 29, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 212.
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in the same ship--And all the Reason given is,
they belong to De Foe, Author of the Review-And he is turn 1 d about, and Writes for keeping
up the Publick Credit.
He lamented "I can neither Tracte nor live"l and complained,
"He that writes against the Sense of two Patent, Contending
and Violent Parties, is likely to be Censur 1 d by both, and
certain to be Crush'd by one--as I thank God I have never
Written for any Party yett so I find myself almost Writing
against avery Party now; • • • " 2 Perhapa the last statement
appears shocking, but in the

light of Defoe's political

past, discussed to this voint, it was a justifiable remark.
His clearest and most emphatic declaration condemning
party politics was made at the end of 1710:
I have sometimes thoughtit hard, that
while I endeavour so manifestly to steer the
middle C~annel between all ~arties, and press
either Sida to pursue, at least preferably to
their private Prospects, the Publick Interest,
I should be maltreated by any, much more that I
should be so by both Sidas • • • for my part, I
have always thought, the only true Fundamental
Maxim of Politicks, that will ever make this
Nation happy, is this --That the Government
ought to be of no Party at all • • •
Statesmen are the Nation 1 s Guardiana,
their Buisness is not to make Sidas, and divide
the Nation into Parties, and draw the Faction
into Battle Array, against one another, their
Work ought to be to scatter, and disperse Parties as they would Tumults, and keep a Ballance
among the Interferring Int~ests of the Nation,
with the same care as they would the Civil Peace.
1Review, July 29, l71U, Vol. VII, Book XVII,491.
2 Ibid, December 11, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XX, 499.
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• • • Miniatry should be of the Nation's
Party; the Miniatry, the Government, is a Party
by itself, and ought in Matters of Parties, to
be independant; when they cease to be so, they
set the Shoe upon the Head, they set the Nation
with the bottom upward, and must expect to be
Mob-ridden till they cease to be a party at all,
but become Slaves to the Party they espouse, and
fall under the Party they oppose: and this is
what has Ruin'd all the Ministtiea that have been
these last 20 yeara.l
The advice that followed this statement was to allow the
Queen to "put out and put in who she pleases."

Of course,

Defoe qualified this advice with the proviso that the Queen's
ministers were only to be obeyed, as long as they adhered to
the constitution, and ruled within the framework of English
law.

Because the constitution was the embodiment of the

wishea of the nation, even a new Tory Miniatry, as long as
it ruled according to law, would be forced to continue in
the general direction of the preceding

Ministry.2

Defoe al-

so cautioned his readers against a grave misunderstanding attached to the word revolution, as it was now being used in
reference to the change of Ministriea.

He explained:

There is a manifest difference between a Revolution in the Government, and a Revolution in the
Administration; the first ia a Change of the
Constitution itaelf, settling it upon New, or
restoring it to its old Foundation; the latter
ia only a Change of Persona; in a Change of the
Constitution I must be entirely for, or against
and Claim an active Concern, as a Member of the
lReview, Preface, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII.
2
~' October 6, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XX, 338.
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Constitution: But in the latter, I am passive,
becauaa 1t 1s the Act and Deed or the Sovaraign,
to whom I am a Subjact, and do, by law submit • • • 1
Instead of queationing "Who ara in the Administration?" Defoe
prefarred to ask "how do they administer?"2

The terms Whig

and Tory no longer offered meanings of any practical use.
But was it notdifficult to accept Defoe's simple advice to obay the

~ueen's

chosen Miniatera regardless of what

party they belonged to, particularly after he had written so
fervently before each election of the danger in eleoting
Tories?

Defoe was praparad to support his argument.

In a

sense, his defenoe was an important insight into the shifting politioal forces within the nation.

He understood what

few of his fellow oitizens peroeived, and what only served
to baffle others.
The entire structure of hia argument rested on the
foundation that "Credit is a Whig" ano that "National Credit
is Founded on Revolution Prinoiples." 3 When rumeurs were
flying, before the election of 1710, that the Tories would
swamp the Whigs, but that they would rail to oonsolidate
their viotory because the Whigs would destroy credit and
bring the Tories to their knees in bankruptoy, Defoe offered
the Tories a simple solution:
lReview, Ootober 6, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XX, 338.
2 Ibid, Ootober 6, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XX, 339.
3

Ibid, February 17, 1711, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 563.
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Let them come to Exchange-Alley, and
give Premiums to take Stock at the present
Priee; when Parliament shall be Dissolv'd, let
them agree to have the Stock put upon them at
an Advance; when the Ministry is Chang'd, let
them engage to Circulate the Exchequer-Bills at
Par, and take off the Annuities at 16 years
Purchase; let them agree to accept the BankStock at 126, and to give 1 per cent for Seal'd
Bills; I warrant they shall find People enough
to Contract with them.
If they will back their Cause, like
Brave Fellows, this is the way; and let fhem
put Sense of the Nation upon this Tryal.
Defoe had already illustrated what was false in the
rumour that the Whigs would sabotage credit.

Theoretically,

perhaps they could; in reality, by witholding their financial
support, they might destroy the Tories, but they would destroy
the nation as wall.

Previously, Defoe had stated "National

Credit is Founded on Revolution Principles 8

,

and even though

the Whig financial investment was greater in pounds and shillings, the Tories would losa in much the same mannar if they
attempted to betray the Revolutionary Settlement and invite
the Pretender to England.
The Sum of all I have been saying is
this, That if the People of Britain would give
themselves leave to look into the Case of their
Funds and Loans, and in what Condition they shall
all stand, as to the Payment of their Annuities,
Tickets, Talliea etc. Upon the coming in of the
Pretender, no Man need to be in pain for them,
that they will ever be broughtto haar of the Pretender.
And this is anothar Reason why I say it
ia absurd to suppose the Ministry, or Government,
now in Power, can be for the Pretender; they are
Men of too much Penetration to aee it, practicable
upon the Nation; aupposing, for Arguments'sake
1Rev1ew, July 8, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 175.
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only, that it was in their Inclination.
• • .The Example of King James is too
recent: Pray what was it arm'd the Clergy, the
High-flyers, the Persecutera of Dissenters, the
Tories, and all that Race • • • Was it not their
Monay? Was not the Language the same as now (the
Funds)? Were not the Clerics all Frighted with
the High Commission Court? "o, we ahall loose
our Funds"l (Benefices). Were not the Gentry
all frighted with the Return of Popery? "o we
ahall all losa our Funds"l (Abbey Lands) and
this made them all face about, and in spight of
twelve years professing the Doctrine of Passive
Obedience, and their Abhorrence of King-killing,
they took up Arma against Non-resisting Principles;
chac'd their right Lina Successor out of the Nation; advanc'd to fight him in Ireland; and if
they did not kin9-kill him at the Boyn, it was none
of their Fault.l
And even if there ware Tories interested in the Jacobite gama,
what could so small a group do?

It would take more than a

fragment of Tory Jacobites to betray the Revolution and invite the Pretender.

That would only come about when:

• • • the Shop-keepers are willing to live
without Trade. Marchants without Navigation; the
Landlords without Rent; the Poor without Manufactures; the Rich without Interest of their Stocks;
the Ladies without Portions; the Commons without
Liberties; the Lords without Privileges, and the
whole Nation without Religion.
When these things Sall out, I shall, I
say, expect the Pretender.
Defoe finally showed that, irrespective of which
party assumed power, only one course of action was open.
economie development of the later seventeenth and early
1

Rev1ew, March 12, 1713, Vol. IX, Book XXII, 138.

2 Ibid, March 31, 1713, Vol. IX, Book XXII, 154.
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eighteenth century had tended to fuse the economie interest
of both groups belonging to Whig or Tory Party.l

The in-

evitable result was that "Whoever comas into the Ministry,
or into the Church, or into the Par1iament, must recognize
the Revolution, and carry on the Administration." 2 Defoe
repeated himself on this point "Whatever the Persona the Queen
shall Employ were before, they shal1 be Whiggs in the Administration."

The only qualification he made was: "Negatively I

do not mean they must turn Preabyterian, or Dissenter • • • But
Positive1y, I mean they must recognize the Revolution, and
pursue all the Principles that ware the Occasion of it, and
have been necessary adjuncta to it."3
Defoe's underatanding of how economie and aociologica1 forces had robbed the party system of any practical meaning waa his greatest contribution to the analyais of political events.

He pointed out that the Jacobites themae1ves

had also perceived the new phenomenon.

In the form of a dia-

logue, he illustrated the frustration of the Jacobite who
complained, after the Tory victory at the polls, of the Party's
failure to bring in the Pretender:
This is the old Whiggish gama still, and our
Prince will nevar come in this way: Do not all
your New Men, go upon Old Measures? What do
you tell us of their being of other principles,
1 see Trevelyan, Blenheim, 29, 33, 100.
2

Review, September 26, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 313.

3 Ibid, August 19, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 240.
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let them be what they will in Principle, they
are whiggs to ua in Practice; we find 'tis all
but a Cheat upon the Jacobites, and we are but
just where we were before.
To which Defoe replied:
I confess it is my Opinion, as it is
my hope, my Jacobite Friand was in the Right-The Case is plain, the Nature of the ~hing is
plain, our Constitution must run in ita old
channel: no man can direct it; Whoaoever comas
into the Work, must do it the same Way it was
dona before-When an Engine, a Jack, or a Clock is
made--And fixd--It will go no Way, but according to the Original Frame of the Work; You may
bring new Workmen to it as often as you will,
they may mend any Wheel or Spring, turn the
Dial-Plate, change the Hana, make new-fashioned
Figures, put new Weights or Linas, wind up the
Spring higher or Lower, and make an Hundred repairs; but they must still keep to the Frame of
thw Work, follow the First Schema--or elsa they
make an entirely new Engine 'tis no more the
same clock, but another--And they are not the
Guidera, but the makers of it____ The Clock of
State is Fram 1 d already, its great Artificer was
the Revolution
Her Majesty may Employ what
Workmen she pleases, to Mend, Clean and keep it
in Repair--But the Frame remains it is not in
their Power to alter it, that is the work of
other hands • • •
It was not that Defoe casually told his reading publie to support the Tories because they wera now in power, but
rather, that he believed that the forces of political life
supporting the Revolutionary Settlement were so strong that
they would mould and transform any party which should attain
power.

"Gentlemen may call themselves what they please, and
1Reviaw, August 22, 1710, Vol. VII, Book XVII, 250.
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talk of High-GhuPch Men--But when they come to wind up this
Clmck--Bhe will strike at no Hours, but as Moderation and Revolution, which ape the main Wheels, shall diPect.•l

This

was the safeguard which Defoe UPged his peadePs to recognize
and understand.

Because of this peculiar outcome of eighteenth

century English political histoPy, citizens could suppopt any
Miniatry, iPrespective of papty.

In this light, Defoe's nu-

merous and shifting political alliances take on a deeper political meaning and also add to his statUPe as a political
thinker and raalist.
Until the fall of the Tory Ministry, after the death
of Anne, Defoe continued to serve the Government in the mannar
in which ha felt would be to the greatest intarest of the nation.

Even though he wrote under the watchful eye of Boling-

broke, he did not betray the principlas he had expounded in
his varied past.
And to a very great extant his activity as a "secPet
agent" and journal1st undeP the Whig Government during the
Hanoverian re1gns duplicated his former career.

No sooner

were the Whigs antranchad for their protracted stay in power,
then Defoe was again in service for the "King's Government."
For this period, his b1ographers have ably uncovered the complex gama that Defoe playad.

By writing fop the Tory press,

1Raview, August 22, 1710, Vol. II, Book

XVII, 251.
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he dexterously

removed the blatant Jacobite sentiment, sub-

stituting a mora modarate criticism of the Govarnment. 1

Until

the end of his life, he continued, in this mannar, dedicated
to the non-party principles and the greatness of the nation
for which he laboured so long.
Defoe could have justly boasted, at the end of his
career, that although ne had

baen in the pay of many Minist-

ries, he had consistently supported the Revolutionary Settlement and the Protestant faith, and had safeguarded what he believed to be the interests of the nation.
Defoe's views on foreign policy complete a picture
which reveals an unusual grasp of balanced opinion and a recognition of political reality.
lsutherland, Defoe, 205-226; FitzGerald, Daniel Defoe,
172-174; Minto, Defoe, 117-133.

CHAPTER IV
DEFOE AND FOREIGN POLICY
The Treaty of Ryswick (September, 1697) brought to
an end nina years of European conflict.

But, for Defoe and

many of his contemporaries, it also brought a realization that
the Treaty was a momentary cessation of hostilities, convenient for the clearing of the diplomatie chess board.

Wars of

Devolution and Reunions were inconsequential·when judged
against the ambitious possibilities of inheriting the Spanish
throne and its colossal possessions.

As the century drew to

a close, a morbid anxiousness gathered, until it filled the
corridors of all the European chancelleries--when would the
decrepit Spanish King, Charles II, die?
of the childless monarch proclaim?

What would the will

To a world growing more

and more sensitive to the concept of political equilibrium,
this question had assumed proportions of great magnitude.

It

was, therefore, the possibility of greater profit in the plundering of the Spanish Empire, that helped to end the War of
the League of Augsburg.

But, as tension mounted, politicians

and ambassadors were whipped into ever greater activity, to
solve for themaelves what the incapacitated Charles II might
solve otherwise.

Courts and ambassadors wove a complex net

of schemas, agreements and partitions with which to catch
the crumbling pieces of empire, so energetically undermined
171
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in secret conclaves and muffled conversations.

And yet, the

unceasing labour of the diplomatie staffs was to prove meaningless, because in the last resort, the problem was solved,
not by the secret machination of seventeenth century diplomacy,
but by the fierce encounters at Blenheim, Ramillies, Oudenarde
and Malplaquet.

Butthis was still wrapped in the future.l

William And English Foreign Policz
During the negotiations between England and France,
the diplomatie scene at Hampton Court and its channels of foreign dispatch, was overwl1elmed by an atmosphere of pessimism.
King and ambassadors, held the same view, that the mounting
strength of France threatened to destroy the balance of power
in Europe and in the colonial world.

Even during the moment

when Louis showed himself disposed to talk of partition, Portland continued to warn William that war was at hand.
ly, the aame gloom pervaded the Eatates General.

Apparent-

Heinsius re-

ported this fear to William, that it was unlikely that Louis
would honour any treatiea.

To examine the diplomatie corres-

pondence of the period is to share in the despair.

The Earl

of Manchester, ambassador to Paris, expressing his views to
Alexander Stanhope at the Hague, wrote:

11

I fear that the

1The events of the Partition Treaties are fully dealt
with in the standard works, auch as, The Cambridge Modern History, (1934), Vol. V, 372-401. A more recent and provocative
approach is taken bv Prof. M.A. Thomson, "Louis XIV and the
Origins of the War of the Spanish Succession", R.H.S.T., Vol.
IV, Fifth Series, lll-134.
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affaira of Europe are in a very ill condition and that in a
few years France will be m~er of all.nl
It should be kept in mind, that as William was being
bombarded with dispatches from his ambassadors, who were convinced of the inevitability of war with France, the Commons
was proposing a reduction in the army, which would leave nothing but a skeleton force.2

And, as has been stated, there

was an overwhelming body of opinion, favouring the accession
of Philip V, rather than William's partition treaty, which it
was felt, would cripple English interest in the Mediterranean.
The misunderstanding between nation and sovereign was near complete.
Under this wave of opposition, William almost succumbed.
The often quoted words of his farewell speech, announcing his
abdication, reflect the proverbial voice crying in the wilderness:
Seeing that you have so little regard to my
advice, that you take no mannar of care of your
own security, and expose yourself to evident
ruin, by divesting yourselves of the only means
for your defence, it would not be just or reasonable that I should be witness of your ruin.
But the energetic appeal of Somers, and the possible realization that abdication would not solve, but only aggravate,
lstanhope, History of England, (London, 1871), 4.
2
see above 111-112.
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the international problem, induced William to remain in England.
His desire to remain guaranteed one final conflict.
It had been an accepted view that foreign policy lay well
within the king's prerogative.

But, in 1688, this orthodox

view was seriously challenged, although the Commons did not
specifically settle what it now considerea its due measure
of right in this area.

William, with calm assurance, continued

to look upon questions of foreign policy as being his exclusive concern.

He continued to formulate foreign policy as

though the Commons had ceased to axiat.

When parliament met

in February 1701, parliamentary suspicion of William's foreign
commitments, and of his previous army plans, had reached a
dangerous pitch.

In order to "conciliate opinion" William

made extensive ministeriel changes, which he hoped would placate the growing opposition.l

Consequently, at the moment

when he faced the wrathful onslaught of the Commons, he was
least able to influence the House, or to channel 1ts energy.
His only hope of reestablishing contact with the lower houae
was by extra-parliamentary means.
In 1700, Louis publicly agreed to the stipulations of
the Spanish will, and the French prince became Philip V of
lFor William's attitude to roreign policy and his
weakened position after the ministeriel change, I have relied
heavily on M.A. Thomson 1 s, 0 Parliament and Foreign Policy
1688-1714°, History, (1953). See also D. Ogg, England in the
Reigns of James II and William III, 451.

Spain.

When William received intelligence of Louis' move,

he wrote to Pensionary Heinsuist
The blindness of the people is incredibl,. For
though this affair is not public yet, it was no
sooner said that the King of Spain's will was in
favour of the Duke of Anjou than it was the general opinion that it was better for England tbat
France should accept the Will than fulfil the
Treaty of Partition • • .It is the utmost mortification to me in this important affair that
I cannot act with the vigour that is requisite
and set a good example, but the Republic must
do it; and I will engage people here by a prudent oonduct, by degrees, and without their
percieving it.l
Disappointment and frustration are again the key notes of
William's utterance.

It representa the blighted hopes of

years of political manoeuvering to check Louis XIV.

But it

contains not a word of surrender; on the other hand, it does
supply a vital clue in the problem of Defoe's relationship to
the government and his role as politioal propagandist.

Will-

iam was aware of his losa of control in the Gommons and waa
more determined than ever, to resort to outside pressure to
procure his ends.

A journalist of outstanding talent would

prove of inestimable value.
Detoe's Major Aim In Foreign Policy
To appreciate Defoe 1 s views on foreign policy, his
activity must be seen against the fluctuating tension of the
laardwicke Papers, (London, 1778), Vol. II, 394.
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international scene.

The atmosphere in which he formulated

his ideas must always be kept in mind.

In the first chapter,

effort was made to illustrate the practical incentive given
to Defoe's theoretical political wr1t1ngs.

The same, if not

greater, practical incentive can be seen in his writings on
foreign policy.

Each pamphlet that he wrote on the complexity

of a sound foreign polioy served as a step in the education
of the

~ddle

class.

Each written effort broughtclarification

to some enigmatic area of international relations.

Taken as

a whole, the dozen odà pamphlets illuminated England'a international responsib.lity; and particularly its significance for
the active middle class English citizen.
In his Heview, the great vehicle with which he reachèd
the masses, Defoe explainedt
This paper is the Foundation of a very large and
useful Design, which, if it meat with suitable
Encouragement, ~ermissu Superiorum, may contribute to Setting the Affaira of Europe in a
Clearer Light, and to prevent the various uncertain Accounts, and the Partial Reflections of our
Street-Scribblers, who Daily and Monthly Amuse
Mankind with Stories of Great vlctoriea when we
are Beaten, Miracles when we Conquer, and a Multitude of Unaccountable and Inconsistant Stories,
which have at least this Effect, That People are
possest with wrong Notions of Things, and Nations
Wheedled to bel1eve Nonsense and Contradiction.!
From the outset Defoe felt 1t to be his pressing duty
to explain, to his audience, the nature of the existing political structure; to simplify the involved marriage relationlReview, February 19, 1704, Vol. I, Book I, 1.

l77

ships that blurred the question of the Spanish succession;
and to demonstrate the basic logic of a balance of power.
Like Demosthenese, he worked feverishly to warn the nation of
the true enemy--France, and her preponderant strength, hoping
thereby, to spur the nation on to active resistance aga1nst
the colossus.
Because he believed deeply in the danger of a beligerent France, he was appalled by the flippant mannar 1n which
"street-scriblers" min1mized French power.

In order to

change this, he demanded of himself and his audience, the
courage to face the naked realities of foreign affaira.

He

prided himself on what he considered, was the Review's unfl~nching

willingness to admire success and victory, but to

admit error and defeat.

When British forces met disaster at

Almanza, Defoe wrote to exp&ain:
What do I think? Why I think Sir as, everybody
must think--I think we were beaten--ent1rely defeated, routed, overthrown, or whatever a Jacobite, a Frenchman, or what you please can desire.l
The struggle for political and religions §urvival was so serious, that he warned his readers against false news and undue
optimism:
Tis etrange that we cannot bear to haar the
Truth, if the fact 1tself does not plesse us;
That we should be willing rather to f~el than
haar of the Greatnesa of our Enemies.
1 Review, July 10, 1707, Vol. IV,Book X, 253.
2

~, March 11, 1704, Vol. I, Book I, 25.
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Instead he suggested:
Tis
the
for
wer
for

an allowed Maxim in War, Never to Contemn
meanest adversary; and it must pass with me
a Maxim in Politics, Not to Condemn the Pothat is so far from mean, that 'tis match
half the World.l

Defoe's candid

app~aisal

caused soma annoyance to

lesa intelligent readers, who claimed that any man acknowledging French power must be in French pay. 2 He was forced
to explain his position repeatedly, urging that to analyse the
situation honestly was not to weaken the English position but
to strengthen it:
I have always been of the Opinion That
our slighting, or not rightly understanding the
Greatness, the Power, the Policy, the Conduct,
and Managment of our Enemies, has been one of
the most Fatal Errera of our Age.
I think no man in so much danger as he
that is to fight an Enemy, and knows not his
Strength.3
In addition to dishonest publications, he attacked
another social phenomenon--rumour,4 which promiaed to revive
the madness of the Popish Plot.

Almost avery day brought

soma new threat: the French were to invade the island, the
Dutch had quit the Contederacy, the Dutch were signing a separate peace.

Humour had begun to shake the morale of the

lReview, March 11, 1704, Vol. I, Book I, 26.
2 Ibid,
July 4, 1704, Vol. I, Book II, 154.
3Ibid, July 4, 1704, Vol. I, Book II, 154.
4rbid, July 3, 1705, Vol. II, Book.IV, 206.
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nation; but, worse, it could jeopardize the alliance.
The credulity of the masses caused him to write with
exasperation:

0 We

are a nation willing to be deluded, willing

to be 1mposed upon, and nothing is so absurd but we are
pleased with it rather than not have soma news."l

As for

the rumour-monger, Defoe was of the opinion, that such a "man
ought to be punished as a cr1minal.u2
But, ultimately, Defoe tr1ed to instil optimism and
hope by steady encouragement in the feasibility of his suggested program.

This program, however, could only be understood

and utilized in an atmosphere where calm reason prevailed.
As long as the war dragged on, he cautioned the public:
Expect this war to go on, as it has always
dona, by inches, little and little, and if
you will have patience and go on hand in hand
with Providence, it may at last issue wall,
but if you will have avery design prosper your
own way, if you will fancy names and terrors
will carry towns and that the former Victorias
will hatch thg future, you must expect to be
disappointed.
It would be no exaggeration to say that Defoe's views
on foreign policy were all-embracing.

Indàed his mind was

open to all the forces acting and reacting on the international
scene.

He did not approach the problem from any one specifie
1 Review, December 18, 1707, Vol. IV, Book XI, 532.

~, July 3, 1705, Vol. I, Book II, 207.

2

3Ibid, September 23, 1707, Vol. IV, Book X, 383.
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prejudice, but rather considered Europe, and more particularly England, from a variety of positions.
he propose a concrets solution.

Only then did

The most enviable quality

in his writing, is the thread of unity which brings together
the various components that make up a sound foreign policy-military strategy, economie interest and foreign corrrmitments.
These factors were inextricably interwoven to form a comprehensive argument, capable of explaining and giving direction
to the English citizen.
It has been shown that Defoe 1 s efforts to support
William 1 s succession and, later, a standing army, earned him
the reputation of being an opportunist hack, his writing on
foreign policy earned him a similar reward from the iso1ationist elements in English society.1

However, it would, of

course, be mistaken, and indeed, be an injustice to Defoe to
minimize his services to William in the latter 1 s attempt to
shape public opinion in the fleld of foreign policy.
fruitful approach would be to

ql,l~stion::

A more

How genuine and con-

sisent were Defoe's views on foreign policy; and to what extent
was Defoe, as a journalist, capable of influencing the government and the nation?
Foreign Policy And Legitimacy
The aecularization of politics was launched by the
lRemarka Upon a Lata Pamphlet, 1700. See alao C.E.
Burch, "Attacka on Defoe in Union Pamphlets", Review of English Studies, (1930), 318-319, Vol. VI.
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appearance of Mach1avell1's The Prince.

But it was to be a

long while before treaties between foreign nations were completely divested of the sanctity and the trappings of which
God appeared as a witness.

In Defoe, we Dind)occasionally,

the mildest hint of the sacredness of a signed treaty, but
this is the exception.

Louis XIV, in 1659 agreed to his

wife's renunciation of the Spanish inheritanoe, and the separation of the two crowns.
wrotet

Defoe referring to this treaty,

"It is effectually binding to the King himself, if

there be any auch thing as a binding force in the obligation
of the most solemn and saored oaths in the world.nl

But,

even here, it is posed more as a question than as a convincing
principle.

It is very much the other story of secularized

politics with Defoe.

In regard to this same Treaty of the

Pyrenees, Defoe could criticize its originator, Don Lewis da
Haro, for foolishly believing that

"A Treaty of Renunciation

would ever be esteemed of force enough to limit the ambition
of future t1mes.•2
satisfied Defoe.

The orthodox view of legitimacy no longer

And because he was very mucn alive to the

transformation of values in that early period of the modern
world, he could write:
• • • titles to crowns are generally disputed by
lThe Interest of the Several Princes and States of
Europe Consider*d, (1698), 6.
2Ib1d, 7.
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the wword, not by deeds and instruments; and
that the Succession to the Crown of Spain, if
ever it fell by the demise of the incumbenta to
the heira of that marriage, would receive very
little obstruction from so weak a defence as the
paper of a renunciat1on; tor we find contracta
and wr1tinga of that nature, have very little
affect againat a title to a crown backt with an
army of 50,000 men. The Spanish min1sters
acted the part of men of honour indeed, but not
at all of politiciana.l
At the outset, he had established that power is the
toundation of politica, and he would have little recourse to
the orthodox view of legitimacy.
More aatonishing, conaidering hia puritan upbringing,
is the conscious division he made between morality and politics.

In the last quoted sentence, they •acted the part of

men of honour, indeed but not at all of polit1cians•, the dichotomy 1s complete.

If legitimacy could not serve as a ba-

sis tor politics, Defoe would build on a more tangible foundLrhe Interest of the Several Princes and States of
EuroÏe Consider'd, 7. In another pamphlet, Defoe wrote: "It
the !gbt of Sedgemore had favoured him (Monmouth) with power
to have backt that affirmative with the longest; for victory,
which gives crowns, takes off attainders, and makes anybody
legitimate." The Succession to the Crown of England Consider 1 d,
(1701), 10. Writing in a s1m1lar vein of the ny.mph Victory,
Defoe expla1ned:
A partial Nymphl that scorns to smile where
1fue unres1sted baits of power are:
Thy mercenary faveurs do'st d1v1de,
Not to the beat but strongest Side.
Invading numbers are thy Bait,
Too ott, on potent Treason thou canst wait,
Bestow't thy favours without sence of Right,
And barely stoop 1 st to tawn on Men of Might
A Hymn to Victorz
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ation.l
Foreign Policy And Military Strategy
Defoe's works are punctuated with reference to military strategy and military history.

Throughout his pamphlet

literature and his newspaper, the Review, he criticized and
praised, alternately, the blunders and successes of the military personages of the time.

On occasion, he allowed himself

the luxury of prophetie opinion and, needless to say, blundered painfully.

But his accurate knowledge of geography,

and his wide reading

1n

the internal history of individual

European countries, gave hlm a sufficient foundation to discuse profitably the problem of military strategy, as a department of foreign policy.
His task was twofold; he had first to overcome what
is sometimes referred to as, the "blue water school", before
he could convince his audience of his own ideas.

The "blue

water school" was made up chiefly of the High Tory group.
Its representatives were Rochester and, to a lasser extent,
1As for those princes who attempted to camouflage a
political stratagem under the guise of religion he had little
sympathy. He wrote: "• •• the Hungarians tho' their leaders
are papists, cry out the Protestant Religion, to heighten the
Claims of their declaration against their Prince; the Bavarian
joyns with the French to secure Religion; the Duke of Savoy
breaks off with the French to secure Religion; the Cardinal
Primate brings 1n the Protestants to secure the Popish Religion,
and we all joyn with the Roman Catholic Emperor to secure the
Protestant Religion; the Lutherans joyn with the Calviniste,
the Calviniste with the Lutherans, and both with the Papists,
and all to Establish'd Retigeon. Review, July 29, 1704,
Vol. I, Book IJ; 182.

Nottingham.

In later years,

Swi~t

rationalized these views

for the Tory party, in his Conduct of the Allies.

As the

name of the school implies, it was basically antagonistic to
continental alliances.

It was thought that, by winning supre-

macy upon the ocean, England could beat defend herself.

For-

eign entanglementa would only prove costly and misleading.
Rochester fully expreased this when he advised English politiciana, "To study (and) to maintain the sovereignyY of our
seas, so natural, so anciently, and so justly the true defence
of this kingdom."

Secondly, he warned that it would be dan-

garous to confuse the English problem of defence with that

o~

a European land power:
Well may other princes and states, whose situation requires it for their own security, find
it their interest, for the preservation of their
credit and reputation amongst their neighbours,
to keep constantly in pay great numbers of land
forces; in which they are still vieing one with
the othar, and boasting who can raise his thousands, and who his ten thousands; but they will
be found but young statesmen for our government,
who can think it advisable tbat the strength of
this island should be measured by proportions so
unsuitable to its true glory and greatness.l
Safe with a large fleet, England could now take the offensive,
by attacking the Spanish West Indies; and if possible capture
the Spanish treasure fleets.

Even Bolingbroke suggested, in

later years, that the losa of this bullion would have hastened
lE. Clarendon, The History of the Rebellion and Civil
Wars in England. The quotations are to be found in the introduction written by Rochester.

Louis' exhaustion.!

But, it is also true that Bolingbroke

was not entirely opposed to a minimum of assistance to the
continental allies.

~

In all, it can be said that the deep

~

water school was essentially isolationist, desiring to see
the anti-Bourbon coalition defeat Louis XIV, without English
military assistance.
It was not that Defoe was opposed to naval engagement,
as urged by the "blue water school"; rather it was the narrow
and limited acale of warfare that he disagreed with.2

Con-

vinced, as he was, of the threatening might of France, he
could not feal secure unless the entire military potential of
the nation was harnessed to the Grand Alliance:
I wall know, sorne there are, who, as they
desire we should fall by our selves, suggest that
we may stand so; that our Navy men guard our
coasts against invasions; or our militia, and
other forces at home, may be enough to preserve
us if anemies iand.
These men cannot but own, that 1t is
much better for England to be at charges 1n
keeping the enemy at a distance than to be the
seat of war: Anà that if amy one of those
allies, which they undervalue, joyn'd with
France, it were auch an accession to its power,
as the French party here would be very glad or. • •
But it is evident, that if the French
should swallow Flanders (which they had certainly
dona before now, if it had not been for the confederacy) Holland, which has lately set us so good
lBolingbroke's views on the military and naval strategy
of the Wars of the Spanish Succession are elaborated in the
eighth of his "Lattera on the Study and Use of History", The
Works of Lord Viscount Bolingbro!e, (1809), Vol. IV.
--2rn the early years of the conflict, Defoe showed his

an example since the Battle of Landen, must
necessarly truckle, and their navy be at the
command of France: And how could we expect a
fleet able to secure us aginst both; when
hitherto, wa and Rolland in conjunction, have
dona so little against the naval force of France?l
Because he placed his entire confidence in a forward policy
of attack, the army would have to occupy the centre of attention.

This reasoning was based on the developments in Europe.

When Louis accepted the will, he won Spain as a close ally;
when he seized the Spanish Netherlancts,he threatened Rolland
and promised to overturn the balance of power in Europe.

For

Defoe, this was a continental problem, first and foremost.
But he was not blind to its inevitable growth and its future
threat.

For nina years, Louis had demonstrated French power

in a virtually isolated position--what would France threaten
with Spain as an ally and Europe at his feet?

It was bare1y

within the power of England and Rolland combined, to check
anger for the m1shand1ing of the fleet, in a vitro1ic poem-The Spanish Descent (1702). It is clear that he considered
nava! engagement as an imiortant aspect of war. In 1708, he
went so far as to write: Would you have Victory, then you
have nothing to do but go fetch home the Galeons, and you
fetch Victory; gat but the1r Silver, you defaat all their projacta, and prevent all thair Conquests; in short, if you gat
but the Span1sh Plate Fleet, you recovar Spain in two years,
France cannat support her, nor can Spain defend hersJlf; the
Monay 1s the Victory, and without it you do noth1ng."Review,
June 6, 1708, Vol. V, Book XII, 170. See also Review, Jan. 18,
1711, Vol. VII, Book XVIII, 511.

~he Eng11shman 1 s Cho1ce and True Interest,(l694~ S~i
larily, "but tis always the intarast of Englana to kaep danger
at a distance, and it has been the practice of Englana to do
it by Leagues and Confederacias, as the only proper method.
The Two Great Questions Further Considar•d, (1700), 371.
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French sea power, during the War of the League of Augsburg.
How could the High Tory naval stragegists be so blind to the
increased naval powers of France, in a fundamentally transformed
Europe?

Defoe wrote: "Spain • • • as now considered in the hands

of the Spaniards, has but an inconsiderable naval power; but
Spain in the hands of the French must be otherwise considered."l
There was the danger--not France and a degenerate Spain; but
France and a revived Spain:
The present growing greatness of the French
genius infus'd by vigorous councils into the
Spaniards, may once again make them, as they
formerly were, the most powerful nation in the
world, both at land and Sea; if then the French
and Spaniard united, should make themselves in
proportion too strong at Sea for the English and
Dutch, they may bid very fair for a universal
empire over this part of the world.2
It is clear, therefore, that Defoe was not oblivious to the
naval aspect of warfare, but in this particular situation,
considered it more as a secondary problem, in point of time.
In his mind, the immediate task called for an instant attack
on France to prevent her from conquering Europe, and reviving
the Franco-Spanish navy.
Defoe's views on a standing army have been outlined
in a previous

chaptBE~.

He had persistently fought to con-

vince the nation of the absolute need of auch a permanent
force.

But, in essence, his view was not defensive.

He did

lThe Interest of Several Princes and States of Europe
Consider'd, 27.
2~, 22.
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not suggest an army as the sole solution of England's international problems.

Nor did he visualize the army as a pro-

tective curtain, shielding English soil.

Rather, the army was

to be immediately utilized, before the grievous harm dona by
France to the existing equilibrium in Europe was disturbed
beyond repatÊ.

To rely upon England's moat was a form of

national suicide.

His plan, he claimed, was deduced from a

"Constant maxim of the present state of war; and this is to
carry the war into your anemies country, and always keep 1t
out of your own."l

How this squared with his puritan conscience,

is well worth wondering.

But, still more important, this idea

carried within it the antithesis of High Tory isolationism.
In order to keep war out of England, he conceived of the Low
Countries, as a vast buffer belt containing France.

The sup-

port of this protective belt implied, of course, England's
continental responsibilities:
Our business in case of a rupture, is to aid our
Confederate princes, that they may be able to
staad between us and danger: our business is to
preserve Flanders, to garrison the frontier towns,
and be in the field in conjunction with the Confederate armies: Thi~ is the way to prevent invasions and descente.
Defoe bad attempted to discredit the

0 blue

water

school" because he believed their views were prejudicial to
lAn Argwnent Showing that a Standing Army is not InC~nsâstent with a Free Government, 5.
2 Ib1d, 6.

lM

England 1 s defence.

In turn, he substituted a role of foreign

alliance and active military assistance to check France before she achieved European hegemony.

But, the entire mili-

tary and naval strategy of the nation was dependent upon one
essential fact.

Defoe constantly emphasized the danger of in-

ternal political strife at home.

It would have to be overcome

before positive action would win success:
Rail Goddessl Welcome to thy old abodel
Be thou the Guardian of the Nation's Good.
Let Civil-Strife and Party-Fire
Under thy weighty hand expire:
Under thy banner let us always fight,
Conquer abroad, at home unite.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Rail Victory, the welcome blow!
How great, how mighty, is the overthrowl
So shall he conquer that for England fights:
So shall the people conquer that unites.l
Foreisn Policy And Economies
Generations of school children have been taught that
when Louis XIV accepted the Spanish crown for Philip, and
then recognized James II's son as King of England, he precipitated the confl1ct, sometimes known as

~ueen

Anne's War.

As

to the first assertion, it 1s well known that the English population did not look with a favourable eye upon the Partition
Treaty and would have preferred to see Philip as King.

The

Dutch went so far as immediately to recognize Philip as auch.
To the second assertion, modern scholarship has definitely
said no.

lA Hyun to Victory.
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No lesa an authority than G.M. Trevelyan has writtenr
The proclamation of the Pretender was not indeed the reason why England joined in the War of
the Spanish Succession. Her participation had
become certain a week earlier when Marlborough
had set his name on her behalf to the Treaty of
Grand Alliance. Though the Tory Ministry and
Parliament were ignorant for some time of the
precise terms of the Treaty, they had given
their previous sanction to the formation of an
Alliance to obtain security and compensation
from Louis and Philip. They would in any case,
have gone to war in support of the Treaty.l
Trevelyan prefera to build his explanation, not on the acceptance of the Will, but by the interpretation Louis gave it:
·~·.seizing the Dutch Barrier, by showing that
he regarded the Spanish Netherlands as French
territory, by excluding the English marchants
from American trade, and by treating the Spanish Empire as a prize for French commercial
exploitation and a field of manoeuvre for
French armies. By these measures he converted
the English Tories to the need of war, before
ever he crowned the edifice of pride and folly
by proclatming the ~retencter as King of England.2

In a more specifie and detailed mannar D. Ogg has statect:
• • • in the last two decades of the century Englanct was doing all in her power to encourage
tracte with the Spanish colonies, even at the expense of prejudicing English plantera • • • and it
was natural that this should arouse the jealousy
of the many European nations engaged in the
slave tracte. Of these the most formidable was
France. She wantect the Asiento for one of her
West Indian islands; she was prepared to contest
the steady English infiltration into the tracte
of the richest colonial empire in the world;
still more the effective acquisition of Spain
lG.M. Trevelyan, B1enheim, 152.
2 Ibid, 135; also 97.
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in 1700 by the will of Charles II gave her
full power to oust everyone elsa from that
trade. This was one of the main causes of the
War of the Spanish Succession.
Theoretically, the Spanish possessions were to trade
exclusively with the mother country.

For decades, Madrid

had tried to force this mercantilist view on her colonies.
Eventually, the policy had broken down.

Spain could not

supply the neceasary needs of her own colonies and was reluctantly driven to allow foreign nations to ply their trade
in these hitherto restricted areas.2

The diainbegrating in-

dustrial scene in Spain was to prove England's great advantage in the Carribean.
Two years before Louis accepted the Will of Charles
II, Defoe ahowed his anxiety over the Spanish American trade.3
He explained, to his countrymen, the position of the Spanish
colonies in the economies of England and Rolland.

In the

first place, the colonies were the chief consumera of the manufactured goods of both countries.

Whereas this was a profit-

able venture 1n itself, it gave employment to a large part of
the Englieh working class.

Any interference in this tracte

would cause unemployment in England.

And, then, in true mer-

cantilist spirit, Defoe pointed out that the manufactured wares
of England were purchased by the colonist 1n good hard bullion,
1n. Ogg, England in the Reign of James and William, 17.
2

G. Scelle, The Slave Trade in the Spanish Colonies of
America: The Asiento, iiAilîerican Journal o? International Law", (lqlo)

Voï. IV,

'-12.-~''

3rhe Interests of Several Princes and States of EuroRe,
24-25.

)
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which

0 makes

of a nation."

always an account of profit to the publick stock
From another point of view, the Spanish trade,

whether in the New World or 1n the Mediterranean, gave "an
increase of navigation, and encouragement to seamen, the Spaniards not only trading with us all 1n our own vessels, but
employing our ships in their own affaira from port to port •• • n1
Commercially profitable, this same Spanish trade was an 1ncentive to English shipbuilding, at a moment when England was
fighting for mastery of the seas.
The economie necessities of the English nation could
not allow the Spanish empire to be lightly dealt with.

In

much the same mannar that Defoe dreaded the probable resulta
of a vigorous French influence in Spanish naval matters, he
pointed out what was to be expected if France were to take
an active part in Spanish economie matters:
I'll give but one instance, Spain is a very hot
country, yet auch is the constancy of the Spaniard to the old ridiculous custom, that they
wear their cloaks of course black English baya,
should the French King, when he is mater of
Spain, forbid the Spaniards the wearing of baya,
and introduce some ant1ck French druget, or
other thin stuff, auch as they made in Normandy,
it would at once destroy our trade of bays,
which is the noblest manufacture in many respects that we have in England, and send 40
thousand people, who depend on that~ade, to
beg their bread, or seek other work, which
other must of consequence lassen the employment
of other poor familias which it maintained before.2
1 The Interest of Several Princes and States, 23.
2The Two Great questions Consider 1 d.

19~

This was but one case.

Defoe could promise tbat once the

French established themselves in Spain they would very probably, "admit their own marchants to import their manufactures custom-free, while we shall pay 23 per cent, 'Tis easy
to see that our trade thither must dye."l
The greatest blow, however, would fall on colonial
trade.

8 What

will the Virginia colony be worth

wk~nthe

French

come to be strong in the Lakes of _____ , and have a free commarce from Quebec to Mexico behind ye? 8 2

Emphatically, he

traced the downfall of avery colonial enterprise, should the
French assume control of Spanish trade; for example:
We take our fish on the banks of Newfoundland,
and on the coast of New England and the French
do the like; but the market is general and
equal to bath nations, if their be any advantage tis on the aide of the English; but if
Spain, which is the place where all this fish
is disposed of, falls into the hands of the
French, tis but prohibiting fish, excepting
in their own Bottoms, and all our Newfoundland
colonies must sink and be destroyed and threg
hundred sail of ships be at once unemployed.
And then focusing on the Southern colonies, he continued:
Our interewts in the West-Indian colonies of
America, come next into consideration. Tis
absolutely necessary for the aecurity of our
plantations, whose extent is exceedingly great,
that no union be made between the French and
Spanish Dominions; otherwise the Whole trade
from these parts of the world, to bath East
and West Indies, may lie at the mercy of the

~he Interest of Several Princes and States, 25.
2
The Two Great guestion~ Consider'd, 25.
~he Interest of Several Princes and States, 28.
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French; for England and Holland being nations
subsisting and depending wholly upon trade and
foreign negoce, any union in the world, which
should be too strong for them at aea, may in
the end reduce them both thoae nations to what
terme and what subjection they please.l
At this point, it is possible to stop and consider
Defoe 1 s ideas.

Are they so different from any grasping mer-

chant's of the eighteenth century?

In essence, they represent

nothing but the selfish egoism so essential to the trading
classes of modern Europe.

The views presented are aggresaive

in their candid acquisitivenesa; but Defoe added another note
which proclaimed the tranaformed character of the nature of
the atate in regards to war and foreign policyt
If the French gat the Spanish crown, we are
beaten out of the field as to trade, and are
besieged in our own island, and never let us
flatter ouraelves with our aafety cons1st1ng so
much in our fleet; for this I presume to lay
down as a fundamental axiom, at least as the
wars go of lata, t1s not the lonsest sword but
the lonsest purse that conquers. If the French
gat Spain, they gat the greatest trade in the
world in their hands; they that have the most
trade will have the most monay and they that
have the most monay, will have the most ships,
the beat fleet, and the beat armies; and if
once the French master us at sea, where are
we then?2
Once and for all, the feudal concept of war is laid
to rest.

The personal element of the chivalrous warrior3has
1

The Interests of Several Princes, 23.

2 The Two Great Questions Consider'd, 26. (My emphasis)
3For Defoe 1 s view of the role of the individual in history the following will &uffice: 0 I tell you, your discouragements proceed from these senceless dependencies; for those that
build upon the Foundation of Personal confidences, are always
the readiest to despair--Because as they did not look into
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lost its meaning, and foreign policy is not to be formulated
onthe basis of the whims of a personal ruler.

War has become

an activity that is to be computed in pounds and shillings,
and foreign policy has been removed from the austere ambassador's chamber, to the monay marta of the world.

To achieve

victory in arma one would have to understand the nature of
vic tory:
Now thou'rt become the Whore of War,
Strowling with Bully Mars and coward fear,
Thou tak'st the vile degenerate part,
A prostitute to stratagem and art;
Submittst to treason, avarice and blood,
And art no more for justice understood.
By modern Methods art procur'd,
The longest purse, subjues the longest sword,
Trick, sham, contrivance, and surprise,
In these thy new acquirements lies;
the Reasons and nature of circumstances, when they build their
rhodomontad1ng, blustring hopes, so neither do they consult
the reaaons and causes of thinga in the disappointments; and
this makes them rise and fall all 1n extremes, and by wholesale; 'tis ~ue, not as to Providence only, but as to the rational conduct of Mankind, and the management of all the great
things in the wor~d.n
A more specifie example of Defoe's view of the haro
is his comment on Eugene at Toulon. "Toulon not be takenl
Tia 1mposs1blel Cry 1 d the mighty Men of Pol1t1cka, and what
was the reason assigned?--Why, ~rince Eugene is there, the
Great Prince Eugene, the Invincible Prince Eugene--He must
take it, •tis impossible to miscarry--And now what has become of Prince Eugene? It is true, he is a great man, and I
have a high value for h~. He is a Great--A Great what, a
Great Man; raad it aga1n, Gentlemen--A Great Man! He is but
a Man however Great-- • • • and now you are made to see, •tis
not a Man, 'tis not the reputation of a Name, 'tis not the
Wisdom or Policy of one man could carry auch an attempt as
this; and thus your Pride and puff't up Timerity have run you
upon Dissappointments. Review, September 23, 1707, Vol. Iv,
Book X, 382-383.
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Number not Valour now prevails,
Art wins, and courage oftner fails:
He conquers soonest that's the most afraid
The camp 1 s a market, and the wars a Trade.l
M111tary atrategy and commerce are, at laat, welded together
to form, what Defoe considered, a correct foreign policy.
D. Ogg, in discusaing the two political views as held by
France and England, respectively, writes:
• • • it is at this point that one can clearly
distinguish two contrasted conceptions of power; the one dynastie and territorial, thinking in terms of areas and populations; the
other maritime and commercial, baaed on the
newer conceptions of ma2kets, trade routes,
and zones of influence.
Ogg's view is given additional support in Defoe'a writings.
Foreisn Policy And The Ultimate Aim
Modern idealiatic internationaliam, embodied in the
schemas of Sully 1 s Grand Dessin, and later in the Abbe SaintPierre1a Projet de Paix Perpetuelle, found their beginnings
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.3

But auch 1deas

are virtually non-existent in Defoe's writinga.

The

~rn

ligious puritan was, paradoxically, overtly practical.

re-

He

waa far too occupied to busy himaelf with projecta of perpetual peace, when the history of Europe seemed one protracted war.
During the Nina Yeara War, Europe waa divided into
two camps. At the turn of the century, a new alliance system
lA Hymn to Victorz.

Zo.

Ogg, England Under James II and William III, 448.

~.H. Carr, The Twenty Years Criais, 85.
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had sprung up and Defoe asked, "What is the reason for this
Confederacy agalnst France?"l

He supplied the following ans-

wer:
• • • the great reason, which as I conceive,
gave birth to the first project of this League,
settlng aslde private reasona of state and the
maintaining the balance of power ln Europe.
This has been the foundation of all the
wars in our age aginst the French, and in the
last ages against the Spapiard and the Emperor.
A just ballance of power is the life of
peace.2
But, it is clear that this important term, "The balance of power", which played a very great part in his concept of foreign policy, was an expression based upon concrete realities.

It was never employed by Defoe ln an ab-

stract mannar, as the following will indicate:
To let the French possess the Spanish dominions
would overthrow the balance purchased in this
war with so much blood and treasure, and render
fruitlesa the Treaty of Reswick. 'T would especially ha' been fatal to the English and the
Dutch, by the increase of wealth from the maas
of monay returning yearly from the Empire of
Mexico and Peru which the French would be batter husbands of than the Spaniards; by there increaae of shipplng which would make them too
strong for all the world at sea and by their
ruining the Spanish trade which is the greatest
and most profitable ln Europe; 'twould tmmediately unhinge all the settlement of our marchants
and factories and turn the whole channel of trade.3

~wo Great Questions Conaider'd, 15.
2 Ibidz 15.
3 Ibid, 18.
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Based, as this concept is, on commerce and military
strategy, it too becomes totally secularized.

By his own

definition of the balance of power, we learn:
• • • that it is found by experience that the
only way to preserve the peace of Europe is to
form the several powers, and princes, into parties and interests, that either conjunctively,
or separately no one party or power may be able
to suppress another; and so by addition of the
power supprest ro his own, grow too strong for
his neighbours.
Divorced from any spiritual or ethical basie, he can conclude
"if a war be necessary it is just.n2

To say the least, these

ideas played havoc with the orthodox views of legitimacy.

He

introduced this concept of the balance of power to explain
the origion of the War of the Spanish Succession and, moreover,
to discredit the idea that the war was inevitable because
Louis chose to recognize the

~retender.

On the contrary:

To me it is a thing • • • not worth our notice
and had better have been passed over a trifle,
than fastened on as the principle ground of a
war, when there are auch material points always
required to make a war just, and when there are
auch other just reasons for taking up arma now
before us.3
The balance of power theory, as wielded by Defoe,
was a purely functional tool in manipulating foreign policy.
In a way, it served as a term encompasaing military strategy
and commercial development.

But it must be admitted that it

was a pessimistic term when compared to the utopian dreams of
1Reasons Against a War with France, (1701), 13.

2~, 9.
3 Ib1d, 11.
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Sully and the Abbe St.-Pierre.

Because it was concerned al-

most solely with the solution of an immediate problem and only remotely, if at all, with the future, it lacked the unbounded optimism which was to be found in the writings of the two French
theoreticians.l
Defoe's great injunctiona to his contemporariea, both
in England and in Europe, are summed up in the following:
From the whole I take the freedom to draw this
conclusion, that auch a union of two such powerful monarchies as France and Spain, would be
very pernicious to the trade of England and
Rolland in general, and absolutely destructive
to soma branches of it in particular; it would
be hazardous to the peace and liberty of the
Dutch, and absolutely inconsistant with the
Ballance of Power in Europe; it would be to the
Princes of Italy, the Cantons of Switzer~nd,
and the Kingdom of Portugal; ttwould be very
troublesame and uneasy to the Empire, and would
very much endanger the liberty of Christendom.
And so, then it must be the interest of
all the princes of Europe to join their forces
wit§ the utmost vigour, and endeavour to prevent
it.
These ideas of Defoe are important, not only for his
1That Defoe was conscious of this can be clearly sean
in the following quotation. After explaining the significance
of the Partition Treaty, for maintaining the balance of power
and keeping open the arteries of trade, he wrote: "This is the
short History of this League, which really has more Policy than
Right in it, for strictly considered, the Right of Succession
can devolve but upon one Persan, let that one be who it will,
is not the present buisness. But publick good, the peace of
Kingdoms, the general quiet of Europe prevails to set aside
the point of nice Justice, and determine in favour of the publick Tranquility." The Two Great ~uestions Consider'd, 14.
Several years later Defoe again wrote of a "League of Nations":
"I doubt the World is not in a Temper suitable to so much Good,
nor are our Eyes open to so great Advantages, as would attend
auch a Concert of Interests • • • " Review, April 21, 1709,
Vol. VI, Book XIV, 29.
~he Interests of Several Princes and States of Europe

Consider'd, 29.
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career under William, but also

a just understanding of

~or

the position he took when the negotiations for the Peace
Treaty of Utrecht were under way.
In 1701, a noticeable change had taken place in Englieh political thinking.

The ominous movements of Louis XIV

had begun to create doubt and fear in England.

But it was in

the areas closest to France that the alarm was most articulata.

In Kent, talk was that the "farmers had sown their

corn, but the French would reap it.nl

It was in this atmos-

phare, that the general quarter session, made up of gentlemen,
justices of the peace, grand jury, and other freeholders, "a
responsible and weighty body~2 met at Maidston, Kent, on April
29, 1701.
The assembly was overwhelmingly in favour
ing Parliament, in order to

~oree

o~

petition-

its attention to a danger

which the Commons seemed oblivious.

Five Kentish citizens:

William Colepeper, Thomas Colepeper, D. Polhill, Justinian
Champneys and William Hamilton 3 , were instructed to present
Parliament with the petition imploring:
That this House will
the People; that our
e~fectually provided
o~ this house may be

have regard to the voice of
Religion and sa~ety may be
for; that the loyal addresses
turned into bills o~ supply;

lsutherland, Defoe, 170.
2 G.N. Clarke, The Later Stuarts, (Oxford, 1949), 187.
3 H. of C.J., Vol. XIII, 517.
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and that his Majesty may be enabled powerfully
to assist his allies, before it is too lata.
The immediate reaction of the House was a thunderous:
Resolved, That the said Petition is scandalous,
insolent and seditious; tending to destroy the
Constitution of Parliaments, and to s~bvert the
established Government of this realm.
The petitioners were then ordered to be taken into the custody
of the sergeant at arma.3
But, the international acene had become ao precarious,
that the nation waa unwill1ng to look upon the imprisonment
of the petitioners with indifference.
Quick to realize the importance of the political capital afforded by the case of the Five Kentish Petitioners, the
Whig iarty set its propaganda machine in high gear.

By play-

1ng on the sensational imprisonment of the modest Petitionera,
the Whigs hoped to focus the public 1 s attention on foreign policy, and thus weaken the Tory Government.4
On May 14, Defoe accompanied by a well armed company
of gentlemen of quality, marched into the Commons and presented
the Speaker of the House (ironically, Harlay) with the ramous
Memorial signed "Legion-for we are many".5
lH. of

c.J.,

Vol. XIII, 518.

2~, 518.
3 Ibid, Vol. XIII, 518.
~eopold von Ranke, A History of England, Vol. V, 260261; w.s. Churchill, Marlborough, Vol. I, 531; W. Freeman, The
Incredible Defoe, 138; K. Feiling, History of the Tory Party,
(1160:1714), 350-351.

5sutherland, Defoe, 71-74.
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The brevity of the Memorial accentuated its frankness,
the sharp rebuking tone could not be easily misunderstood.
The Memorial condemned the House for imprisoning the Kentish
petitioners; then it went on to attack the House for its mistaken attitude in foreign policy; criticizing it for abandoning the Dutch and for failing to provide the King with
sufficient supplies; and ending with the hope that the French
King would be forced out of Flanders, and war declared on France.
The paper also contained a defence of a citizen's political
rights; but, fundamentally, it was a direct attack on a foreign
policy, which the Memorial, as the voice of the peopme,of England considered inconrect.
That Defoe was not arresteè, may indicate the Common's
shaken confidence.

Jack Howe ., claimed that he went in fear

for his life.

Many extrema High Fliers left their posta in
the Gommons to return to the country. 1 The sole retaliation

was the appointment of a committee, to lay before the King
an account of the "evil-disposed parsons who raise tumult and
sedition."

Several days later, the five victims were released.

To cap the little drama, a public banquet was given them at
Mercer's Hall.

Defoe proudly attended as an honoured guest,

where he was seen by a rival Tory journalist who wrote:
Jove when he appears in an Assembly of the Goda,
lDottin, Daniel De Foe, 88.

cannat have more hamage paid to him • • • Next the
Worthies was placed their Secretary of State the
author of the Legion Latter; and one might have
read the downfall of parliaments in his very
countenance.l
The intimate relationship between William III and Defoe has long been known.

But the etrange events of the Kent-

ish Petition and the Legion's Memorial suggests an even closer
understanding between the King and the journalist.

Unfortun-

ately, the evidence is of an inferential nature, and must remain ao until further documentation is supplied.
Professor J.R. Moore has attempted to explain why Defoe was given so heavy a sentence when he was arrested after
publishing The Shortest Way with the Dissenters.

Erofessor

Moore's essay, Defoe in the Pillory, is rich in evidence showing how Defoe's contemporaries looked upon him as a rebel,
and as an obnoxious troublemaker.

The thesis of the essay

explains that the heavy sentence imposed on Defoe was motivated by his judgeét disires to revenge themselves on the
scurrilous pamphleteer who had mocked and lampooned them, so
long in prose and verse.

In general, the article is of major

importance in illuminating the radical element in Defoe's personality.

But perhaps Professor Moore has attempted to explain

too much on the basis of Defoe's biting satire and Leveller
ideas.
1Dottin, Daniel DeFoe, 88-89.
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It has been pointed out how isolated William was in
regard to the House of Gommons and to foreign policy,l and,
particularly, as Professer M.A. Thomson has suggested, how
William attempted to overcome this difficulty by •extra-parliamentary means.•

An article by T.F. Newton attempts to prove that

the heavy sentence given to Defoe was also due to his part in
the Legion's Memorial affair and the resulting dissolution of
parliament.

Newton explains how irritated the Tories were

when Parliament was dismissed, and that Harlay was reported to
have slid •he would make the heads of those fly, who advised
the dissolution." 2 ;: and he finds, in an unpublished latter of
Nottingham 1 s in which the latter wrote:
I asked him (Defoe) when his advice about diasolving the Parliament was given, and he could not at
first recollect but concluded that he verily believed •twaa before the King went into Holland.
This is sufficient evidence to suggest that the Tory leaders
were still suspicions of Defoe's former influence with William
and were determined to uncover the hidden strategy of Legion's
Memorial and the dissolution of Parliament.3
In this sense, Defoe was William's most important
"extra-parliamentary means" with which to bring pressure on a
recalcitrant House of Gommons.
1 see above Page 174.
2
T.F. Newton, The Ro~al Road ~o The Piller~: New Light
on Defoe, (Unpublished artic e in the possession o Henry Hûtchins, Yale University).
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Foreign Policy In Practice
The immediately preceding pages have dealt with the
more theoretical formulations on foreign policy developed by Defoe, and hia relationahip with William.

The following will

examine DefoeJs views in relation to a definite political situati on.
It haa been sean that, for Defoe, the most important
aafeguard protecting Engliah liberty--and for that matter the
freedom of Europe--lay in the atrength and solidity of an
alliance capable of maintaining a balance of power on the continent; or in other words a check on the exorbitant power of
France.

Ironically, it was the actions of one Protestant na-

tion {Sweden); a Protestant minority {the Hungarians}; and a
member of the Confederacy {the Emperor) which threatened the
very alliance standing for the preservation of European liberty.
Defoe did not hesitate to expose and condemn what he considered
to be the folly of a state's foreign policy, whether that
atate waa a co-religionist or a member of the alliance •

•

There are three great Wara in Europe which at this
time harras it, with Fire and Blood • • • I mean the
Swedes and the Muscovites, that of the Emperor of
Germany and the Hungariana, and that of the French
and the Confederates.l
Clearly, nothing must interfere with the Allied cause in the
struggle with France but, in the North, the formidable Swedish
1Review, October 19, 1708, Vol. V, Book XIII, 350.
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fighting machine was neither fighting againat France as a Protestant nation should, nor as an independant nation state endeavouring to maintain the balance of power on the continent.
The peculiarity of northern European politics had led
Sweden, Denmark, Poland, the North German States,and Russia
into an armed struggle for control of the Baltic.

Defoe con-

sidered Swedish policy to be narrow and short sighted.

What-

ever gains the Swedes might make, those gains would be invalidated once the French succeeded in defeating the Confederate
Alliance.

He repeated to his oo-religionists:

It is true, that this is not a Religious War,
but it is as true, that the Safety of the Protestant Religion in Europe depends upon the
Suocess of this Confederacy, and therefore whoever he is that risques the Oonfederacy, risques
the Protestant Interest.l
Still more to the point, he explained to the English publio:
I will not say the Swedes are Confederate with
France in this, but I may say, he cannot serve
the French Interest more; for if he is embroil 1 d
with the Northern Princes, the Troops of those
Princes must necessarily be reoall'd out of the
Confederate Service to defend their Neighbours.2
In the long view, Sweden jeopardized her own security and the
Protestant faith by misunderstanding the nature of the struggle
and disrupting the alliance whioh oould mean the difference
between French hegemony of Europe or national seourity and
lReview, September 10, 1709, Vol. VI, Book XV, 276.
2 Ibid, September 5, 1706, Vol. III, Book VII, 422.

independance.
Detoe's continuoua criticism of Swedish foreign po1ioy
eventually provoked the Swedish Ambassador to call upon the
English authorities "to correct this miserable scribbler."l
Defoe 1 s apology soon appeared in print:

.~

• • • I'll state the Case feeely and plainly.
First, I make no Difficu1ty to say, if in my
Observation, I have uaed tao great a Plainness~
if I have said any thing unjuat, untrue, indecent or offensive in my Discourse of the
King of Sweden--I'll make any Reparation that
the said Envoy aha11 desire, by acknowledging
it in publick aaking Pardon for it, or the like-Becauae I really ment no affront.2
At the same time Defoe prophetically warned the Swedes

of the danger of keeping the flames fanned in the Baltic and
the East.

Finally in August, 1709, the news reached London

that Charles XII had met defeat at the handa of the Czar of
Muscovy.

For aeveral weeks journaliste in London spoke of

little other than the unexpected ahift of the balance of power
in the Baltic.

Defoe who was now in a position to shake his

finger at the Swedes who had not thought wise to heed his
arguments, expressed himself with the greatest moderation and
consistency of principle:
• • • I must observe by the way, it 1s no more
the interest of Europe to let Sweden be oppress'd
or overrun, or the Dominions of the Swedes in
lpayne, Mr. Review, 22.
2Review, October 21, 1707, Vol. IV, Book X, 430.
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Germany be ravish'd from them, that it was before to let the Swedes invade the Empire--if
then the Muscovites, or the Poles, would attempt
to push their victory beyong a just Peace--and I
must declare my self as much a Swede, as I am,
now a Saxon. Balance is the word; the Safety of
Europe depends on Peace, and all peace is founded
upon Equalitiea and Proportions.!
The Alliance was threatened by internal discord in yet
another area.

The Holy Roman Emperor, Leopold I, whose con-

tribution to the A lliance against France was considered to
be of extrema importance was distracted by the revolt of a
wall organized Protestant minority in Hungary, a province of
the Empire.

The activity of the Hungarian Protestants in

their struggle against the Catholic Hapsburgs caused much discussion in the Protestant eountries of Western Europe, particularly England.

Whig circlea,

ea~ecially,

Hungarian rebels with aympathy and praise.
rebels profess a similar religion?

greeted the

Did not theae

Were they not attacking

the citidel of Catholicism, which was still considered the
bastion of obacurantism and repression?

Small wonder that

the Whig journalists of London greeted the Hungarian Protestanta with auch alacrity.

And smaller wonder that they should

have been shocked by Defoe'a condamnation of the Hungarian rebels who, in hia mind, served only to weaken the Emperor when
avery fibre of the Empire would have to be atrained in order
to check France.
1Review, August 23, 1709, Vol. VI, Book XV, 241.
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Deroe's handling or the problem in the Review is interesting.

He was well aware of Whig opinion and as much as

he disagreed he did not want to antagonize his readers.

For

several issues he wrote or the German brutality practised on
the dissenting Protestants of Hungary.

He clearly indicated

his sympathy ror the rebels, and then the tenor or hia arguments changed.

He introduced the European background and ahowed

how the rebellion would eventually affect all Protestants of
Europe if the power of the Emperor was aurficiently weakened:
• • • which way soever the Emperor ralla, what
hands soever pull him dawn, 'tis French Power
succeeds him: Ir the Hungarians depose the Imperial Power, they Crown the French Empire the
same Moment. If then the Hungarians by Fighting support, assist and encrease the French
Grandeur; shall we assist them because they are
Protestants? God rorbid •
• • •but if the Protestants in Hungary
be Mad Men, ir they will make the Protestant Religion in Hungary clash with the Protestant Religion in all the rest of Europei we must prefer
the Major interest to the Minor.
He dould then ask:
Why does the King of France assiat the Hungariana?
--I affirm this to be a just answer, He does it
not in Love to the Protestant Religion, but to pull
1

Review, September 9, 1704, Vol. I, Book II, 229-230.
Voltaire had aiso explained how Louis XIV was prepared to benefit by the disturbance on the flank of the Empire: "Louis XIV
espéra avec beaucoup de vraisemblance que l'Allemagne, désolée
par les Turcs et n'ayant contre eux qu'un chef dont la fuite
;
augmentait la terreur commune, aerait obligee
de recourir 'a ... la
.....
protection de la France. Il avait une armee sur les frontieres
A
'
""
À
de l'Empire, prete
a la defendre
contre ces memes
Turcs que ses
""
/
""
precedentes negociations y avaient amenes: il pouvait ainsi devenir le protecteur de l'Empire, et faire son fils roi des Romains." Le Siecle de Louis XIV, (Bibliotheque de la Pleiade,
1957), 75 •
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down the Protestant Religion. • .He knows if he
conquers this Confederacy he overthrows at once
the Protestant Interest and Europes Liberty--And
he assista the Hungarians to weaken this Confederacy.l
Indignant as he waa with the Hungarian rebels, he was
swift to criticize the Emperor when Leopold began moves to
wrench disputed territory from the bands of the Papal See.
Again Defoe felt it his duty to advise the great powers as
to the true objectives of the war.

The Empire was having a

difficult enough time holding its own in the Alliance, any
further adventure would only lead to a dissipation of energy.
Defoe questioned rhetorically "Is this a Time for the Emperor
to pursue his private claims on the Fiefs and old Tenures of
the Empire; to invade his Neighbour Princes, and form new Leagues
against himself?

Is this a time to open a Door to the French,

and let them again into Italy?"2
Whig circles once again misunderstood Defoe's supposed
protection of the Pope.

Many in England were quite prepared

to ait through and enjoy the penbrmance of battle between the
Catholic Hapsburgs and the Papacy.

On this superficial level

there was little chance of comprehending what Defoe waa labouring for.

He therefore set himself the task of illustrating

the problem by a short dialogue.

It is also a good example

of how Defoe simplified matters of international relations for
1 Review, September 20, 1707, Vol. IV, Book X, 379.

~, October 16, 1708, Vol. V, Book XIII, 346-347.
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for his audience.

Mr. Madrna.n is puzzled over the Review's in-

sistence not to he1p the Emperor destroy the Pope:
Mr. Review

• • .what is the :Matter?

Madman

Matter, you shall hear that with both
your Ears; why you are turned Papist--

Review

Or Mahometan, or anything,

Madman

No, no, nothing but Papist; and you are
writing as hard as you can against the
War in Ita1y, for Fear the Pope should
be pull'd down.

Review

For Fear he shou1d not be pull'd down
you mean I suppose?

Madman

Not at all; I mean what I say, for fear
the Emperor should pull down the Pope;
you are for the Confederate refusing tc
assist him in his new Quarre1 with the
Pope--are not you a Papist now?-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
This mad Discourse of yours brings me
back to where I ended in my last, viz.
That pul1ing down the Pope, and pulling
dawn popery, are two Things--I have given
my Opinions about the Emperor 1 s Quarre1
with the Pope; all the world knows, the
Emperor doas not quarrel at Popery--It is
not his Design to pull down the Pontificate;
• • • if he slew him in battle, he would
1mmediately set up another Ecclesiastica1

Review

Idol in his Place.

go on.

But the Quarrel at the

Pope is , as he is Possessor of aeveral
Places, which they call Fiefs and Vassals
to the Empire, temporal1y consider'd, detains these Governments; from and defends them
against the Emparer; and in this Capacity it
is the Emparer differa with his Holiness,
and what 1 s all this tc Popery?
Madman

You are al1 for Distinctions; but we will not
take it that way, pulling dawn Pope, and pulling down Popery must be a Kin; it cannat be
but pulling down the Power of the Pope will
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soma influence upon Popary--and lat me
but aea the Pope coma down, whom wa call
antichriat, we ahall think Popery will
.follow.
Review

If thera was no othar Pope to ba set up
in hia Room, aomawhat might be; but you
are all wrong, if this Pope were depoa'd
.for hia Partiality to France; as I think
it were wall enough if he were; yet he would
immediately be aucceeded by another, the
State of Popery would be the aame, and the
depoaing the Pope would have no other Signification as to pulling down Popery, than
the Death of a Pope has, which terminates
only in this, viz. The Assembling the Conclave to choose a new Pope--Who, when he is
erected, is just the same. Ecclesiastick old
Gentleman as hia Predeceasor--

Madman

Wall, but I would have 'em pull'd down for
all than.

Review

Why so would I too; if you please, tho' not
in the.Way and Mannar I foresee it is going
about now, viz. To pull all the Princes of
Italy upon his Head, and let in the French,
which may make a new, a long and a doubtful
War in Italy, and at last the Emperor may
be disappointed, not able to carry on his
Pretensiona; or if he does, must call off
his men from other Parts to pursue that Particular, to the manifest Losa of all the
rest of the Confederacy.l

It is thought that Defoe who had worked so devotedly
for the atrengthening of the allied effort against France,
eventually shifted hia position in favour of France during the
p~eparation for peace talks at Utrecht.2

Defoe, once again

working for a Tory miniatry, exchanged one set of principlea
1Review, October 23, 1709, Vol. V, Book XIII, 357-358.
2B. Fitzgerald, Daniel Defoe, 166.
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for another.

The Tories who had become known as the peace

party were merely using Defoe's verbal proficiency in order
to bring about a sympathetic understanding on the part of
the bread population who had been led so long by the Whig war
party.
At a glanee this seems to be the situation.

But a

greater consideration of Defoe's journalistic efforts immediately after Marlborough's victory over the French at Ramillies
sheds a different light on the matter.
allied triumph over the

Frenc~Defoe

In the moment of the

took a singular position

and urged his readers not to lose sight of the grand objective.

His restraint, objectivity and conaistency of ideas

expressed sevan years earlier 1 is surprising:
• • • our present buisness is to pull down tyranny, to pull down not the man but the Tyrant,
not the King of France, as King Louis XIV but
the King of France, as the general oppresser
of Europe; if he is once reduced, if the Emperor, or any Emperor or King, nay, tho' he
were a Protestant, proves likewiae too great
for his Neighbour, Oppresses, Invades and Encroaches upon ether Peoples Right we will at
any time join wit~ this very King of France
to pull down him.
Instead of provoking his audience already infected with the
war fever, he attempted to keep the temper of the nation on
an even keel:
• • • I cannat but smile, when I haar
lsee ab~ Page 196-199.
2
Review, August 19, 1707, Vol. IV, Book X, 323-324.
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our people pulling the French King Limb from
Limb, how they fall a shareing this Bear-Skin,
and avery one will have a Piace.
Nay, we have been cutting out all France
among us, the Drapera will have Morlaix, because
they want Canvaa and Doulas; the honest Sailors
desire Nants and Rachel becauae they love Punch
and want Brandy. The Good Fellow will be content with nothing but Bourdeaux; for he can't
be without hia Claret; the Ladies must have
Lyons and ita Appendencea, becauae they want
Alamodes and Luatrings; the Beaua must have
Montpelier for the Essences and Parfumes; and
thua a piace of France won't serve ua but we
must have all; and very particular we are upon
this head. (but) • • • what it is we are doing;:
what do we fight for; what ia the end of it
all? The honest end is Peace, and the beat Reward of victory ia Peace; an honourable safe and
lasting peace, which I believe avery honeat Man
will join with me in a Petition for.l
And at the very moment when the appetite of the Confederacy
was sharpened he again reiterated the basic thought of his
views on foreign policy:
We do not fight for Conqueat, but for
Peace; •tia peace only can restore the Breaches
War haa made upon our Commerce; Peace only can
make our Wealth flow like a high Spring Tyde.
The End of this war is to reduce exorbitant Power to a due Pitch, to run it quite down,
would be to erect soma other Exorbitant in its
Room, and so set up our selves as publick Enemies
to Europe, in the room of that publick Enemy we pull
dawn.
Every power, which over ballances the·reat,
makes itself a nusance to its Neighbours. Europe
being divided into a great variety of separate
Governments and Constitutions; the safety of the whole
consista in a due Distribution of Power, sa shar'd
to every Part or Branch of Government, that no
one may be able to oppress and destroy the reat.2
1Review, May 25, 1706, Vol. III, Book VII, 250-251.
2

~, June 1, 1706, Vol. III, Book VII, 262.
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It should be borne in mind that these moderate ideaa
were expreased at the crest of the Contederate's victory.
political situation, however, continued to change.

The

The France

of Louis XIV after the battles of Oudenarde and Malplaquet began to suffer acutely the privations of nearly a quarter of a
century of warfare.

If the strains of war were visible in

England they had beoome glaring in France.

England and ber

allies had at last reached the difficult point of terminating the war.

From a military atandpoint, France was beaten

but, in the Spanish Peninsula, the allies had failed miaerably in their attempt to evict Louis' grandson, Philip of
Anjou.

In reality France had been eut down to aize.

the war to continue?

Was

Had Defoe insisted on its continuation,

he would have contradicted his previous approach to the problem of foreign policy, expounded so consiatently over the
yeara.

But he was well-'aware of the changed circumstances.

With France sufficiently weakened, Defoe began to diseuse
the possibility of recognizing Philip as King of Spain.
detected>what he consideredlunmistakable signa that even
though Philip was French it would be highly unlikely that
France and Spain would manage to cooperate indefinitely:
Did nat the Nobility of Spain sollicit King
Philip to remove the French Men from his Privy
Counsel? To remove all French Governours out
of Towns? And to Employ none but Native Spaniards? • • • Did they not represent to King
Philip the Necessity his Kingdom stood in of

He
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the English Trade, and procure a Liberty for
English Ships to come into their Ports and
carry off their Wool. 1
This is what persuaded Defoe to write in favour of
peace talks with the French.

Once it had become clear that

the French no longer constituted a threat to Europe the Allied
failure in Spain was of little consequence.

On the contrary,

continued effort in the Spanish Peninsula would only result
in additional bloodshed and misery.
The consideration of Defoe'.s complete writings reveal
a uniformity of thought based on the concept of a balance of
power.

He never strayed from this fundamental view, and it

alone is sufficient to explain what motivated Defoe in his
daily life as a journalist and politician.
The death of Leopold's son, Joseph I (1705•1711) actually gave the Tories additional weight in their attempt to
end the war.

The death of the Emperor meant that his brother

Charles, already the allies' candidate for the Spanish throne,
would now become Roly Roman Emperor as well.

Defoe did not

hesitate to emphasize the s1gnificance of this event, which
~~

threatened to restore the power ofAHapsburgs to the former
greatness witnessed under Charles V.

But it can be questioned

whether Defoe attached any aerious consideration to this occurenee beyond the purely propagandist value that it may have
supplied in the arranging of peace at Utrecht.
lReview, October 25, 1711, Vol. VIII, Book XX, 371.

CONCLUSION
As a political writer it is clear that Defoe has contributed little in originality to the field of political theory.
His works bear the stamp of his time in general and that of
his immediate background in particular.

As a son of the lata

aeventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, logic and reason
are the guide signa of his thought.

Because of hia Dissent-

ing background he waa exposed to a rigorous religions education,
and to the aecular Whig ideas, upon both of which he leaned
heavily throughout his life.

From this point of view he falls

into the \Vhig design of things; but the fit is an awkward one.
The sympathetic feeling and affection which he felt for the
lower classes sets him off sharply from the aristocratie Whig
theoreticians of his period.
His real contribution stems from this set of circumstances.

Because of his association with the lower and mer-

cantile classes his journalism popularized established Whig
views in a more liberal mannar for the broad masses.

It was

Defoe who brougHtSydney and Locke through pamphlet and newsheet to the people.

li!!

It was in the weekly numbers of the Re-

that the people were instructed in their parliamentary

liberties.

Defoe was in a sense, a much greater eighteenth

oentury Cobbett.
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His relationship to the political parties is of great
importance.

It was here that Defoe revealed his penetrating

insight into the political and social structure of England
the first two decades of the eighteenth century.

i~

Educated

in Whig circles and identified as a Vfhig, he soon found the
narrow structure of party suffocating for the broader interests
of the nation.

He did not hesitate to disaaaociate himself

from party when he felt the interest of the nation threatened.
The most important aspect of his attitude to party
was revealed in 1710 when the Tories triumphed at the polls.
Still basically a Whig, he now discovered the imrr1ensity of
social change which had robbed tl1e parties of any inner meaning.

On the basis of this (which he explained at great length

in the Review) he was able to appeal to his Whig readers to
remain loyal to a Tory government who, he claimed, would be
forced to uphold the Revolutionary Settlement as any Whig
government would do: social and economie changee affecting
England had so reduced the differences between Whig and Tory.
Defoe's views on foreign policy will remain his
crowning achievement.

In his earlier years, immediately be-

fore the War of the Spanish Succession, Defoe had outlined
the requirements of a sound foreign policy.

These views were

based on the realities of a specifie period and were meant to
answer the problems of a particular situation.

Unlike other
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idealist political philosophera, Deroe wrote for a particular nation state.
greater Europe.

However, he was not blind to the needs of
And therefore, we find in his works perhaps

the clearest enunciation of the doctrine of the balance of
power on the continent.

Had Defoe 1 s critics seriously exa-

mined his writings on the balance of power, they would have
avoided unnecessary questions pertaining to his intellectual
honesty or consistency to principle.

They would have dis-

covered the answer as to why he so readily switched from the
Whig to the Tory camp.
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1711

An Essay At a plain Exposition of that Difficult Phrase
l sood Peace By the author of the Review.

1711

Reaaons \'-hy A Party Among us, and a1ao amons the Confederates, Are obstinately bent against a Treaty of Peace
with the French at this time.

1711

1711

An Essay on the History of Parties, And Persecutions in
in Britain. With a brief Account of the Test-Act, and
a Historical Enquiry into the Reasons, the Original, and
the Consequences of the Occaisiona Conformity of Dissenters.
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1712

A Defence of the Allies and the Late Ministry or Remarks
on the Tories New Idol.

1712

The Present State of Parties in Great Britain. Particularly an Enquiry Into the State of Dissenters in England.

1712

Plunder and Bribery Further Discover'd In a Memorial
Humbly Offer'd To the British Parliament.

1712

Reaaons against fightins--whether it is safe for her
mlnistry to engage with the French.

1712

A Farther search into the ;;onduct of the Allies, and the
:nlate Ministry.

1712

Hannibal at the Gates: Or the Progress of Jacobitism.

1713

Reasons against the Succession of the House of Hanover.

1713

And what if the Pretender should come? Or, soma consederations of the advantages and real consequences of the
Pretenders possessing the Crown of Great Britain.

1713

An anawer to a Question That nobody thinks of, viz. But
what if the Queen ahould die?

1713

An Essay on the Treaty of Commerce With France.

1713

Some further observations on the Treaty of Navigation
and Commerce, Between Great Britain and France.

1713

The Trade with France, Italy, Spain and Portugal conaidered: with soma observations on the Treaty of Commerce
between Great Britain and France.

1714

Whigs and Tories United; or, the Interest of Great Britaln considered.

1714

Advice to the People of Great Britain, With Respect to
two important points of their future conduct. I What
they ought to expect from the King II How they ousht
to behave towards him.
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1714

The Secret Historz of the White-Staff, Being an Account
of Affaira under the conduct of sorne late ministers, and
of what might probably have haEpened if Her Majesty had
not died.

1715

The ·secret Historz of State Intrigues in the Management
of the Scepter, In the late Reign.

1715

of Her late Ma

and Her last minwi h France.

1715

An Appeal to Honour and Justice.

1715

Some Reaaons Offered by the late Ministry In Defense of
the Administration.

1715

The Folly and Vanitz of Impeaching the late Ministry Consider'd.

1715

An Acoount of the Conduct of Robert Earl of Oxford.
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